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PREFACE.
It hu been the pt 'vilege oi the author to teach the theory of muilci

and nothing hit th* ii.. • y, lor tne pait trn yeara. Ouringf this extended
period he has nalurv" - had exceptional opportunities for discovering

the difficulties which confront the average student; and the special

purpose of this prewnt work, the outcome of many requests 'rom both

past and present pupils, as well as from fellow teachers, is to assist the

student to meet and master these difficulties, so that Harmony, which
is one of the moat important and, at the same time, one cf the most
charming studies in th«3 art of music, may become a source of pleasure

and enjoyment, instead of being, as so frequently happens, a source of

. 'orry and annoyance.

The author has endeavoured, in his treatment of the subject, to be as
timp.t, as caneiu, and at the same time as thorough as possible) sink

plicity being a necessity for the beginner in every subject i concise*

ness, a necessity at the present dav, when harmony is but one oft '>e many
studi.-s which claim the attention of the studen ; while a thorouf;h expla-

nation of the sutijfct is not only absolutely necessary, but this, indeed,

must also be on somewhat original lines in order to justify the publica-

tion of yet another work on a subject upon which 30 many excei.ent

treatises have already been written.

It U not 10 be supposed, however, that any very original theories

will be advanced in th: early chapters of the present work ; on the con-

trary, the author is convinced that tho fint objtet of the student should
be to acquire a pi^rfect knowledge, as far as possible, of that purity of

harmonic structure upon which the immorul compoMtions of a Mozart
were based. The modem composer, to wham a new effect is always
an object to be attained—for the feeble p atitude and the dishonesty of

plagiarism should ever be avoided—will discover almost endless possi-

bilities in the modifications of the chords in general use, either by the

employment of a :xi iary notes, o.- by the introduction of the chromatic

elemen:. Whatever originality thei'e may be in the present work will

be found, then '>re, in a later chapter, wherein the author, in order to

meet the requirements of modem composers advocates the adoption of

a new scale (see Ex. 6, page xi), the principal feature of which is the

combination of the enharmonic element with the already accepted

chromatic extension of the major scale.
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Coiuidenbte .rtmeion has boen devoted, Ihroujhout ihia work, toUM •xwetoM at the end of each chapter. These, It will be seen, an
both „„„,«„„, ,„d „f , w,„Wcharar.,r. !„ addition to floured basMi.,
whici may be regarded at the .taple form of exercise, there are also
exercises on the analysis of chord*, on the introduction (including the
preparation and resolution) of discord., on the harmoni«ition ofmelodiesand unfijfured bas«!., on clothing blank rhythms with harmony, and oncomposmg original pas«ige,, etc. In all cases the exercises have been
carefully^rBdW, and have been arranged with the special view of assist,mg cindidates preparing for examinations. The student, however, i.
not necessarily expected to work all the exercises at the end of each
chapter, many of them being of a suggestive character, may, at the
<Uscrct.on of the teacher, be omitted, or on the other hand, others of a
irfmilar type may be added either by the teacher or by the student
bimself.

It seems to be a moot question as to whether the student should,
or should not, be taught to harmonise melodies from the beginning.
The author is inclined to think not, but everything really depends on the
student I far though one student will grasp the principles readily enough,
and another wi.l fail to do so, both of them may in the end prove to
be equally successful in their general work. This matter must also be
left with the teacher, and if the exercises on harmonising melodies, etc.,
are omitted when the chapter is first studied, they will probably be found
useful in review work at a later day.

Another feature, and one to which the author attaches much
importance, is a lyitem by which both time and tpact may be saved in
writing th: name* of chorda. By the use of the signs, + for major,
- for minor, o for diminished, and x for augmented, combined with
certain Roman and Arabic numerals, each chord may be designated by
means of a symbol (somewhat resembling the symbols used in Chemis-
try), pUced below the bass-note. The saving in time and space will be
readily seen from one or two examples, thus :

SvMBOL Signification.

V7> The first inversion of the dominant seventh.'
I-» The second inversion of the tonic minor common chord.
XIV70 The diminished seventh on the chromatically raised

subdominant.

Suspensions, and in fact every chord employed in music, may alw
be represented. In no case, it may be said, is the generaUy accepted
system of figures (employed for the figured bass), tampered with.

*
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In lhl> sjnmbol yttem, which I* expUmed in Appendix 1, the first
•ix nolei or the scale (re repreaented by the Brsl six Roman numeral!,
the Leading note, however, is represented by the letter L, in order that
lh« attention of the student may mora readily be directed to the
characteristics of this note, which not only has, kh a rule, a fixed pro.
resaion, but which, unlilce the other notes of the major scale, is n<!ver
the roof of a diatonic common chord, and never the tonic cf an attend-
ant key. The minor aeventh in the minor scale will be known as the
subtonic, In preference to the somewhat awkward expression, "flattened
leading-note," and is represented by the Roman numeral VII. Thi»
system, it is hoped, will supply a long-felt want, for instead of re^.rding
the analysis of chords as a somewhat irksome task, the earnest student
it has been found, tekes a delight in trying to discover the correct
symbols for the various chords as they occur in an exercise.

Another featur* of this work, to which the author would draw
attention. Is the theory of the best treble note. In certain chords, such
as the sixth on the subdominant, the cadential ?, the second inversion

of the dominant seventh, etc., one note in particular is often prefer-
able in the treble, and this note has been pointed out in every instance.
In no case, however, Is the treble note for theJ!ni chord of an exercise
suggested by the use of a figure below the '<ass note ; a plan which,
while frequently adopted In text books, sa -,, in the opinion of the
author, of mistaken kindness. Before comnr, ; ;ing to work a figured
bass the student will do well to jot in here and there, wherever possible,
the best treble notes, especially at the cadences i these will not only
become tttpping ilontt, as it were, and so prevent that aimless groping
in the dark, so common with beginners, but will also, as a rule, ensure
an inUniting melody, a feature often lacking in an otherwise correct
exercise.

The leading and diminidied eerenth chord* are tnsated as being
derived, respectively, from the dominant major and minor ninth chords,
by Iht omission of lit dominant, but in neither case is the chord called
the first inversion of the dominant ninth i the student being taught that
in the last named chord the dominant is always present, while in the
chords of the seventh on the leading note the dominant is never present.
A distinction is thus made where a diffensnce, if perhaps only a slight
one, certainly seems to exist.

In the treatment of iiupenaiona the author teaches that the concord
it a* auspendtd note, the discord being the suspending note ; for it is the
concord over wjich there is suspense while the discoid is being heard.



Thus, in the suspension 9 to 8, the ninth is the suspending note, and the
octave the suspended note, the ninth and the octave tc^ether, of course,
constitutmgr the suspension. Suspensions are also taught as being oftwo
kinds, r.st«g and Jailing, so that the term ' retenlation ' is unnecessary
in tills connection

; a suspension is always regarded as falling unless the
word nstng is used, in the samu way that a scale is always regarded as
being major unless the word minor is used. The term ' retardation '

is
employed for the so-called 'driving notes,' and is considered in con-
junction with the 'anticipation,' of which it may be regarded as the
converse.

Secondary serenths are treated under ths heading of fundamental
d.Kord,

;
a fundamenf,l discord being regarded as a discord derived from

a fundamental note or root. Thus, the chord at a, Ex. 1.
Ex. 1, in the key of C, is the jK^r/oBic i«KBrt, II7

;

in the key of B-Bat this same chord would be the
mediant seventh, HI?. The chromatic chord at 4, in
the key ofC, i i theprimary seventh on the supersonic,
11 + 7. In each case the root is the same, vii. D. The seventh on the
dominant, though regarded as a primary seventh, is always called aanmmant seventh.

Much attention has also been devoted to the subject of barmanie
IWOgression.. The best progressions both to and from the various
chords. i.s they severally occur, are considered in every instance, so that
the student may learn to write short passages, introducing given chords •

ability to do which is now necessary in theoretical examinations.

The line of continuation is used to indicate the retention of one ormore notes from the preceding chord j this, the original meaning of the
term, avoids all confusion, and avoids also the necessity of addine amark (of any kind whatever) to the bass-note of a common chord.

The illustrations throughout this work have been given in the keys
of C major and either A ore minor, but they should in every case be
transposed mto other keys, and the more important examples should becommitted to memory.

No illustrations from the compositions of the great masters ' ave been
included, for though of considerable interest to the true musician it is a
question whether such examples are really of any benefit to the student.
Speaking generally, it may be said, that for every example chosen toprove a rule, another example could probably be found, po„ibly in theworks of the same composer, which might be quoted to disprove the
rule I indeed, to furnish adequate illustraUon*, with exceptions, and
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explanations, a work on harmony would become an extremely bulky

volume, far exceeding' both the intentions of the author and the limits

of the present work.

In order to avoid unwieldly dimensions, this treatise has been
divided into three parts, the contents of which may be summarized as

follows :

—

Part I. The major and minor diatonic scales, intervals, the com-
mon chord and its inversions, cadences, sequences, the

dominant seventh, and natural modulation.

Part II. Secondary sevenths, the dominant ninth with its deriva-

tives—the leadings and diminished sevenths, suspen-

sions, auxiliary notes, and extraneous modulation.

Part III. Chromatic concords and discords, enharmonic modulation,

certain modified chords^ harmony in other than four

parts, contrapuntal part writing, and the string quartet.

No mention, it will be seen, is made in the above synopsis, of chords

of the eleventh and thirteenth. To this theory of chord construction

the author is altt^ether opposed^ though at the same time fully appreci-

ating the great work which Alfred Day, M, D. (1810-1S49), the originator

of the theory, accomplished fur the advancement of the art, and fully •

recogtiizing^ also the strong support which it has received at the hands

of many of the most eminent theorists in England and America.

Bach, to whom we are indebted for the establishment of equal tem-

perament, the very basis of all modern music, died practically a hundred

years before the Day i heory was promulgated. Moreover, to Beethoven,

the acknowledged greatest musical genius the world has ever seen,

this theory was absolutely unknown. The student, therefore, who
would examine and study the works of the great classical masters,

will find the Day theory, to say the least, unnecessary. Furthermore,

it cannot so much as be assumed that the great composers wrote, even

unconsciously, in accordance with this theory, for the notation

Ex.2.of certain chords which occur in their works,

is entirely at variance with this theory. The
chord at n, Ex. 2, for instance, is disallowed,

and when thus written, the D-sharp is said to be

'incorrect notation employed for convenience/

and should, it is Llaimed, be £-flat, as at 6 ; the

chord being, according to the Day theory,

the dominant minor thirteenth, and the two
chords being on^ and the same chord. According to the theory advocated
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by the author, the chord, are not th. ,ame; that at a i, the ^7 .- , j^,dominant «ve„th with the fifth augmented, in the key ofC major ,' while
he chord at i .» th. ^ i.e. the dominant minor sixth and «,ven.h, in
Uie key of C minor. This chord, it may be said, will be explained in

will. It IS felt, be justified by the expUnation.

ci,^""
""" !^^'™ ~"*'=""Sf "'eories. In the one case, the twochords are regarded as beingr the same, and the composer, whoevlr he

dll t "TJ-"'"'^' " *™"^' '" "« <"her?.he ZTaredifferent, with different symbols and names, in different keys andeven possess as will be shown below, different eff-,,, wbi e th^ composer may write whichever his fancy dictates The tact thr i, u ?
D^ri^'^rtr

™
'': ^'r - -^-?--^troV^^^^^^^Day theory, for this may also be said of the German form of the

iW " r '7f' "
"^""^""^ "" '"•"' °" the piano a™hedom!

chanlroT h
' »!"'.":"7'""«y •"» "esaid of the various enhalon"

forZ^elords.'"'"''''*'''
''"*""" •"" "" '"'""^'^ "-'- '» 'aime":

The difference in the mental effect of the chorfs at a and i, to which^ference was made above, is due in part to the difference b;tween Gto D sharp which is an augmented fifth, and G to E flat, whTch U a

IS a,ssonant Th.s difference in effect will be readily appreciated if thenatural resolutions of these chords, shown at a and 6, Ex^
3,""

playLon the piano. The progression at _
.

.
«re piayea

a is tinged w!th>^, that at b with
*

sorrow. A veritable illustration ~°
ofmusical antithesis. Now, effects
such as these are as readily appre-
ciated with the eyf as with the ear
by the true musician. Beethoven,
it is well known, composed his

ally, but they a™ very ra« indeed in the works rfthThTr""
""'"'''"

eventhewen.k„ow„p..adentialchord^^tt7Id'^^^^^^^^^^^
Sonau .ppas«onata' (measure 6), in which the consecutive fifthr.r.

BiM^ii^ii
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hidden from the eye, only by the noUtion employed, can be exotained.~.d the compo=«r .b«lved f™m the sin of incorrict notatiol^

chord, of the eleventh or thirteenth , to this the author would lay acounter^U,m that such chords do no. exist in the works of Bachfo'Beethoven, or indeed of any of the old masters ; for surely these Jellcomposers wrote in accordance with »„, .heo-y, and it has been shownt^at th., was not Ih. Day theory. Furthermore, this theory is even mor^madequate when applied to modern compositions, fTr C-sham U
r.tT "'/?"' " °-""'' ''"'""P " ^-«»'- ">" "-harp as11m he key of C major at the present day. The old cry of -incorrecnotafon- .s no longer plausible ; it is little short of an in7ult to the ^.^composer, and the day has now come ^\^^,he,h,oriHmu.tVl^
to accountfor all such chromatic progresiion..

l"prepared

A modem author • of a valuable work on harmony, says that hebases h,s system "on the Diatonic, Chromatic and Enha™Tc i^ales!

will follow some such plan, in order consistently to explain modern«.m^nat.ons. which, under the theoretical systems at prefem in vju"require a wrong apphcation of the Uws of acoustics, and a complej^mul .phcation of root, " With these sentiments the authorof the or«l„^work .sin perfect accord, and the theory which he advances fom"these m^^ern requirements will be propounded in Part III ofthil wo^
."

.^v aT h^ ™
'.'n'u"

""""'"' "'^ <"«= ""J-- "« nZeHelX
tTli r,i^e'.°7„" "''"'."T^^' "-y ^ Obtained by thefonna-

-t.1,1 .^ of primary ninth., commencing, like the Day theoryw,.h the tonic a, the original generator of the key, this is followX ^

LoTr"' .S
°" ""^ ''°"'™"'' " "'• ^'^ of the tonic, andSTis byanother on the supertonic, as the fifth of the dominant So far this is

worr'^wt thftf^'^'^-
"^'«'—"'oquo.e Dr. d:;^"

islcause^he harl •

•"""""'• """ '"P*"""'" "^ ^'°«" ^or roots,

tamZn f
harmomc, ,n nature rise in the same manner, first the

ttronhefirofTrr"' '""V"''''
°' "» «""<"• "o-'-'-thenthose of the fifth of that dommant, being the second or supertonic of the

Sion"° f- ^X T""'"'"""""^^ «>eauthorwouldd™CX^,tL^:
attenfon "why the harmonics of the next fifth are not used isVbec^e

(M the fifth of the supertonic
, and can only be used as a oart ofTchromatic chord.'' The latter part of this quotation m:y beTand.;:

on th?;,SSl|\£ ch^'^JfcS^.'^'^'^SljP''''"''' "^ Chromatic." i n. ,iK„rf_ThetlKor^s



^!^^' *T 'T "" •""'•Po'"' ofacOBstic,, but «,«,/.„ ««/„««/

"t BTr.!,""""' ?.' k'
" "'" "" "^ '"-« f-^"'" » HtUe t'o:"X!5

IS the »»/V-'«« note which U employed in equal temperament
i and^:ZZZr """' " "" " "°' ^'^-"-^

'" -• «'"i "h^

Another, and an interesting- illustration of this point wih be seen in

?«™, of'^h
""°" ""? '""' '"'^"'" '«"^«" '^« «"' «"" »^ond

8 to 9 wh.le he mterval between the second and third degrees is am.nor tone, w.th the ratio of 9 to 10. Now the first and second de^e.^m the key of D. for example. a« exactly the same, accoriing tot îT^s

Wherefore. ,f the note D has. say, 288 vibrations, then the note E^ in thekey of D. wdl have 324 vibrations, whereas in the key of C this s^l ^m"note E, w,II have only 320 vibrations. Theoretically this is a feetpracfca ly it is absurd. The difference between theo^ and p^cticetth.sand m s,m.lar .nsunces, may be explained on the i^unds, tha'the

LlT'.h ^T-^'"''''''?'^
""" "* *'°""'^' ""<• "-e vocalil, can

!nt ^M f'f
"""" '*'*"'" '"* ™*J" ""• '"e minor tone, theeffect would not be in accordance with the principles upon which the

orincToleTv
''"''"" "="^ '^ constructed, f^r theTnl^^^menu"pnncple of th.s construction is equality, the octave bein,r divided intotwelve mathematically equal se~iitones.

In the old meantone, or unequal temperament system, the semitoneswere «,a^r ,,„-/. with the result that certain keys, called Coir"«.uldnot be employed a. all, when, therefore, the ' Wohltemf^rirt;,Klaver-, m wh.ch there are preludes and fugues in every keyVmade
.ts appearance, the old system gradually passed away, and equll^m!perament Uccnu, and has „W. „„„,„<,, the deJiel, esUblil^Td

Returning now to the point in question, since all the semitones areexac ly equal, it follows that all the perfect fifth, will alsoLjZZ
Tsum^^, """"• '" " " "•~" ""' ""' P""-P'« '"at the .^'dernsystem of scale construction is based, every new scale being the eZ2
Ii::ttjt t- 't ^ "'-^ "'""^•"^ ""ptt-fatof p^halone It w.ll, herefore, be seen that the fifth of the supertonic, whichDr. Day sutes is "a little too Shan,." cannot be lie saZ .ole).si^t

n^Z'77 ""5" •»'>»««»i"t in the modern major «»le,"/ /t
ttflas tn wkici an ejuai.

!".<»»
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th. llT^r
!*"" "!•' ""y,'I"""™ <" P«rf«t *V^atT which prompted

which Drn
'""'""%"» »«™«rf primary ninth, f„™ th/poinVat

Zmt?n the'Ll" , f"' ""r
"" "*'" '"^ "" "«"«"• '""""medianwill be .n the same relation to the supertonic as the supertonic is to thedominant and as the dominant is to the tonic. HfvinK. tierlforeformed chord, of the prima.y minor n.n.h upon the tonic. L To^^l^land the ,uperton,c. the .ubmed:«.t « iaien^or the next rh^-J, afterS

^rffcffiZ "i!"'''"'."''
«™"y"'«'«««inf note, finaliyXcau^ the

«at fserie^'o'f"': '^i-^""'* "" «-/<>- /-..*;f a diatonic

whic.; fLTh
°'.=''°:''"» """ »'"«!"'«». 'he natural evolution of

iCex'ampre!-
" " " " ^'"""'""' *"' "^ »«" » "• follow-

Ex.4.

.v \''U'''°'!
""'" '" "" *'"™ """P'" ^-^ 'he root, of the succes-sive chords i the quarter notes, in each case, form a chord of thrr

inished seventh. These chords, it wi,, he se'en, ext^d ov 'r a omitof exactly four octaves, commencing and ending on the tonic ofthXyA scale may now be formed from the notes comprised hv these

of^h *J' "
"'"' ""' ""'""^ '"'"'™^ »'" "«' "" 'he requh-emenuof the modern composer, a scale containing not only the diatonirand

forV^terd
""' """ ""' """-"^"^ «"'-"' -^ --'<='• -y 'here'-

Ex^ 5. The Modem Enharmonic Scale of C.

scale^-te ol T" '" "" *'""" ''""'P'' '"'" ""= *»"'"!<= "<"«« of the

^ltir'.Z^ T " "^ chromatic, and are called the perfect chrj!

catly cha^^e^d r XT T""""'
"^^^ ""^ "^ -ver'^nhar^ontcaiiy Changed

i the eighth notes are called the imperfect chromatinand may be employed in either form.
»P«"ect cBromatic.

the JIv o?r m'*- ""TJ'
''''" " *''* '^'" *" "" "• PO'''"* cho«l, inthe key of C major, three .mport«.t new tri«to. viz., A major, E major
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and B major, besides others, are added to the already accepted chromatic
concords. These, it will be seen, are the dominant triads of the three
attendant minor keys, and by their acceptance the whole family o(
attendant keys becomes even more closely united with the original
tonic key than heretofore. By the addition of these triads, together
with their sevenths and ninths, a theory of harmony is obtained by
which ntry ch rd in the works of the great composers can be juttifitd.
Furthermore, the modem composer will find at his command a major
triad on every semitonal degree of the key, except alone on F.sharp
(or G-flal), which, having no note common to the diatonic scale, is

naturally altogether foreign to the key. At the same time, seem-
ingljr boundless pottibilitie* in the realm of tone color are pre-
sented to the composer, possibilities which indeed may luvtr bt exhauiUd
so long as the art of music is based upon these very principles of equal
temperament

The chief defects of the Day theory may be briefly summarized as
follows :~

(1) It was altogether i<ii*m«»ii to the great classical masters of the
Bach to BeethOTCn period (and even later); indeed, it frequently
happens that chords employed by these composers cannot be explained
by the Day theory, in whicl, case the chords are said to be written in
False notation.

(2) The compound intervals of the eleventh and thirteenth being
represented in figured basses by their simplt forms -the fourth and
sixth, the names 'dominant fourth and dominant lizth' are just as
applicable and quite as justifiable as the names ' dominant eleventh and
thirteenth,'

(3) These names, furthermore, are very indefinite. Dr. Day
furnishes thirtyJwo different examples of the use of the dominant
eleventh, and as many is seventy different examples of the use of the
dominant thirteenth.

(4) The theory completely overthrows the generally accepted theory
of roots, and, consequently, root progressions, for any diatonic triad or
chord of the seventh may be regarded as an incomplete form of the
dominant thirteenth.

(5) The harmonic form of the chromatic scale being the basis of
this theory, and this scale being derivable from the chords of the ninth
on the tonic, dominant and supertonic, nothing is gained by adding the
eleventh and thirteenth to these generators.

(6) It is founded (as has been showi above) upon a false estimate of
the true significance of equal temptnuocat, in which, for the purpose
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of enharmonic change*, aU the Mnitonei-whether dUtonic or chro-
matic-must be regarded a* being lAioluMy tqual.

(7) Finally, when applied to the works of the great modem com-
P°^~W*»""> »»<' his contemporaries and successors, this theory
tifMalfy/ailt, for, in the chromatic extension of the modes now in vogue,
a primary seventh, (to mention one chord alone) may be employed not
only upon the tonic, the dominant and the supertonic - as advocated by
Dr. Day- but also upon all Ike dtgrut of the major scale.

The various theories ofharmony, however, after all ii said and done
may well be likened to the different paths up mount Parnassus. The
onginator of a theory is simply the discoverer ofa new path, the teacher
IS the guide, and the student is the pilgrim. To reach the summit is the
object of all. Are we not but too frequently prone to believe that the
path we ourselves trod is the only path ? May not the pilgrim occasion-
ally take another path ? Should not the guide be acquainted with every
path? Is it not the part of the discoverer to find, if possible, the
smoothest path, to remove obstructions and to grade the road where
necessary, and thus to prepare a way which from his heart he feels will
be welcomed by aU? A path ofjoy to the guide, a path of comfort to
the pilgrim.

To all his pupils, past as well as p,««nt, the author dedicate, thiswork i and if it be the means of elevating their musical taste or themean, of arousing a keener desire for, and a better appreciation of, the
higher types of music, or the means of leading them into the realm of
composition, when perhaps they may add something, if only a small
contribution, to that wealth of music of which we are already the haonv
possessors, then indeed will he feel repaid, and amply repaid, for the
time and labor spent upon the same.

To his friend and pupil, Mr. Edmund Hardy, Mus. Bac, for valuable
assistance in reading proofs, the acknowledgments of the author are
due, and are cordially tendered.

Toaoino, Cakada,

August, 1903.
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A TREATISE ON HARMONY

INTRODUCTION.

I

HE period at which Harmony first began to be »
^^ZTT''" ""'"= "^P*"* "> have been1«

direct resulL of the RenT/«
* T°"°' '" °' *'>''='' "« '"e

modern murhadt birth
' '''°' ""•'""

'" '""*=''

olCo^r^^oiif £^17"= ''" ""P-'^ on a basi.

inVtwo o7mo e melons Th""«'
'

u'
"" '"^ °' '^^'-'''n-

comp^osers arose irtheLtelmh "'°°' °' contrapuntal

point'^f'tlir'i'n^C^l^ "?"';' '™'" "^« P"P-dic„lar
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About the yew i--n ^ •

tafluence of B.ch. equ.!',!*",
'" * «"« ««««« ««ue to th.

^

'king th. p,«=e ofTe rmer.o„'
''•'""^ ""^ ''««' "«

Son... .nd Symphony "heZ,^^^^^^^^^
'"i. t.W. while the

*•« brought to perfeciion .t* he h'S o
»""?' ''""^'^--)

*"'7 <•":••'''). .nd Beethoveitr/o"::; '"''"^'^'
Since the dMth «f d l

' ^ ''° 'o»7;-

" '-e gre..e.t mul;/ 2.7;; :J°;
««-"/ reg.rded

'

Modern composers «e indebted r

"*"" °' Harmony.
h<«nonie. almost entirely to,he emn.o

'"' ""''"''"' '" "''^
e"her by the use of auLSJv „„? "''"f

""" '"»^°«'» '°™«<«
«he chromatic element 7.1°'*^: '"•''• '"''°''""'°"' »'

"Pon the »«te,^ieces or thlrf''^'''''" '«''«« m-d*
whether any advance can bemaT T''"*'"' "' '"^eed

"X"rr """"'^""'^^^^^^^^^^^ '"• '•'•^'•«-

following iuEsT the R^dLTms „^''' "•' "'" '=°'»P"«» '"«
branches. Form /n compoS„ c

"""'' "'^^^^
double). Canon and *ugTSch'tr?"'?°'"' ("'"P'' ""d
to music, a cntical knowJe'dS J he

'''"""'** 'PP''^'^

•
-d the general History of the L^ofT'" T'"" '"'^'«-

«udy will occupy the attentinn T u
"""=• ^''« "Louise of

period of at leasuh/ee vel« T. L*"
""''"''«• ""dent for ,

how little he rtl JTno:. V: t "'"="
!"' ^"' »''«''' «° '^m

0^ one hill, he win find. 1°
S. al7d""'''

'° '"^ ^'"»'"''

higher still, the summits otoLwl ''««'ons, higher and
hidden from view wh« L Lst .he\^"r"'^ "'"'='' -"
with Beethoven, who at th? l ?'' ''''°"'- "^hus it was

"Ihavenotstukild^eno^t """ °' "'' '="'^'- "<=^-'-«*



oinoouenem,
j

b« divided into the following branchei :-
'^' ^

I. 1KT«OD„CTOK». The mnjor and minor dUtonic
Kales, and intervals.

II. Th. Common Chord. Harmonic progression., caden-
ces and sequences.

III. FuNDAMENTAi D.sco.os. The dominant seventh, modu-
tion, secondary sevenths,

IV. Si;SPENSI0N8.

V. Auxiliary Notis.

VI. Chromatic Chords.

major and minor ninths and
their derivatives.

Single, double and triple, both
ri.sing and falling.

Modified chords, pedal, and
Teggios.

Triads, primary sevenths and
ninths, and chromatically
changed notes.

In addition to the above whm n .k. ui

treated from the four-part v;ir:trpofn :L'So:i„7;;';''
tures, also, will be considered in the present I .rk'-

Harmony for more or less than four voices.
Harmony in its relation to counterpoint, and
Harmony for instruments, especially the string quartet
It IS very important for the student to possess a .ronHgeneral nowled.e of all that appertains to therdimems jmustc before commencing the study of harmonv TIT u

knowledge of the diatonic ..ales an'd of ZZl be „
'

"Jally important, these subjects will be treated of in the firs! th™chapters. The scales, indeed, are the very alphabet of ,hlanguage of music; for, just as letters are put togethe to for™words, words to form sentences, and sentences to form a poe

™
.0. m music, note, are put together to form cho d rchol'^
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In the scale, one note at a time is considered, each notehavj^g ,u own technical „an>e; in the interval, two noj^
« t.me are considered, the effect being either consonanV ordissonant; while, in the chord, three orLre noritTi™:

::vztr; ''- -""'''-' -«-' "^-"^ «"'-- « -rd*
Such que^ions as the value of notes and rests, the meanng of the great stave, the various clefs and their us . the

™
u •

o the measure (mcluding time and accent), and the s gnifica c

ubjec of rudiments, and it would be out of place tolreat o!them .„ the present work. Let the student no' fail to ave aperfect mastery over all these matters before commencine.otudy chapter IV; for, sooner or later, he will leaTn that i.harmonic structure which he is about to erect requires Ifcearchitectural structure, a firm and solid foundation
'

Furthermore, it is most desirable that the student shouldpossess some knowledge of piano-forte playing and sight sinl

2; the':?:: •

°"'^ "^ ^".'«'="'"' '° -« 'he me.odS In^opUy the progressions, contained in bis exercises; for an intelli-

st ldTT°" 1 ""^"""^ ""' ^"'^ '^ indi;pensable Heshould also learn that music may be appreciated through thl

f! u tv" f ; "''' '^ "*" " "'^""Sh that of the ear tI,:

id /b°ook t^'t""''
""" '"'' understanding, as one would

Trather a ;
'^'°P'"^"PP"'^™"8to genius alone; its rather a property appertaining to talent, and talent is he
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without singing over the parts, and without making use of the

piano at all; for, in the imagination, every chord may be played,

every melody sung, and the full intent of every progression

perceived and appreciated.

The student, moreover, is strongly advised, in working

exercises, to give to each chord as it occurs its proper technical

name, and to write under the bass-note the symbol employed to

represent the chord. It is not sufficient to call a chord by its

alphabetical name alone. The common chord of C, for ex-

ample, in the key of C, differs altogether in effect from the

common chord of C in the key of F (major or minor), and from

the same chord in the key of G, or in the key of E minor; but

the alphabetical name is the bame in all these cases. The

character of a chord depends entirely upon the key in which

it occurs. Now, by the employment of technical names, for

which symbols may if preferred be substituted, the apparently

complicated functions of chords are reduced to a remarkable

degree of simplicity, as there is but one set of technical names

and these, with certain modifications, serve the purpose for

every key, major or r'inor.

In conclusion, let it be said, and it cannot be too strongly

emphasized, that the faculty of ' tonal vision,' if such a term

may be employed, or, • hearing with the eye,' as it is frequently

called, must in any case and at all costs be acquired before the

student can entertain the hope of ultimate success in the realm

of Harmony.



CHAPTER J.

THE MAJOR DIATONIC SCAL«.

Pitch, the acuteness or gravity of the sound-
Force, Its degree of loudness; and
Quality, which depends upon the source of the sound.

s^»^::Z!:zr "-''''' '' --^ -^-'^^ - '^«

whic;\i:;;:e::^i^.:—--;''ec.tra, position

the great stave.
'^ ' '"° «P'««t this sound, occupies in

of Ha^oty
'' """' '' "' '° '" ">" ^'^"'"^P"- •" 'Hestud,

«1IJ*" ^^^'T'
'" ^'''^ ''"''"" "'° ">"»'"' sounds i,called an m erval. Intervals are measured by semi-tonesa semi-tone, ,., a half-tone, being .he,.«//„,difference blreen

mLZT '" •"""• "" "'"''""•^•^ therefore knolnLKe uml of measurement.

2. A succession of sounds ascending (or descending) regu-larly ,s called a scale (Lat. scala, a ladder). There 1 twok.nds of scales used in music, the Diatonic (Gr. «>V, th" ugh

coiou^""'
" '°"' °' ^°""'')' -^ ^^ Chromatic (G . ...^
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The coftstruction of the chromatic icale, which conslsU of aeml.
tones only, wilt be conaideted in a later chapter.

Of the diatonic scale, in which both tones and semi-tones
OCCIU-, there are two kinds—the M^or and the Minor.

The minor scale wil be considered in chapter III, a knowledge of
intervals being necessary in order to understand its construction.

Another kind of scale known as the Enharmonic should
also be mentioned; it can be played on instruments of the vio-
lin character, and can also be sung by the voice. In this scale,
the sounds are e/aser /ogelAerthaia a. semi-tone; it is, therefore!
«<;/ use<i in Han.iony. The term enharironic, at the present
day, is exclusively used for a cAange in the name ofa note, such
as C sharp to D flat, there being no change of pitch whatever.

The term i<ey is employed to represent the notes of a dia-
tonic scale taken collectively. This term, however, has really
a wider significance, for it comprises also certain chromatic
notes.

3. A diatonic scale is named after the note on which it

commences, and this note is called the itey-note. Any sound
in music may be taken as a key-note. There are seven diflfeient
notes, each with a distinctive letter name, in a scale; to these
the octave of the key-note is invariably added to complete the
efiFect. Each note or step is also called a degree.

In a major scale the semi tones occur between ike third
__

J??^_/'!«'!J?*i.
and between tAe seventh and eighth degrees"all

the other spaces being tones.^

Middle C is taken as the key-note for the first scale, which
is therefore called the scale of C major, or simply, the scale
of C, the word major being understood. It is also called the
natural, and sometimes, the normal scale.

s 1———---a—g~ m
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.He above sc.eX.''i^^^^^^^^
of a scale may be exactly represented r/he fl™ of .ThTIn the accompanying diagram the

™ "^ ' '"*'*'«•

rounds of the ladder are of two S i 1 c
kinds, the broad lines represent 7 I 1 ^
the notes of the major scale, show- I . 1

^
ing the position and the relative A I

"
1

size of each tone and semi-tone: f^ I
^

while the thin dotted lines indicate s '
the notes which exist between the I \ ^
degrees that are a tone apart) if / I
the scale of C is played on the ^ / 1 F
puno, these notes will be the black ^1 1 E

4- A major scale is divisible ^
I A D

into two equal parts, of four notes / 4
each, called tetrachortl8(GrWra ' i I C
four, and r/i<;,a5r, a string or notel ru .
'^"ct/y similar construcl^ T^' ^^ t«f«chords are of

the third and fourS Cees r""'.:'°"''
°''"^"« """""

being tones. ^ '
'" "'='' '=«^«. 'he other space.

_^jgord.
_

^TtSeSd.

Th. position, of .he ,,„,;;;;',, ^„ ,„^,^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

last note of one tetrachord becomes the fi„t
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wm occur disjunctly and cojyunctly. al.ernately. throughout.

««n..es a tetracho;/:: wrhTheir:rrtrr;^
order, namely, /<,„^, /^„, aWxm/-/.,,,

the above

the foJa£^':;t:i:;;;r r^et°''r
'"
t^"'--''"-

takintr «tl,., f .u "^f* A "«'' scale may be formed by

ltew^e LLrd '" xf
"''^ '" ""^ """ °' C, and addingnew tetrachord to it. 'Ihe new tetrachord will, in every case

"heX o'c'"
"«'' '"^"^ °"'"'^'- '•'« ->« -"><1 »till be

nz^icrs-
-«~-r38r:S»—.-^

F sharp, now being an injeaaJ part of the scale,
» placed immediately after the clef signature, and#:!==
becomes known as the key signature, .hereby #==^
md.cat.ng that ^.ry F in the key is to be sharpened.

The upper tetrachord in the scale of G may next be takento form the lower tetrachord in the scale of D, and in aJdnT

^oshar^ ' "'"''"" '" ""^ '^^ -" therefore contain

.„.o
'"• ''''° "*"""' '''' '^'''"8 the upper tetrachord of each

wrrr.T "f«
''' ""'" °^ ^' ''"- ">- sharps tw.th four; B. with five; F *arp, with si,; and finali;, 6
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»K:tre t^jzT,? ^'""'- "• -»"
scales.

* '"^^ *"=»'*>• «« known as the ' sAa^ •

6- The Z^,,- tetrarhord in the seal* «* n » u ,form the u/.^ .etrachord in the scale o F T^ ^' """" '"

the«««,^a„^„,„^. .
.";"**"'«°f ^' ^"'^ '" order that

-ecessa^y for ^CTZt27:^'' ""^™'^' " -"' "«

J. .1
^ ^"•'T ^""^ ^" '"'««ra) part of the seal* zftIS placed m the signature. ' ffil:"^
The lower tetrachord in the seal.. r.( v

^
to form the upper tetrachord ilVLnf 7^ '' '^''""

addmg the „«„ Wer tetrachord the E jm ^ "«'• -"d in

-e«. .,e.e.signaturewi;tl:l::^^^^^^^

cessi^n^r:;^;::s?-7r-?rdofeac;i.
-th four; D fla, with five G fit' *'l""""

''^"'' ^ ««•
flat, with seven flats, may Several

'
be f

"'^ ^"' ''"*"^'

^

known as the •Jlaf scales.
*">^ ''* '"""ed. These are

wit;:;"i "^'^^ '"^'^ *« ««»--s of a„ th.

-srn a

LM~»-

B ^ Ctf
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It Will be $een that the rtlaHvepoulhn, of the .harps and
flats are invariably the same in both the treble and bass staves
This accounts iQiuhcjiEBerqjiavintbeeaiiiDSOT as the third
sharp in the treblejor the^key^TA; ,iso forjjiejower F as the
last flat in the key of C flat.

'

The signatures of C sharp and C flat, especially, should be
committed to memory, for they respectively contain the signa-
tures of all the other sharp and flat scales. The signature of
the key of E, for example, will be seen if the last three sharps
are taken away from the signature of C sharp; and the signa-
ture of E flat will be seen if the last four flats are taken away
from the signature of C flat.

These signatures, C sharp and C flat, when employed for
the alto and tenor clefs, are written as follows-

Alto, g^a ggr
Tenor. ^^M ^^£1

.dentically the same as the k^v^f B (with « ''
l^ ^ "»'• "hich is

scale, are the same in pitch, buf d°fferem S Sam,'^1^""•
^'"" '"^

'enharmonic equivalents.'
"'"erent in name, they are said to be

8 The tetrachordal system of scale construction may (\l
desired) be continued beyond the scales of C sharp and C flatThe next scale after C sharp would be G sharp, with eiehi
sharps, (one double and six single sharps); after which wouldcome D sharp, wuh nine sharps; and then A sharp, with ten-

IS ulenucally the same as the scale of C. In like manner the flat
scales might be continued as far as A double flat; the next
scale, D double flat, being ./..identically the same as the scIS
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therefore, said to be rdwed L i ' """^ "*="'«* «*>
«//«.«-««/ scales.

"^ """ «"'"" '"'^' «"d "e called

.ven no. .rrespeCve of 4 aUret.^ll—^^dS
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0/ the pitch of the key. For convenience in writing, thew

1.™^? "T*J"^^
•" «?"•««»««> by ^mMs. The technicl

theTr .v™U
*'"• °' "" 'yP'""' '"'* "' C. together with

their symbols, are g.ven m the roUowing ubie, which .hould
oe read upwards.

DEGREE. SCALE OK c. TECHNICAL NAME. SYMBOL.

7th. B Leading-note. L
6th. A Submediant. VI
Sth. G Dominant. V
4th. F Subdominant. IV
3rd. E Mediant III
and. D Supertonic. II
I St. C Tonic,

I

"^
T.'U;:""

*""' """'
'

°'- '^' """•f") '» «*• ««>"«-"o.e of

Supertonic implies the note abov4 the tonic.

^'"
"t^icld'Th T"""-

"""'"''> " "«' ""'« "'""-y between thetome and the dominant, the two moat important note, of the Icey

Subdominant naturally imp,ie, the note below the dominant but -

t'tZ'n^tr'V^*"'' "*"^'^' """" «">eunr.domi„a .

rre^^ini'scar
"" """" "" "•''™'- "» -X— "f the

"""
''^nt'TIhe'tLfr.l"'"'T " "*=") " "-« "«"« "«' '- -Port-ance to the tonic, th.3 a due to iu position as the first note of theuW«r tetrachorxl, and therefore the key-not, of the ^cceedln;

^"""fuTthfj'fbov"''
"""^ '""'* "• '""'=• ^"" " 'be mediant!.^ th.rd above, or it may be regarded a. the noc. midwa.between the tonic and the .ubdominaot
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Th. Lwding-nola (A. S.X /«*,,, ,» |«d or go) 1. m t.nii«l from th...rong ..nd.„cy of .hi, no., .o ri» ,o .h^LirT^„ri.^

.ppropri.t.ly known .. La n.t, „n,ibl,, .he Hn.iliv<> note. Th.

6~n expeced b«:.u«,. i„ ,h. fir,, place, it l» ««ier .o wrtt.

.

«d, ,„ .he second place, becau« a dl..lnc.i»o .ymbol mor.

T™' *™«'» •"«n'io" to .he ch.mc.eri..ic. of .hi. iole. which.
Ot may her. be «id,) no. only h.^ a, , rule, a fix«l p«,gr.«lonh^ wh.ch. unlike .he o.her noJet,iato^.naj,^^«rfe,Jl^
.Ti.l'l«^"

"'°^" "^ "^ n5V,r_.hi_.onic of an

SUMMARY.
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I. The characterigtics of a musical sound

M,ddleC.he,Und.rdofpitch.
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Diatonic (n,.jor and minor), Chromatic and Enharmonic.
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Degree, of the scale repre«n.ed in the form of a Udder.
§ 4- The tetrachord.

Order of the notes-tone, tone and semito..,.

\ 5- The upper tetrachord.

The scale of G. and all the sharp scales.

§ 6. The lower tetrachord.

The scale of F, and all the flat scales.

5 7. Key signatures.

^"%7aTuey;.
°' ^ '""^'' """ ^' "'" '<»«»» the signatu™.

§ 8. The cycle keys,

Illustrative diagram. Attendant scales.

§ 9- Technical names.
The symbol for each. Their derivation and significance.
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EXERCISES.

I. State the characteristics of a musical sound.

1. Define and compare the terms, Diatonic, Chromatic,

and Enharmonic, as employed in connection with the scales.

3.. Explain the use of the tetrachord, and show that any

major scale may be formed by tetrachordal construction from
its attiendant scales.

4. Write the major scales, the signatures of which are

:

»^|y -"— and i-—

5. Write on the treble stave, the scale of E Major; and on
the bass stave the scale of A flat major ; and mark, with a slur,

the position of the semi-tones in each.

6. Give the meaning of the terms. Tonic, Mediant, Domi-
nant and Leading-note ; and state why the Submediant is so

called.

7. Give the technical name of the note A, when it occurs

in the keys of G, B flat, E, D flat, F sharp and C flat.

8. Name the tonic of the scale of which the dominant is

:

-P^-

then write this scale, and write also the enharmonic equivalent

of this scale; and in each case mark, with a slur, the tetra-

chords.

9. By the employment of sharps and flats where necessary,

convert the following passages into major scales, the first note

in each case to be the tonic.

i:^;^=s=S=E
Ei^#ip:|;i^^?g3EgE-f:
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'?:>
^""^'^^ '^"«"^»« key «gn.,urM :-

-B-i:

-• Write .he key.ig„.,„„o„he«.Ie,o,
^hfch ,he key.

„o.e..,e:g-gJ.„,^^j

the I

•^
'—F— I C r—* '

t



CHAPTER II.

IKTMVAU.

. .!.";•
'"'•'•™* ""J"' (P««er) •nd minor (less), at mpptied

to the dutonic K.le.. require .ome explanation, for it must not
be iuppo«ed that by their use it ii intended to imply that one
•Cile 1. greater than another. These term, refer to the interval
which exist, between the key-note and the third degree, or to
use the technical names, the tonic and the mediant of the sclle
In ormer time, the scale of A minor, for example, was known-the scale of A with the lesser third.' a designation more
definite, perhaps, but certainly less convenient than that which
obtams at the present day. Some knowledge of intervals is
therefore necessary before the construction of the minor scalecan be thoroughly understood.

By an Interval is understood th, diff.rvxt i„pm betweentwo musical sounds.
"^'wccu

... Intervals, like the hVes oi the stave and, as will beseen later, the notes of a chord, are always reckoned «/a,arA
unless the contrary is expressly stated.

it comaiiir"*'
" """"""^ ^^ "" """"'" "/"'"''''«« which

.K ,^,7'yJ'!'"'""
^ both ^particular and a ^,«,r<,/ name •

Je latter being an ordinal number, signifying the numbe^o;
degrees or letters, concerned; the former being a qualifyingname, dependent upon the number of semi-tones concerned

not ZnT''""-^^"*' T""
"""'' ""' "'"'"^') °' P""^ thoughnot actually an interval is r .sidered as such for conveniencem classification.

^'

The intervals which exi.st between the tonic of a major«ale. .. the lower «>und, «.d any degree in that scale. IZ
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INTERVALS.

«P5«l^Jteffied_NormiU. The normal intervals in the scaleof C, wth then- respective names, and the number of "em. 1-contamed in ea- h. are as follows

:

semi-tonei

Major
second.

2

Perfect
fourth.

6

Octave.
12

ordJ^?"" 7^°' ™P'f "'^' " '"'""^ i"'*^^"' °f 'h« same

a major The t"""" "t"'"
'' ^"^''^^ "^ -'/-/«. than

;ns3 i„t^=::3" "'^

r^'"'-
-'"' "^ -^-^

. ...
course. The term (7^/aw sign fies, and is•nvariably nsed instead of its numerical equivalent, an dghth

„,rf ^f"
'"'""• '' '^''^ '° •'' ^'^*°"'«» ^l^'" ""'h n°tes form

h^iH tT V°"
'''"°"'' '"'"' ^'•'" °">"*'''«. the intervalu said to be chromatic.

.ln,nI»r''\'''V'''"''
"""^ '"'='"'''°8. «" octave are termed

Simple
! greater than an octave, compound.

.in,J''^*'
""^"^ '"'" •*° "^^"""^ •" «'"«' contains everysimple diatonic interval in that key.

^

AH the seconds, thirds, sixths and sevenths, in the abovepassage are either ««>. .. „,„,, The name of anyIj*
interval may be discovered, firs, by determining ti :e number of
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letters concerned, and then either by counting the number of
semi-tones it contains, which is generally best for smaller inter-
vals, or applying, what may be termed, the ' normal test,' which
is certainly c.-[ for the larger intervals. For example, the
interval

; to G is >i /.-.or /AirJ ; for since there are three letters
concern' ', viz., E, F . nd G, it is a MrJ; and since the inter-
val cont.im:, throe s..mi-tones, it is minor. Or, to apply the
normal test, if E is regarded as a tonic, the key will be E with
four sharps, and since the normal or major third is G sharp, E
to G natural, being a semi-tone less, will be minor. The inter-
val F to D is a major sixth, for there are six letters concerned,
and F to D is normal in the key of F. The interval B to A is

a minor seventh, for, in the key of B (with five sharps) the
normal (or major) seventh is A sharp.

All the fourths in the above example are normal in their
respective keys, and therefore ptrfect in the key of C, except
alone F to B, which, bein.. a semi-tone greater than perfect, is

said to be augmented; likewise all the fifths axi perfect, except
B to F, which, being a semi-tone less than perfect, is said to be
diminished.

The augmented fourth, which occurs only upon the sub^ominant of
the key, was formerly known as, and is still often called, the Tritone,
(Lat. 7-nVo«w, three- oned). It has also been called the ^*/««*, 5A««>,
Superfluous, and Pluperfect fourth. The diminished fi.th has also been
cal ed the False, Flat, and Imperfect fifth. The above names, however,
are by no means in ordinary use i in fact, they are rapidly becominir
altogether obsolete.

13. By employing the signs, -1- for major, - for minor,
X for augmented, and o for diminished, the names of intervals
may, for convenience in writing, be represented by symbols.
Thus, for example

;

1 + indicates a major second

;

3 - " a minor third

;

4 X " an augmented fourth

;

5 * " a diminished fifth.
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either 4 ore it wo^d inH; »
^^'^ '" ""J"""'"" with

»ay often '';:\r.;X:.H"r''S„"fr'. ™^ "«"

of C major is often called the scale of r .u
being understood

°' ^' ""= ''"« "ajor

Unison, Perfect,

Second, I ?J'1°'--
( Major.

Third, ) ?!'"°''-

( Major.

Fourth, l^"f««-
t Augmented.

Fifth,

Sixth,

( Perfect

( Minor.

( Maj'or.

Seventh, | ^Jl"^-
I Major.

Octave, Perfect.

( Diminished, e o
\ t> t ..

^

FRBQUENCV OP
OCCURRSNCE.

Seven times.

Twice,

Five times.

Four times.

Three times.

Six times.

Once.

Once.
Six times.

Three times.

Four times.

Five times.

Twice.

Seven times.

•econd, the „,ajor and mL^r .Jr^'""""' ^" "« °««Jo^ ""d cinor
•specially be ™membe'e^'l°\^t "^^ '

•

"" '^^"^ '''""*'' »*'""«•
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The simple diatonic intervals in the key of C, the octare

(and unison) excepted, together with their symbols, are u
follows

:

Seconds.

-»-'~»3-«l-'—

•

*2+ 2+ 2- 2 +
Thirds.

2+ 2 + 2-

3- 3- 3-t- 3f 3- 3-

Fonrtbs. '

4 4 4 4x 4

FUths.

^^sMmmm
S S S 6 6 6 So

Sixths.

^^^:S=i5|
8+ 8+ 8- 6+ 6+ 8- 8-

SeTenths.

^^i§=iiilii^!
7 + 7+ 7-

The above example will enable the student to gauge his ability in

naming any intervals taken at random from the Ex. in J 12.

1 5. Since the difference between major and minor inter-

vals is a semi-tone, it foUows that a major may be converted

into a minor interval, either by lowering the upper note, or by

raising the lower note, a c/tromatie semi-lone ; and conversely, a

minor may be changed to a major interval. Thus the major
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on the piano as those at i and at r t'T '"P*"'^^'y 'he same
i^n..„.e (being seconds bu,<^ winbe'd T' '° '"'^ ''"^«

diff™ also in ,^,.,.
'

'
"'" "" ^"'z explained, they

folioI _ '°"" '""'"''"^ ^''°- ">e given note C are a.

2- 2+ 3_ 3^ * -s-

*x

«- « 1- 1. -7- ^r %-
i6. Theoretically spenkinir a?l fl,- •

vals may be au,„,J,, Vll^]^^^^'''''' ""'«-

tone; and all the minor and perfect^ *'^™™'"'^ ^«™''-

by being decreased a chrolnV !
"' ""^ b"

'''W'./i.i.rf.

••ng, however, some o ZeTnt .T"- m""'""^ ^P^^'
third anlthe diminished sixth loZT'

"°''^ "'l-^-SSLented
ber of semi-t^s ala-^erf cMmeT

,"''''^ '""^ ^^^n^I^
"Of u., i„ Harmony. • E^lS^ '"/ ''' "^^ '««°" "e
bly chromatic; the augmented ourth;."''

^''"°^' "^«'«-
however, are -.^-^^i^.^^. r they a/e " •

'' "'"'"''^''^'^
"^'h.

Althoue^h some nf #ii

' ——^i_^__^^^^^

•ny of the accepid o^::^:^^ZZl^° •"" "'" l*'"^1 nlS^"^
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The chromatic intervals above the given note C are as
follows :

—

Ix
«*-

2x So

^s^. :3*i

4o 6x

m -m Aszz

6x 7o 80

The following example comprises all the simple intervals,
both diatonic and chromatic, as employed in harmony above
the given note C.

Diatonic. Chromatic
By Augmentation.
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17. Compound intervals have the same qualifying terms as
their corresponding simple forms, i hus, the interval at a is a
major ninth, or a compound major second ; at b, it is a minor
tenth; at r it is a fierfect eleventh. With the exception of the
ninth, however, compound intervals are almost invariably
regarded as though they were simple intervals; the interval at *
being called a minor third, and that at c, a perfect fourth

'

(«) (») (^1

-.0-
— —»—'•- «

—

9+ ID- 11

18. An interval is said to be Inverted when the lower
sound IS placed a/'ove the upper, or vice versa. Perfect inter-
vals when inverted remain perfect; major intervals change to
mmor, and minor to major; augmented intervals change to
diminished, and diminished to augmented. The numerical
name of an inverted interval may be found by subtracting the
numerical name of the (uninverted) interval from the number
nine Thus, the inversions of the normal intervals in § n will
be as follows :

—

* 7- 6- 8 4 3-2-1
19. An interval is said to be melodic when the two sounds

a-e heard in succession, and harmonic when they are heard in
combination.

Harmonic intervals are divided into two classes, namely
consonant, when the effect is pleasant, and dissonant, when
otherwise.

The consonant intervals are sub-divided into two classes
n^mAy, perfect and imperfect; the perfect consonant interval
comprising .he fourth, the fif.h and the octave, including also
the unison; the imperfect, comprising the malor and minor
thuds and the major and minor sixths.
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The dissonant intervals are also sub-divided into tw«
classes, namely, diatonic and chromatic ; the diatonic comprising
the major and minor seconds and sevenths, the augmented
fourth and the diminished fifth.

The perfect fourth though rightly classed as a consonant
interval, has, nevertheless, a dissonant effect under certain con-

ditions. This question will be considered in due course; in the

meantime, it may be said that the dissonant effect arises when
this interval exists between the bass and any of the upper notes

of a chord,

INTERVALS
WITH REFERENCE TO THEIR MUSICAL EFFECT.

Consonant, Dissonant.

Perfect.

(I)

4

S
8

I

Imperfect.

3+ and-
6.t- and -

Diatonic.

2 + and -

7 + and -

4^
5°

Chromatic,

ix Sx
J X 6x
3° 7°
40 80

The consonant intervals are naturally all diato.iic, but at

the same time it may be said that all the diatonic intervals

occasionally possess a chromatic character. For example,
should the note F sharp occur in the key of C, it would form a
chromatic interval with each of the diatonic notes in this key,

and such intervals would be termed chromatic, notwithstanding
that they are diatonic in the key of G.

r 20. Fouuhs-and_fifths are called perfect, it may now be
said, because, in the first place these intervals are practically in

tune with the natural fourth and fifth, which cannot be said of

the imperfect consonant intervals*; secondly, because when

* This point will be explained in a later chapter, when the subject
of Acoustics, in relation to Harmony is under consideration. Reference
to these natural intervals will be found in § 34 Chap. IV,
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'"verted they remain perfect- anH .v .,

£achofthei„,perfectconson,mi„lvT"'T "'^'' P*^'*<='-
changed in.o a dissonant inteJa pr*''

'' '"''"'-'''•'-/»
C 'o A flat, « „„„., x«M -s eLJ ."'""P'*' ">» interval

««™-.ones, (and therefor^Sa ,!?k!
^ '"' ""« " ««. «8ht

'° G sharp, an oug.enJjM ^l """' °" "" P'''"'°'> « C
><" only different names but ,h T '""'"'"'' '"°'«°^«^ have
effects, which, if the toUo'l'1' '"l" "''°

''^-''-'X "ifferen!

"'" be readily appreciated !f7 '' " '"''' °" ""= P'^""'

u * ' ^

obtam a clear idea of thU matter, the stud,V''""''^ »''»'«ver. To
'edge of ,h. minor «cale. and o the mafor I

T" '"**""™ "nou!

Doubly augmented anH ^ J """" """""" <="-'"•

=-Jb ' !^'!!'""""^''""-'"-^hedintervaIs.such«

rl?='-!^B and

^ i^~.i ^" "°t employed in music.

not o'n'iy :ir:i ;r„^rr:a,T;r-^ ^•'"-"^ ^« ^»"«

able to recognize its effec be7
' " ''" '^•'"''' ^'^° "«

harmony, ^.th I Ut 1f^ £t" r""'^'"^
'"^ ^""'^ °'

to appreciate the effect a's qu ckly with he""""
'' "'" '"""

and not indeed till this is accllhId T f "'" '^' '"''

.hat indispensable faculty of mo' J
"",''' '«'?« »" acquire

was made in the introdX c aj^^""" " "''"'' '''—
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SUMMARY.

« 10. The tfrms • maior ' and ' minor ' as appi ed to icale*.
An interv,l_the difference in pitch between two loundi.

{ II. -he Normal intervals.

Interval, are reckoned upwards
i are measured by semi-

tones
I have both a particular and general name j may

be diatonic or chromatic i simple or compound
i melo-

die or harmonic ; consonant or diswnant.

The simple diatonic intervals.

The 'normal test.'

§14.

S'S-

«i6.

The symbols.

+ major, - minor, x augmented, o diminished.

Diatonic intervals tabulated.
Example, with each interval named.

Diatonic intervals above a given note.
Chromatic and alphabetical changes.

Chromatic intervals.

Zo, 3x, ao and 7x, not used in music, being by enhar.
monic changes the same as perfect intervals.

I 1 7. Compound intervals.

Usually regarded as simple, except the ninth.

§ 18. The inversion of intervals.

Subtract the numerical name from the number 9 ; change
+ to -, - to +, X to o, and o to x ; perfect remains
perfect.

5 19. Intervals with reference to their musical effect.

Table classifying the consonant and dissonant intervals.
Melodic and Harmonic intervals.

§ 20. Enharmonically changed intervals.

Perfect intervals alone not thus changed.
The same two sounds may differ not only in name but also

in eiiect.

Ability to recognize the effect of an interval (tonal-vision)a necessity in the study of Harmony. '
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EXERCISES

»• Name the following intervali

--B-^B:^.li^J~^

interval""
"" "'"* '"' '"^«"°« »' '-h of ,h. abov.

J?) J») («) f')
„ (*) (»)

•bo'vfintra;'*
'""' '=°''^°"'"" - '''~. o' "ch of .he

F .harp and A flat.
^'^ °' *""'' •''°^« »»>« "ote.

7- Distinguish between two sounH. h..,j •

and in combination.
'*''' '" «"«eMion

:d:rt-r"'*^'--'-^-^-.s:=;

the interval of an.ugmeijfiLM^^^^^^^^^^^ *° '°™
ticableintarals.

**«n'>"° »ny other imprac-
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10. Write and name the normal intervalt ii. the Males of

B major and D flat major.

- 1 1. Name the interval between the upper tonic of a icale
and each degree Mtw ; as for example, the tonic down to the
leading-note, the tonic down to the lubmediant, and to on.

- I a. Give examples of the following intervals in the keys of
A major and E flat major; in no case employing the tonic.

»-. 3 + . 4x, 5°. 6-, 7 + .

^ 13. Show that all the consonant intervals are contained in
each of the following arpeggios.

5^—«^-i=^f-?— --w--^ *»=•-?-

14. Complete the following chromatic scale, by inserting
in the vacant spaces the intervals named below, calculating each
interval from the note C.

Ix 2x 4x fix 6x 7- 6- fio 8- 2-*'

-V IS- Write above the note E, (a) all the diatonic intervals,
•nd (*, all the chromatic intervals used in music.

-- 16. Change the following intervals chromatically, as many
times as possible, without the use of double sharps or double
flats, and give the name and the .ffect (consonant or dissonant)
in each case.

(«) (»)—«

^ 17. Change the upper note of the above intervals (Ques-
tion 16) enharmonically, and re-name them accordingly.
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version of each interval
'*'"' *"" *"«e the in-

jra«:5_-^|.J,^-fl^!

-<?> <0 0)
•w"fl:i-~«

ITiiT?
•^L- _(') («)S&ssss^^ll^^-

'«'»»<'g»e.ted that ihe above,,. • uthu. :_ '"^v. exerciM be worked in ub„Ur fonn,

EFFECT.
I

INVERSION.
|

Di».
I 6^

NAMK.INTEKVAU

"^ \^°
\ » I n- I

1

Tl, u ' "'» • 6 X



CHAPTER 111.

THE MINOR DIATONIC SCAll.

»i. The difference between the major and the minor
dwtonic .cales it due to the difference in effect between the
major and minor imperfect consonant intervals. These intervali
which occur between the tonic and the mediant; and between
the tonic and the submediant. are both major in the major
scale, while in the minor scale, the true minor scale, they are
both minor. The supcrtonic, subdominant, dominant and
leading note are at exactly the same intervals above the tonicn both scales.

in...!!!' fT "^1 f«"ifying: method or manner, i. frequently employed

rh.^.,^r
"ord 'scale • when reference U mad. to the dffferencrin

character between the major and minor scales.

Unlike the m.aj.or scale, which never varies in its formation
th<wnmor scalft.£xistsJnjjari£txoQo^s, One of theseaW
that alluded to above as the true minor scale, is employed in
harmony, and hence it is. called the harmonic minoi scale.
All other forms may be regarded as modifications of this scale.

The normal form of the minor scale, sometimes called the
ancient or historic minor, is as follows :

a-'?=.-^
:o—s-

«»it!^'.of"rh'''
"'*?'"'• '"'' '" "" '""""''"f """p'" '"I!"'* th*poutiona of the semi-tones.

aa. In the above scale, which is now practically obsolete
the intervals between the tonic and the mediant, and between the
tonic and submediant are, it will be seen, respectively, a minor
third and a minor sixth; there is, however, no leading-note, the
•eventh and eighth degrees being a tone apart. In order to
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of the ,0Jc is ca?«^) IT; k T "" <"" "'^ """»' »«»«"«h

~''=^**^r^ifflE*^^--^

being a chro.rire^v
• X^Tr"'' Tt'""''"™'

in order that tlie minor s„hm«^- . .

'

' '" descending,

Bach and Handel. This form of rhV , u'
""'"'"• '"«='' «

been ingene^^e. pr^J^on a turn oi
^^^^^^ ''-""-

of the minor submediant.
""^ """* ''"'"'^e

:®-*»^

l*;.^-*-=_

,o»«.r.",r-:r-—r.r,r-
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in which the leading-note appears in ascending, and in which the
minor submediant is also present, being the most important:-

rsrir

'-*=^^tja_-

These scales also are by no means in general use andha-e, therefore, no specific names.
'

.cale*^.he^t? ""f' T\^"^
''''^'

'" '""'"^ » ""at've minor

r„d ;„ T f *'''''• •' '^' submediant of the majorjand conversely each minor scale has a .././/., major, 'th^key-note of which is the mediant of the minor. The relative™
r^^"^^"

'' ^ -'""'^ ^"^ '•"=-'-- -i-o^ A mS

lai^fh''"''' "f""
'"''* "'' ~"" '^'5' ''«"atures; this necessi-

ta es the use of an accidental whenever the leading-note of .minor key is employed.

and each minor scale, a tonic major; the key-notes in thesec«es being the sa.. tonic. The tonic minor of C major is Cminor, which is the relative minor of E flat.

.h« rS°'
'""^ "' const-ucted from major scales, euber fromhe relat,ve or from the tonic major, and not, like the mZscales, from ooe another.

, The tetrachord, which played su^han important part in the construction of the major scales, doe.not enter at all into the construction of the minor scales

»6. To construct the relative harmonic minor of any givenmajor scale, fi«t write the major key signature, then w^te aRecommencing on the submediant of the major scale, and^d the necessary accidental to raise the seventh degree a ^hr,^matu: .emi-ton* Th. melodic minor may be formed by
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Chromatically raising both the si«h and «ev»nH, ^ascend ng, and bv resforin. ,u J seventh degrees in

pitchindLed by rkevlnl. '''•:'" ''«"'"'-«'<' ">e

employment of/i/aceida*'' ""^ "'" -"-'ate the

donned by th/j^^TatubleX™' "" '"'^"°" "

theirli;2:"3 "rT "''"""
"' '^^ -^^-^ ->- -'^

U^e major C^e sl^ ^^rSs 0"^" ''" ""'" °^~U indicate the numbe; o. sh::^rr/asttHUV
C-A

both
°"»~' °^ 'h= key signature being the same forboth a major scale and its relative minor, students areIt ^ofind some difficulty in determining tlie key in ^1^1,^™^^

composition is written. The following e«l. n
•*'

reUtionsbip between the keys rcTa^rTn^^i^''^
fc wUl be seen that all the note, in the scale of C occur .£^'
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the scale of A minor, except the dominant (V) which is chro-
matically raised to form the leading-note (L) in the scale ofA minor.

J minor.

I 11 ni IV V
C miyor.

~BL1

VI

5—-»---«.- a- -i

r.

I II III IV V VI L I

If, therefore, the dominant of the major key, indicated by
the signature, is found in the first two or three measures of a
composition, the key will be that n: jor key; if, however, this
note is found accidentally changed in the first two or three
measures, the composition will be in the minor key; while it
inay here be added, the last note in the bass in every composi-
tion is invariably the tonic of the key.

)

a8. TluLiuHBonic form «f the fonic minor scale may be
constructed by chromatically lowering the mediant and «*-
medtant of the major scale. Thus, the harmonic form of C
minor is as a follows :

—

E^iEEE^^SZ."^?!
This scale should, however, be written thus-

^^-

The melodic form ol c minor is as tollows:—

^^=ji:5:ii5^^5 L̂-25,^;-r;
-*-o-
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19. The notes employed in the construction of the scales
of C major and C minor (melodic form) constitute almost a
chromatic scale. If to these the mwor second oi the tonic is
added, so that the seconds, thirds, sixths and sevenths appeal
in both their major and minor forms; and if to these the
augmentedfourth of the tonic is added, the augmented fourth
being more closely related to the tonic than is the diminished
fifth, the chromatic scale will be complete. This scale, now
generally known as the harmonic form of the chromatic
SCalOi is as follows :

—

A scale of similar construction may be formed from any
major key-note, but it is imperative that the intervals throughout
be the same as in the above(example, whether the scale is em-
ployed in its ascending or descending form.

30. The chromatic scale of C is, however, more usually
written as in the following example, when, for the sake of dis-
tinction, it is termed the melodic form of the chromatic
scale.

=-^--^^*==^>--^5-^^^-"'

^ —If'^-S te=B.^^
Composers frequently vary the above scale by employing A

sharp instead of B flat in ascending, and G flat instead of F sharp
1.1 descending, in order to reduce the number of requisite accid-
entals

; these notes, A sharp and G flat however, unlike the othtr
chromatic notes in the above example, have, it may heie be said,
no harmonic relationship with the key of C.
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31. Finally, when all the notes employed in the melodic

form of the chromatic sraltjiiX are placed in gradual ascending

order, an enharmoi||^iSM«pH be formed, a scale which alont

meets the requiremeins oT'tne modern composer, and which

may therefore be termed the modern enharmonic scale of C.

3=3=

^u-^^d^M^^
The half note^n the above example are the diatonic notes

uf tlie scale: the quarter-notes are the perftct chromatics, and

being diatonic to the attendant major keys (see § 8), they are

never enharmonically changed; the eighth BOtes are the

imperfect chromatics^ and may be employed in either form.

To the above scale, as the basis of modern harmony, the author

attaches the g^reatest importance (see also the Preface, pa§^ xi). As a

scale however, it will not enter very deeply into the work of the student

for the present. The only notes in this scale, besides the half-notes^

which have generally accepted technical names are the D flat, E flat

and A flat, these are known respectively as the minor supertonic ( - II),

the minor mediant ( - III) and the minor submediant ( - VI). In Appendix

I, technical names a e bug^g^ested for the other notes of this scale.

The harmonic basis of th'« '"ale will be explained in a later

chapter, when the chromatic elet. jnt in Harmony is under con-

sideration. For the present, the attention of the student should

be confined to the construction of the diatonic scales, both

individually, and in relation to one another, the ability to

recognize at sight the key in which a composition is written

being most important; for key relationship is the basis of

modulation, while modulation, which is the art of changing from

one key to another, is, in conjunction with Harmony, the basis

of all musical composition.
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TBI MnKm DIATONte tCAU.

SUMMARY.

The Normal form ofJgWbor scale.

The mediant, and thelMf|Wu,|.i<«peda|,y .hefonner,
are the characteriiiic de^Ms of the diatonic scales.

The Harmonic form of the minor gcale.

The normal form, Uckinj a leading-note, now practically
obsolete

i with L introduced, the true or harmonic form
is obtained.

§ »3. The Melodic form of the minor scale.

Employed in order to avoid the unmelodious 2x of the
harmonic form.

§ 24. Various modified forms of the minor scale.

Three examples {v,,th no specific names) in occasional use.

S 25. The Relative minor scale.

It commences on VI of the majo. scale, and has the same
key si^rnature as the major scale.

£ 26. Diagram of major and relative minor scales.

This should be committed to memory.

§ 27. Two rules for determining the mode.
L of the minor mode requires an accidental ; the last bass-

note invariably the tonic.

§ 28. The Tonic m.'nor scale.

The harmonic and melodic forms of C minor.

§ 29. The Harmonic form of the Chromatic scale.

The chromatic notes are formed by the intervals, 2-, 8-,
4 X

,
8- and 7 -, calculated from the tonic.

§ 30. The Melodic form of the Chromatic scale.

In ascending 1 x , 2 x and 8 x are employed ; in descendinir,
and m other respects, this scale resembles the harmonic
form.

§ 31. The Modern Enharmonic scale.

The basis of the chromatic element in harmony.
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EXERCISES.

,— I. Explain the chief points of difference between the major

and the minor scales.

>- a. Write the minor scales, in both their harmonic and
melodic forms, the signatures of which are

:

P£EE
and (B4—

^^ 3. Write the relative minor of B flat in its harmonic form;

and the tonic minor of B in its melodic form ; each ascending

and descending, on both the treble and bass staves.

J- 4. Write the scale of F sharp minor in its true form, and
then re-write the same exemplifying the modifications of the

minor scale in general and in occasional use.

^.^- 5. Name the leading-no^e in each of the following minor

scales : C sharp, F, B, G, D sharp and E flat.

6. Name the minor scales (one in each case) in which the

folloT7ing intervals occur.

„ (a) (» ; («) (<*) fO

iw:*- |ziz»<*-
SB-*; ^J/L,
E^Il^

^ 7. Add the accidentals necessary to convert the following

passages into harmonic minor ncales.

(a) (*)

:-r^rs-3ar^^-^=''-^r.E:==-.
jfp-i9^^"

S~e:^'=r»rai='--:=:=

^ 8. Name the minor scales in which the note A is respec-

tively, III, V. L, VI, IV and II.

9. Write, employing the signature of C sharp major, the

scale of C sharp minor; and state the relationship which exists

between these two scales.
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i;;.2j;::n..«:.:tir'"
''-'-

'" --' "-> ^- '">«=^

^tJntaSwi'Vf:r.;".
«""<='» 'he following passage i.

G major, F major, A minor, E minor and D^Z '^^''



CHAPTER IV.

THK COMMOM CHORD.

3» Harmony Is the science which treats nf «hn»i.

the intervals are ,/,sso»a»f, it is called a discord

^^^^B^.

at . .s a concord, chords of the seventh and ninth are dLord
'

A chord consisting of three notes only, or in other word.a note w.th ,ts third and fifth only, is called L trii!
'

not o^iy^oTdL'^^^H'e^;?ul°„"''ctl^l^x" 'Lr''=
• " '^ -"''^«<'

but also to indicate some particulaJ iund ifs'^?f 4i?«^ '
"""""' """"d.WM, has a double signinWe kT.^™ i ^ ^' "™ '«o™.' "kel

musical «,und. but akfto^nSSi'te an in^e^lT''
"°' '?"'y '° '"'««"' •

tones. In Acoustics there are^lor and 17^^
cons-slinR of two semi-

page X. ™ "*J°' »"'' "'nor tones, see also Prefaca,
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By the ttie of major and minor thirdi. which alone anemployed in chord con.truction, /<,«r differtnl kmds cf Mad,
are obtained

;
these with their symbol, and constituent intervals

•re shown in the following table:

NAMI.

Major.

Minor.

Augmented.

Diminished.

SYHBOL. CONSTRUCTION.

3+ and 3.
3- and 3 +

3+ and 3 +
3- ands-

The major and minor triads are ««rsr,/x; the augmented
ana diminished, dmord,.^ These fiads, formed upon the note
C, are illustrated in the following example.

.^-^j^ Minor.
, Angmentgd. Diminished.

5
3+

6
S- Sf

60
3-

The triads form the basis of all chords used in musicalcomposition. The major and minor triads are inde d 1^"^^concords possible; h.nce.^a c-oSsonant triad is generlJy knownand spoken of as a co.-nmon chord, ,najor or Jnor as fhe c^

iZ- A triad may be formed upon each Hi.rrr». «« .1,

and tHe (harmonic) minor scales. ^he'f^JowTr. e' wTh'hould be read upwa "s) comprises all the triads wirtheirrespective symbols, as tney occur in the diatonic sc^lel

•L,' is fr«,u.„..y o™itt«i, bJS„t„;ooI "" " """ '""'""»'
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TRI DtORCII or THE
SCALES.

TECHNICAL NAMU.

Leading-note,

Submediant.

Dominant.

Subdominant.

Mediant.

Supertonic.

Tonic.

SYMBOL!
(MELODIC).

L
VI
V
IV
III

II

I

THE TRIAD! WITH THEIE
SYMBOLS (HARMOmc).

MAJOR. MINOR.

Lo
VI-
V+
IV+
III-

II-

1+

Lo
VI +

V+
IV-
IIIx

IIo

I-

The above triads as ihey o -cur in the keys of C major andC minor are shown in the following example.

CMi^or.

1+ 11- III- iVj. v^ «.

, C Minor.

IV+ v+ VI- L«

WfM'^^=tM^rM^i-iw^E
Ho IIIx IV- V+ VI+

the cl»™c?er of the tHadV^y t *" "" """ '" *" '"''• *'«"'™'

The harmonic form of the minor scale will for the present
alone be employed, and His necessary to remember that L in
the minor mode, invariably requires an accidental. By the
use of +VI (the major submediant) and VlH^he suhtonic).
notes borrowed from the melodic form of the ir.inor scale,
certain additional triads, occasionally employed in the minor
mode, are obtained, but these will be considered in a later
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34. Thr conionMt triad, ire divided into two clauet.
prlrn«ry and noondary. The cl.«ific.tion of the triadTln
bothmodoiiihowninthe following example

--- The primary triads constitute the harmonic basis of the
• diatonic scales, the origin of which may now be explained
Upon the note C, as the standard of pitch in music (8 i) a
major triad is formed {a), to this triad two other triads are
added, one of which has for Its fifth the root of the triad of C
while the other has for its root the fifth of the triad of c'
These three triads conuin the notes which form the scale ofC (b), they therefore conuin the key signature of C (<).

^'
U)

If now each of these triads is converted into a minor triad
(rf). ihen the normal (or ancient) form of the scale of C minor
« obtained (,), while the three flats which thus arise constitute
the key signature of C minor (/). It will thus be seen that
this signature IS derived without any reference to or connection
with the relative major scale.

^''^ -(^ Jf)
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Furthermore, the n >rm»l form of the icale of A minor, the
relative minor of C, r. be obtained by taking the relative
minor triads of the above three major trio'!.. The tubtonic
(VII) must, of course, be chromatically raised in order to form
L, when these minor scales are used in harmony.

k- -In j'*'*!i »^';»P"''> .«'•« hannonic bas'ioflhe chromatic scale will

du^-%« h.^ ,^5' 'Li* "T'i'""' *>•»' P^rticuiar sound i, pr^

sixth divisions of the strinir. it wifi be «»»n ~J -„. f
,""""• """ "''

35. It is customary in commencing the study of harmony
to arrange chords for the four ordinary voices—Soprano for
Treble), Alto, Tenor and Bass.

The general compass of each of these voices is as follows s

Trkblb, Alto.

-A C
Tenoh. Bass.

rzr^z

'^^^mm
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The voices are often termed parts, hence the expression,
four-part harmony. Harmo.iy is always understood to be in
four parts, unl. ss some other number of parts is expressly stated

Smce a triad consists of three different notes only, it is
necessary m four-part harmony fqrjone_pf th_ese note; toJj^

'"Jt!"
^'''° different voices. This is called douHmg i^

°°"' The notft dniihled may hr at the unison or at th». Hi«t»'<«-f
oL91?J>rjnoreocU»a^ Itjsjenerally iest to double thej^gg^,
whicJiioLthe4agent_will always be in the bass: when ^ note
other than the root is m the bass, the chord is said to be
inverted.

In arranging the notes of a common chord for voices, any
note in a given chord m.iy. as a matter of fact, be given to
any voice, provided that the note lies within the compass of
that voice, and that certain rules with regard to the relative
position of the parts are observed.

36. A common chord may be arranged for four voices, in
accordance with the following table

:

/•When the alto part is at the

Regular positions.

Irregular positions.

Close.

Open.

Complete

J
interval of a third or fourth

I

from its approximate voices

I (treble and tenor).

nVhen the Alto part is at the

•j interval of a fifth or sixth

> (rom its approximate voices.

When the fifth or third is

ubled, instead of the root,

note being omitted.

fWhei

\ di-u

I no I

Incomplete. 1^^''.'° '''* ^^'^ " omitted; the
< third must never be omitted.

The regular pontionnhtiirtd be^mployed as much as
Pp!iUi-i\iK irregular positions, however, are very important,
but their use is only justified, as a rule, by their relationship to
the chords which immediately precede and follow them.
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^" <;lgg-E^ition. the upper part8_are placed a» close to-
gether as possible

J m open .pngitinn, the- parts are distributed
asevenlyaspoMihlt_In nqjas? should the interval of an
ocuve be exceeded between the treble and alto, or between the
alto and tenor; the tenor and bass may be a tenth or even
« twelfth apart, but not more than a twelfth. Furthermore,
the par;s should not cross one another, that is to say, the tenor'
for example, should not take a higher note than the alto, nor
the alto a higher note than the treble. Closft-jUBUiaaJs
generalljr^dWsab]e_ghen_th^ U fe/g«, the middle
Une_(B), and- opeaiiQsition wUoJtilabaKe this line'.

1..™!^""""'/°'"'?"'''°" "^any-POMibly all-of the rules laid down in
?„^^^ "i™

'""»»»« •» «™= broken or'set aside , this fact however

«?^hoUnot'h^"toTjip't;.''
""" "^^ ""'"'' "—^T^entobre^fca

The following example illustrates the common chord of
C arranged fur four voices in various ways. At a, 6, e, d and
*, the chords are in close position; at/, g, k and /, they are in
open position. Al a the treble is taking the lowest note of its
compass; at e the the tenor is taking the highest; and at i both
treble and alto are taking their highest notes. As a general
rule the exreme notes of the compass should be avoided and
iilJeedkjsriSly^avIsaWTCI^

te„o,
go below their resEective positions in the chord at^L.^

(a) («5 W (rf) (.) !

(f) (^ (jj (.J

B.S^EEIiMI^J^!!EiMl
Of the above chords, the positions at i and e for close, and

at^ and ^ for open, may be regarded as being the most desirable.
The 'balance,' as it is called, of the chord is better in theie
cases than it is at « and /, for example.

^,
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Aty, i and /, the fifth of the chord is doubled ; at «, /» and
*, the third is doubled; and at/, f and r, the chord is in its
incomplete form, the fifth being omitted. At m and at /, the
treble and alto are in unison; &tf, the alto and tenor a- e in
unison. The position of the chord at > may be said to be
amb^uous, as the treble and alto parts are in close, while
the alto and tenor are in open position. Similarly, the chords
at a and r may also be said to be in ambiguous position.

fJl_ <y_ fO (m) («) („) (p) (^^ ^

The chords in both of the above examples (a to r) are all
formed from the triad of C major, but they would be equally
effective if formed from the triad of C minor; diminished and
augmented triads, however, being dissonant, are treated from a
different standpoint, and will be considered in a later chapter.

In the following example the chords are oil iadfy arranged.
At s, t, H and V, the interval of an octave is exceeded between
the alto and tenor ; at w and x, this interval is exceeded between
the treble and aho. At j; and «, the third of the chord is omitted,
these chords therefore lack character, being neither definitely
major or minor.

(») (0

|:-• 'i
:g^

~3:
-a.-

-a.
-a

(«-) («) (») (y) (*)

^--•^is:

wMm^^sMM^!^^
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««!!!; ""'^"" "' " '"'«= ^°"»'» of one given

^L ,
?' """ °"'" P"" «re,o he added. n,ak" Jna^

.nd the chords to be employed are indica ec by certain A'.Z'

-Ota. Tbe«,.ese.,o:::;:r.ri;i^^^^^^^^

treble, o, oneVthfrnerpar..!''
""" '"' "''' ""^ ""= ''^

wh n s"L 'J' "'T*^
""'^^ ("' °^"> ">« bas,.n„te; this ace den.i*

i. ti p'cei'betr.bVbrivH'::'':rr'^
""^^""

.«».n.,y^an,edno.i.i....IXC^.::;:':Z^

^inT.,; ''«"" """" ""^ ^""""'"^ •'"^^""'e. instead of

In writing exercises, it is usual to employ ,/cse sr»» .h.
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At 4 and r, the above chords are transcribed to ettn tton
At t, thcC clef it used for the alto and tenor paru ; this is tlie
form expected from candidates at examinations, when open score
IS required. At e, the method usually adopted by modem com-
posers and publishers is exemplified. In open score, the stems
of notes flAw the middle line are turned down and vice vena;
the stems of those on the middle line may be turned in either
direction.

w
^^m
SESJggS

^^
^i^B

38. When the given part is in the bass, the upper parts may
be arranged in accordance with the principles explained in § 36
the notes of the triad indicated by the bass-note alone being
employed.

When the given note is in the treble or an inner part
it is necenary in the first place to determine the roots of the
three triads to which it belongs. The root chosen is then placed
in the bass, and the position of the chord having been decided
upon, the upper parts are added accordingly.

The possible rooU for a note when not in the bass are (i)
the note itself, (a) the third below, major or minor, according to
the key, and (3) the perfect fifth below ; major and minor triads
for the present alone being employed. The use of the rVmjnished
and the augmented triads, and their treatment as discords, will
be explained in Chapter VI.
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The note C,p^^ J
for example, a, a given treble

note may thus be harmonized as the octave in 1+. „, ,he third

noth close and open position.

(«) J"L (») (»)

E^i:^fliESzfl^^fl-f-3§-gHB§

(») f"^)

-:«.£?^bE-

mav be'rml!r„'''r "°r'."
'" "'' """" •^"°'' 'h« «me chordsmay be employed as if it were in the treble At j .. a *

middle C is harmonized as an alto notr^ h the thord", iS

not Sr,'.*:f/-^
'••»''">'« C .•» harmon?i:^a?atn

noie, wim the chords m open position.

(') —f-^i. (a)O -n

—

(*)
a -

(•)

doubled .„,,ead; .heJnrdJK,^,v,,,.sh^^

third-tteS!^^^^^^^^^*-*^^^^th.d_theTi53fHjrnote-must never be doubkd. On account

do^Neterd? v,°"v
=''-'^»."- --times neceli; "o

Ae h^dlVift''' ^"r^"'' "'''^^" °^"=''°^'» relationship, under
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SUMMARY.

§3*. Definition of harmony.
Concord and diword i the four kinds of triads.

• 3J- Tlie triads as tliey occur in the diatonic scales.

'^'".J""w ^ "'*''i^ especially the harmonic •yobola,should be committed .- memory.
j-nmm,

t 34- The classification of the triads.

The harmonic biisis of the diatonic scales.

I 35. The four voices, or parts.

The compass of each voice ; the root, (for the present)
«'**y» -n the bass, is generally the best note toKJe.

i 36. The common chord arranged for voices.
The reffular (close and open) positions, and the irrenUr

(complete and incomplete) positions.

I 37. The figured bass in exercises.

The figuring of the common chord ; the significance of an

I 38. On worlcing exercises.

'''
'^i."li,"'1 *iT P"^ '° "" •»»• W with the given partin the treble, alto or tenor. * *^

EXERCISES.

TRIAIM.

- I. Define a triad, explain the formation of chords, and sute
the difference between a concord and a discord.

^ „*;.^"" '" ^'^"'P'* "' *»=•' kind of triad upon the notes.
G, F, K flat and C sharp.

^
3- Write and name (or symbolize) all the triads in the keys

of (a) D and (i) B flat.

- 4- Write and name (or symbolize) all the triads in the Iteys
of (a) B minor and (*) G minor.

^ 5- Give the signatures of the keys of which the followinit
ate the tonic triads.
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6. Name the key« in which each of the above triadi occurs
(i) as the subdominant and (a) at the lubmediant.^ 7. Name the five keys in which each of the following triads
are found, and sute when they occur as primary and when as
secondary triads.

{«) (»)

^ 8. Sute the character of the following triads, and name the
minor keys in which they occur.

J«) (?) _(£) W_ _(t) (/)

,^ 9 Write an example of each kind of triad ielow each of the
following notes.

(') (d) (O

E*f=B—'~H=«^-

---la Write the triads, V+, IV-, VI+,IIIx,Lo and IIo, in
{a) C sharp minor and <^) F minor.

^ II. Explain the harmonic basis of the scale of G.

II. Show that the scale of 9 minor (with its correct key
signature) may be formed from the scale of D major, without any
reference to the scale of F.

THE COMMON CHORDw

I.

13. Add alto and tenor parts to the following trebleand bass
parts, employmg close position.

.^ -_M_ _W_ _ W^ (<*) {«) (/) ig) (A)

^+ VI- m- IV+ u- v+ r+
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14. Add >lto and tenor parts to the following, emploTinc
open position. r /««

JSL_JiL__W_^(fL W </) W (»)

-o

n-1+ IV+ v+ m- VI- n- v+ 1+
^- 15. Give the compass of each of the four voices, each on its
own stave (employing the proper clef for each voice).

^16. Explain the various positions in which a common chord
may be arranged for voices.

17. Write the common chord of E or four voices, in three
different ways, each in close iiosition.

18. Write the comn,on chord of A flat for four voices, in
three different ways, each in open position.

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following bass-notes;
each chprd may be worked in two or three difierent ways.

ly. Ill close position,

so. In open position.

T-.
«i. Criticise the position of the parts in the following chords.

(«) W"' w («» W W (/)

L-!ie=iPf^£ ^kwm. bBrrr:
-- »». Write the common chord of F for four voices, exempli-
^fuig vanous positions, both regular and inegular.
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— 13. Write for four voices the chord of the dominant (Vf

)

in the keys of C sharp minor, F minor, G sharp minor and B Sat
minor. Place L in the treble for each chord.*

• When the poeition ie not mentioned, the itudent mar uka .ith^i
cloee or open, but .hould noi. for theVrSnt, Uke .n irS^r^^
>< f4. Write the following chords, employing open score :^— («) In the key of E flat.

VI-, III-, IV+, Il-,-v+andl+.
(t) In the key of F sharp minor.

VI +, IV-, V+ and I.

IL

Add alto, tenor and bass parts to the followfng treble
harmonizing each note with three different chords.

»S' In the key of A. ffiE^^

»6. In the key of D flat. ffi3i=|

»7. In the key of B minor. | iH*^i
Add the other Toices to the following inner parts ; write in

open score. Each note should be harmonized with three difler-
ent chords, and each chord in both close and open position.

30. Explain the meaning of ' the common chord of nature.'



CHAPTER V.

HARMONIC PKOORESSIONf.

one anotner m immediate succession the effect is termed .

four RoT''
"" ^°°""'^-arM.j«and, third orfourth. Rpots nsing a.fifth are.thejuimeas£alIin«VfciIh~and vice vensn &«..» _ ••»»**»*t^ •-xmmn,

These harmonic progressions are divided into three classes-

Sruti'e;;!:'^*"""'
^^"'^ "• -P">V«<> -ept for some

^^(.) Roots rising . fourth are very good-the strongest

/
(i) Roots falhng a fourth are good-the next strongest.

VhJ "'"'""
* '^'"^ "^^ '""^' *"" «« Po^'ble after aphord on an accented beat.

(</) Roots falling a third are good.

W Roots rising a second are good after IV and V Indpossible m the major mode after I and III.

\^(/) Roots falling a second are generally bad, except VI

The immediate repetition of a chord, though not actuallya progression, ts good at the commencement of a passaged
after a chord on an accented beat.

V^^B', and

• Sometimei termed the dominant progresitoir
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The term ' bad • when uted in reference to harmonic pro-
greHioni signifi.:* a lomewhat weak tncceuion of chordij it
do«f not necessarily imply an incorrect progression. All

fl?!£IlIC££2H!:5!!oiMarej)aM[ble, and even those termed ' bad

'

may be employed with good effect in certain casts.

The following example illustrates the harmonic progres-
sions in relation to the chord of C; roots falling a second,
however, are omitted, as Lo will for the present be avoided.

('') (») (*)

40. The tgB» moy^Bent^is appliedtaxbetmewalbetween
the two notes of a melodip prSgressionT' The movement is said
to be conjunct (or, by 'step') when the inteivalis a second,
as inj^eaUj^^ige; and it is said to be disjunct <or, by 'skip')'

when the interval is greater than a second, as in anarygfpo
passage.

The melodic movement of the upper parts should, as a
rule, be as smooth as possible; and when a note is rommon to
both^ords of a progrcssion/t is generally best to retain it in
the same part for both ^^iji. The melodic interval of a third
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•nd th.1 Of. fourth auy often b« employed, and occwionally
tven th.t of . fif,h, but the .kip of . .ixth i. rarely .dv«ble.
while that of • seventh ii forbidden altogether. The Mp of .n
octave .. allowed, at the .ame time ihi. interval doe, no^ often
occur .n connection with the common chord in root poaition

The a»^*,,„W interval., being wmewhat difficult to .ing
jihould be avoided. AMgmen..^ iniffvjtl. naturally opc.Tr

and L^ IV and L, VI and L, and VI and II, in thi minor mode.
i- M^r. C Minor. —

4k

IV L •- III L IV L" VI L VIU^ The Igading-nou diould never he.approached from ^Uw
" "H'Tr"

^""'''*'"'<^^''-> but from jboveit may 1^

note .houM, a. a ru e, ri« to .he tonic, and special y in the
progre„,on.JVjoJ .nd_V_ to^_VI^hich are of'very frequ „occurrence; U may, howeverT-JT^ be .een in due courj^
occa.,onally fall a .econd, or ri,e or fall a third, I. ha. already'

4'- Theter5uniai(uu..a^Ji«L4o-4w^p.ru moving i»-.«U^.nn toone anotWr There are three Cs of JuZ^po«.ble between any two parts, viz., similar, when ,hey move
.n thewme direction; contrary, when ,hey move in opposite
direction.; and oblique, when one part remains s.ationatj, heother part moving. '' *

COHT«AaV. OBLIQni.

for Z°T- '"^""J
*' '"''""' °' » perfel:t fifa^'or ocuve(or «ni«,n) .„ one chord are allowed to proceed to the s,Z
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interval in the succeeding chord. Such progrentioni ar«
commonly called oonMOUtive flftht and ortavei f they are
uhsaluUly prthiUltH, and mnit be areittttt at ait tetu. Ihe
followmg progreMJoni are, therefore, alt incorrecTTirir there
are coniecmive fifth* between the bats and tenor; at b, between
the bans and treble; in thu case the consecmiyet are compound

^^lth»j_but they are ju»t aa obiectionable aa the simple intervaU;
at c, there are consecutive octavei between the bass and tenor;
and at d, there are con i \vi fifths between the alto and
treble, with consecutive oct; > ;s H«^ cr. the bass and alto, and
connequemly conaecutivf (( ;icuiuJ_.tii ^^twem i\\m

and treble. ,, _ . 7= .. \. . . i JJ/cA

I

Iril^Jl
I

The chords in the above progressions, as individual chords,
are all etmat/y -writlin; the bass is doubled in every case, and
each chord is in either close or open position. The effect of a
progression, therefore, does not depend upon the effect of the
constituent chords, it depends, in the first place, upon ihe
movimssL oiMch_indiiiduaLearti_and.Jn_the second place,
upon the »I0A>9^ between any two parts in relation to on*
another.

In the following progression, at e, there is a perfect fifth

between the tenor and alto in the first chord, and between the
bass and tenor in the second; there is also an octave between
the bass and tenor of the first chord, and an octave between

* Sometimet Unaad ParmUcl fifUu and ocUVea.
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the bass and treble of the second; no bad effect, however,
•rises m these cases, as the fifths and the octaves do not occur
between the same parts. Neither is there any bad effect from
the consecutive filths and octaves which arise when thew
intervals are repeated, as at /.

s|j^^^
Consecutive fifths and octaves, when introduced by con-

trary motion, as exemplified between the bass and treble at gand A, are not as objectionable as direct or parallel consecutives
bat they should only be employed ia order to produce somj
particular effect, a consideration which need not enter into
the early academic work of the student of harmony.

w
T

T ^J

Con8esaitiMlJfth«,_oo«-ot.whicliJa_augmented, are also
strictly forbidden.

Consecutives fifths, of which theirst iLdiminished and the
seco.id perfect, are possible between two upper parts, but are
forbidden between the bass and an upper part. When the first
IS perfect and the second ditninished, they are possible between
any two parts.

•«i !llJ?2iSTS"i,°S;S»-"'" •• " '-^ •" i-p" «•

>
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i,

Kely employVc^cu^ve^^o^d 'h "PP«\P«rt. m.v also 1^

^U by no mean,jSr.r«^i,"lytSr^ "* "»' °'^~"°-

4». The motion between the extremeparts tt^nnt^ .pecjal
consideration^ for not only are direct consecutive fifth, and
octaves forbidden, but even similar motion to* perfect fifth oroctave (between the treble and bass), except in the case oJ
certain progre«,.o„s shortly to be explained, is aho disallowed
Motion of th,s character gives rise to what is termed hidden
oonsecutives.*

"luuon

u^'!.''°'i?T'"*
P'^eressions are all bad; at <, and * there

are hidden fifths, and at e and d hidden octaves, between the
extreme parts. It^houMJj^jjoticed^that the treble moves

W I (») («) , I (d)

Th^ hidden consecutives may be discovered by insertine
tne intervening diatonic notes.

When the root, move a perfect fourth or fifth, except alonem the progression It to V, provided the treble moves one
degree only, hidden consecutives rarely produre a bad effect

• Sometimes caUed concealed or covered conMcnUve*!
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«ndespecia'Iyisthis the case when both chords are *««<.«

/-J
(§ 34). The following progressionr.hL-eC aS

^e Z'lA "'""* P'^"- ^' ^l' be noticed thatthe treble here mom co»,UH(//y in each case.

In the progression lI_tpJVUtia general^r best to let-th«
upper parts/a//, especially when the /AM of II is in the treble.
The hidden octaves at .-, even though the treble moves con-
junctly, are notgoo,/; while ithe hidden fifths at/, notwithstand-
ing that the treble moves disjunctly, are not bad. It must be
remembered that this is the only case in which similar motion
between the extreme parts to a perfect fifth, with a skip in tht
treble, is allowed. When Urn fifth of II is in the treble, it often
rises, as shown at k. In the rarely employed progression V to
II, it is generally best to let the treble take contrary motion
with the bass, as shown at /.

r r
43. If the following suggestions are complied with, con-

secutive fifths and octaves are impracticable. The chords in
every case »l»uld be complete, the bass being doubled; the
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jecond chord should be ia the wme position, close or open, u
S^ible'nml '"'""*"' '^'"^'^ '"'""""'^ "« '" '"« «"«"

.
'• ^^"? '*>« «:<»«'• »ove a second. let the upper parts takecontrary motion with the bass.

tak, ,':hi]!'"*
"*?

'u
°'' ?""^ * "'''<^' '« '"" of the upper partstake obUque, and the other contrary motion with the bass

co„mon^''*;'i
''"' '"°?"' '"°''* * f°""'' °' fifth, le: the note

ToX nj;:: STve^Xn^ctr"'^
'" '^' -?'''-' -«» '"

t,.hl2^o''!f
"" ?°^* """"^ * sixth-a rare progression-thetreble and one of the other parts should take obUque mo ionand the remammg part similar motion (one degree only)

When ths roots move an octave, the upper parts mav

mot on; the position also may be changed from close to ooen

...Jln^ "'7!'^'' ^"" ""'"''' <5 36) that the parts should n ,t

cXn . H°'^"' I'
""'' """^ "« ^'"'^'^'J- that except under

Over In n ,T''
'^'^ *''° '^""^'^ "">' °»»^'aP one another

.?n^i^Py''^'''"'""8 '* P"«'^^t:'M»aeJ!a4xrusression;
It occurs when one part proceeds to a higheroHowernoTe in the

^t°cho';d"'Tt:*"
'•"''-hich an approbate part took „ hefirat chord Thus at «, the bass in the second chord takes F. ahigher note than the E which the tenor took in the first chord^
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•«^ « *, the treble in the second chonl take. G • lower oo«

S, vt"l.^
""' • •«-''"- "»"" ">« l- rise. . peW^n

1^^^^
Although the overlapj^ngjof^aryLi. forbidden, m a genend

nX:zt ""'"" "^
"

'''"^''
""' ^»^'"'«--' °^""-

chord of rM"** '!"°7u'^
"""P"'^ ** P~8«»»'ons from the

tZs Ih 'u'
°"'" "'°^''' '" ">« key of C are illus-t«ted, each progrcsion being harmonised in various ways. Root.m,»^are alone exemplified, but the progressions in each case

tTI wMri!!"!'^
"'? ''"' harmonimion of root. /./AW^ to the

Ind 1. i .

""'*' "^"^ P^g'"'*"- «t ' (in close position)

™. ^'" T" •^""""^ ''' """''" '" "ccordarice with theuggesfon, ,n § 43; at .. the third of the first chord moves in«m.ar mouon wuh the Lass to the third of the second, the otherpam takmg contrary motion in order to avoid consecu.ives ; at

wouM ll"
" '"complete, for. with G in the tenor therewould be consecutive fifths w.th the bass; at e, the first chord is

uZLT:T^- '"= •"""''
'" =*°'* ''' " / '"« fi"t 2 d

s mcomplete. G bemg omitted in the tenor, in order that .11

•t t. the first chord i. tncomplete for two reason^ viz., G i.
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omitt^ in ,he»nor in order to avoid orerUpping with the bau.•nd .t .. omitted in the .Ito in order to avoid con.ecutve fi^by contrary i.">tion with the bau

() The •tudent a
eloM position ; in ao " w-«.™ .rc very iiaaie to occur.

'

to piocMd b/iiiiUr iolCn:
°f •»"»<>"'€ repetition, for all p,ru

I. Koou moving a second

(«) <<)

». Roots moving a third.

ipfi^^Ai

3- Roots moving a fourth.
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4- Rooti moving a fifth.

(/)

The above examples should be carefully examined by the

student, and they may easily be converted into valuable lessons

;

thus, I, write out the treble and bass parts, and then, (without
refierring to the example) add alto and tenor parts ; a, write the
bass only; 3, the treble only; 4, the alto; 5, the tenor; and
then add the three other parts. The examples may also be
transposed up or down a major or a minor second.

Of the three kinds of motion, it may be said that contrary

(rather than similar or oblique) is the best, as a rule^ between
the extreme parts ; it not only produces the^oljjwt^ effects,

but, speaking generally, it is also the safest liTthe matter of

'

avoiding consecutives. There are, however, two cases whraTt
should not beEmployed.
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(!) WBen, in proceeding to a secondary tri«d, it gives rise
to hidden consecutive fifths between the t^ble and
alto, the treble moving disjunctly; and

(a) In the somewhat rare progression V to IV, with L
rising to I in the treble.

mmmm/mmm
I

i

—

*

I n 1 VI -V IV
45- It has already been sUted (« 38) that the leading note

(L) must not be doubled. This rule is absolute when L occurs inV
;
when L occurs in another chord, such as III, the rule is not

so stringent. The most frequently employed and, therefore, the
most imporunt progressions from V are to I and to VI • in each
of these progressions the part whjdijakes L should^i, a rule'
rise to I, and especially is this the case when L occurs in the
treble. This treatment of L in the progression V to I, is shown
at a

;
when as at b, L occurs in the tenor, with II falling to I in

the treble, it is customary to omit the fifth in I; it is not
•ncorrect, however, for L to descend, as at r, when it is in an inner
part, provided that it moves in contrary motion with the bass : in
order to employ I in its complete form, the fifth may be omitted
in V, as shown at d.
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The following enmple U a transcription of the abore pro-
greisioot into the key ofC minor.

(") 1 1 (*) 1 1 (0) , (<0

rr^^p^^
In the progregf ,,n •' to VI. L rising to I, in «imilar motion

with the ba«smovi!<,' a second, necessitates the doubling of the
third in VI, as shown at * and i; for the other parts must take
contrary motion with the bass in order to avoid consecutive fifths

and octaves. When L is in an inner part in the major mode
it sometimes falls as at/, but in the minor mode, L mutt rise to
I in order to avoid the movenient by an augmented second (§ 40),
as shown in the alto at j The progression VI to V, in the
major mode may be written as at »; but in the minor mode the
augmented second would again appear, this time in the treble, as
at *; to avoid this interval, it is necessary to double the third in
VI, as at /; and, indeed, the third is fre^ently doubled in VI,
when this progression occurs in the major mode, as shown at h
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: .u*** Tf
''*.""'""** 8''*" "'•'«^'o prognnlon occurring

in the treble, alto or tenor, it i« nece.«iry in the first place to
determine the chorda to which each note, uken tepamtely.
belongs (see § 38), and in the second pUce to choose those roots
which will give the best harmonic progressions (see g 39) ; after
which the other parts may be added in accordance with the laws
for part-writing given above.

In the following melodic progression

VI V

VI occurs in the triads VI -, IV+ and II-; and V in the triads

y+, III- and I + ; there are, therefore, nine possible progres-
sions in all, and^hese are illustrated in the following example.

(") ('') (c)''- - '-' • /. /

IV+ v+ IV+
, in- IV+ 1+

i^p^Piin v+ 11- m- II- 1+
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The progreuion at a is impractictble on account of the eon-

ecutive octave*, and likeniie that at / on account ol the con-
•ecutire fiflhi; the progreuiunt at ^,/andf, (rooti moving a
perfect fourth or filth) are all gooJ ; the progreuion at d it alto

good ; that at c it poitible ; while those at t and /i are bad.

In reference to the progretsions at / and h, it may here be
laid that there it a peculiar hanlinest attached to the triad on
the mediant, and it can rarely be employed with good effect

except after V or VI. In the minor mode the triad on the

mediant being augmented ( I II x ), for ihe present will not be em-
ployed at all. Since the two most important chords in a Itey are

the tonic and dominant, the aesthetic effect of these chords being

respectively rtsi and melion ; and lince the chanicteristic note of

a chord is its third (hence the rule against omitting the third oft
chord), so the reason for the unpleasant effect in connection with

the mediant chord is probablv due to the fact that this chord
contains the characteristic notes of the tonic and dominant
chords, the clashing relationship of which is especially noticeable

in the augmented triad of the minor mode.

As the special purpose of the above example is to illustrate

the possible harmonies for the given melodic progressions, the

chords are not completed ; the other parts may be added in two
ways, either by regarding the upper notes of each progression as

the treble, and then adding an alto and tenor, employing close

position ; or by regarding the upper notes as the alto, and then

adding a treble and tenor, employing open position.

In working exercises on harmonic progressions, the student

must not res> satisfied with having written the individual chords
correctly, but he muit, furthermore, examine the movement of

the various parts both separately and in relation to one another,

always avoiding consecutive fifths and octaves, objectionable

hidden consecutives, augmented intervals and unnecessarily

large skips, crossing and overlapping thu- parts, doubling or

omitting notes unadvisably, and incorrect treatment of the lead-

ing-note. These are the principal mistakes which the beginner
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in hwmony if apt to make, and they ihoald be icropnioiulv
guarded agamit from the very fint ; the student should feel satis-
fied that hii progres«ions are correct before submitting them to
the scrutiny of tiie teacher ; by so doing, a certain sense of confi-
dence in his own powers will quickly be esUblished, which, in
due course, will not only enable him to acquire with ease the art
of part wniing, but will also kindle a love for the subject, and in
all probabihty lead him ultimately into the realm of musical
composition.

SUMMARY,

i 39. The harmonic progressions.

Roots risinr a third and ralliiiK a ucond, axcoDt VI to V
grencralTy bad. ' '

i 40. Movement, conjunct and disjunct.

L should riM to I, must never be doubled, and may not be
approached from below by an interval grenter than a third 1
in the minor mode L always requires an accidenul.

§ 41. Motion, similar, contrary and oblique.

Consecutive fifths and ocUves (unisons) to be avoided.

i 42. Motion between the extreme paru.

Hidden fifths and octaves must be avoided, unless the rootsmove a perfect fourth or fifth and the treble one desree
except m the progfreasion II to V.

i 43- Suggestions for the avoidance of conseciitives.

Crossing and overlapping of the parts forbidden,

f 44. Progressions from the chord of C.

If carefully studied these shoutd be valuable lessons.

5 45- The treatment of L in the progression V to VI.
In the major mode the third in VI may be doubted before Vand should be doubled after V ; in the minor mode the

third m VI must be doubled both before and after V.

i 46. The harmonization of a melodic progression.

The peculiar character of the mediant chord. Summary of
faults to be avoided ; the imporUnce of correct work
in eariy exercises.
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EXERCISES.

I

Add alto and tenor parts to the following progressions em
ploy close position in No. i, and open position in No. ».*

'• '«> (») (o) (rf)

'Miplli^plEiPlipip

?=;i^simm^^iTigi

slem^'^clo^"' """,'r '"'"f,^:!!
'? """"^ "" "»'" "hich have91C1I1S. in ciQ;^ score (also cal ed piano score) the trpMs anH «»n.^rstems are turned «A the alto and lass tu,^dloJ^.lnc^Zty^M

tav" 'tt^ aZ'"he"';;;l?T"'';:f- '° "•" p-"-" •''•«h°nrot'e'';oTt!;'i»<ave, inose above the middle hne bemg turned down, and vice versa.
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3- Distinguish between 'movement' and 'motion ' and give
examplesofeachin thekeyof A.

4. Name the movemt»/ in the treble, and the motion between
the extreme parts, in each of the following progressions; also
state the fiasi/ion of each chord.

<">
!

(!»
, (O , (d)

^^ji^J J
1 -i -J. J -l-

^IBipiiii
fe)

S. Explain the meaning of AiJJen consecutive fifths and
ociaves; and state when their effect is good and when "bad
Criticize the motion between the extreme parts in the followinu
progressions. "

00 (»;- (r)
, (d)^^P^p

I

m J.

6. Explain the difference between crossing mA <n)erla/>pine
of parts. Under what conditions is the latter allowed ?
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7. Discover the mistakes in the following progressions.

Major keyt. '
\.

^ f
-

[-
f. f r -r r f

, J J
J. J. J- J

2 (B

^
"Y^ Minor keyt. \ -J^' '

^,-vN't-'

J^M ^ '" J <^' J. ^ \. <«') K_ <*>

-J-

r r

Mp^^pllg^S-Si
=r

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following progres-

sions, working each in both close and open position.

8. (a) (ft) («) (<0

!^li^8^r:EIIM^l?£Pl^
C) if) (9) (»)

m^Mmmm^mm^M
(«) (ft) («) (d)

i^£^ifj8PiPJE|5E8Eimi
(«) (/) (g) (*)
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10. Add alto and tenor parts to the following progressions.

.,# (0 (1) Oj)
3:*

(h)

^m^^^^m
In the above exercise special care must be taken to avoid consecu-

tives. awkward skips in thL; middle parts, etc. ; it is often more trouble-

some to harmonize a progression in whicli the treble is given than one
in which it is not given.

11. State the rules regarding the Leading-note; explain

the treatment of this note in progressions which contain the

chord of the dominant, and give examples in the key of A minor.

12. Add creble, alto and tenor parts to the following pro-

gressions ; each progression should be worked twice in close and

twice in open position.

(i) (ft) U) 01)

m ^ ^

m
(') (f) (u) (A)

« t

For the purpose of practice, many of the above exercises may be
worked in other ways ; thus, in No. 1, the treble may be changed and
the chords harmonized in open position ; similarly No. 2 may be worked
in close position ; oi' both exercises may be transposed up or down a
second or third ; while each progression may be harmonized in six or
eight different ways, as shown in No. 4.
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II.

13. Write, in the key of E flat, the proftressions

;

(a) 1+ to V +
, (1)) IV + to II -, (c) V+ to VI-, <d) IV+ to I+.

14. Write, in the key of F sharp minor, the progressions:

(a) I - to IV-, (b) VI+ to IV-, (c) IV- to V +
, (d) V+ to I-.

Complete the following progressions by adding in Nos. 15

and 16, a J«««rf/».f chord, and in Nos. i; and 18, a preceding

chord ; the same root movement not to be employed twice in any

one exercise.

15. E Major.

m

1
(«) (M (c)

I
id)

imfiiiE^iiiEf^i
16. C tharp minor.

(«) {!•) .
(') (d)

^^4^-=E^IF"^^=^=«^^f=='

17. A jUtt major.

Imniniililiiilr^l



18. F minor.
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fc-=iiIig'oiils'EPig_4i
Add alto, tenor and bass parts to the following melodic pro-

fessions, working each in two or three different ways.
19- (") (A) (c) (,/)

20. (I) lA)
id.

Harmonize the following melodic progressions; in No. 3i
add treble, tenor and bass parts ; in No. iz add treble, alto and
bass parts. Write in open score.

21. (a) 0')

-fi^
(c) w

-r^
22. (u)

^mwm
(i>) ('•) ('')

3i. Write three good progressions in the bass in the keys
of E major and F minor, and then add the upper parts.

24. Write, commencing with the tonic, three simple pro-

gressions in the treble in the keys of U major and B minor, and
then add the lower parts.



CHAPTER VI.

CADENCES, SB>jUKNCRS, ETC.

47. Musical compositions consist of continuous harmonic

progressions, each chord (except, of course, tlie first and the

last) being in definite relationship with the chords which imme-

diately precede and follotv it.

The simplest form of composition, such as the hymn tune,

the ballad melody, etc, is called a musical sentence. The
normal sentence, also called a period, is eight measures in length,

and is divisible into two equal portions, called phrases. The
concluding hirnionic progression of each phrase is called a

cadence (Lat. Cado, I fall).

Cadences are divided into two classes, the Regular and

the Irregular.

Regular cadences are also divided into two classes, the

Perfect and the Imperfect. Perfect cadences conclude with the

tonic chord, imperfect with the dominant chord. Irregular

cadences are those which conclude with other chords.

The perfect cadence is of two kinds, viz., the Authentic,

in which I is preceded by V, as at a and h, and the Plagal, in

which I is preceded by IV, as at c and d.

In the imperfect cadence V is usually preceded by I, as at

t and /, but it may be preceded by any chord which does not

contain L, as at g and h.

or the irregular cadences the most important is that at i, V
to VI, known as '.he Decef<tive cadence* ; another irregular

• The terms Interrupted, Fa'se and Broken are also applied to this

cadence; the term Deceptive, however, seems the r.io t suitable, for V
naturally proceeds to I, and when in place of (.h's it proceeds to VI, the

listener who expects the natural progression is certainly deceived.

The terir. Interrupted, in the present worlt, w !! be employed to indicate

an incomplete cadence, one in which the second chord is omitted

altogether, its place being taken by a rest.
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ctdence is that at/ I to IV, sometimes called the subdominant
cadence. Roots^ajling a third, as at k and /, do not constitute
very satisfactory caaSHJesr^hey are, however, sometimes em-
ployed. Other irregular cadences will be considered in due
course.

^^^
(c)

-5. -).

-r-

-9-r-^—r^^—,. g J
•*

.. "^ "S -9- -si-

V IV I iV I IV I

,
(A)

A } , I J <»>
I , I

, i

T 17 ¥ ir
I

I V

(<)

I V IV V VI V

^---»— -d- -^ »'
-d- -^ I I

VI IV VI IV

Sometimes called the Church cadence, as it is more freauentivemployed m sacred than in secular music.
» ore irequently

• Sometimes called the Mixed cadence, on the eround that it is >nuxture of the plagal and imperfect cadences.
^ that it is «
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The authentic form of the perfect cadence Is employed at

the e/ase of almost every composition ; it is indeed, commonly
called the perfect cadence ; it is also called by some authorities

a full close, tiie imperfect being called a half close.

The second chord of a cadence almost invariably falls upon
the accented part of the measure, and in many cases it it of

lunger duration than the first.

It should be noticed that the treble part in cadences usually

moves up or down one degree only, descending, in fact, more
frequently than rising, except when L is in thi treble. Further-

more, the treble part should invariably end on I (preceded by

either II or L) in the perfect cadence, if a complete and finished

effect is desired, as at the conclusion of a composition.

The above cadences may all be transcribed to the key of C
minor, the effect of each cadence being the same in the minor

as in the major mode. Compositions jn_Lhe. minor mode fre-

quently-sonclude JBith-alQn^_jin^or chord, especially when the

plagal form is employed for the final cadence. The tonic chord

in this case is called the Tierce de PIcardle
i
the progression,

it is presumed, having had its origin in the French province of

Picardie.

Cadences in music bear some analogy to punctuation in poetry ;

the imperlect, like the comma, represents a break or breathing point in
the ssntence, while the perfect, like the full stop (period), biings the
sentence to a conclusion.

48. When a given progression is repeated at a different

pitch the passage is called a sequence. The progression may be

melodic only, or it may be harmonic; in either case the sequence

may be real or tonal.

A sequence is said to be tonal (see a) when the repetition

of the progression is in accordance with the key signature, and
therefore, with the key tonality.

A sequence is said to be real (see b) when the repetitinn of

the progression, in the matter of both its melodic and harmonic

intervals, is exact; and this necessitates a change of key at each

recurrence of the progression.
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II I
r r r

M

I I

I

a.
1 I

pigLQjEl
(b)

ete.

The first progression in the above sequenres is called the

model. A model may consist of two, three, or, at the most,
four chords, the sequence being termed duple, triple, or quad-
ruple accordingly. In each of the above examples the model is

repeated at the second above. The sequence itself is said to be
formed by roots rising a fourth and falling a third.

The most important sequence cf common chords occurs
when the roots alternately rise a fourth, and fall a fifth ; this will

be known as the dominant sequence
J

it is open to much variety

in treatment, as will be seen later, in conjunction with chords of
the seventh.

(1)

mmnmm
m^Mmmkmh$
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49. In order to preierve a lequeiice it ii often neceuary
to employ the diminished triad, and sometimes, even the aug-
mented triad, IIIx of the minor mode; the melodic use of
augmented intervals is not altogether objectionable, though they
should be avoided as far as possible in the treble. The 6flh in

the diminished and augmented triads being dissonant, requires
special treatment, technically termed rtsolulioii ; in the diminished
triad the fifth resolves by dtsandiiig one degree (in the same
part) in the next chord (see a), or possibly in the next but one
(see l>); while the fifth in the augmented triad resolves by
autnding one degree (see c).

I

i I I

In an ascending sequence, the fifth of the diminished triad

I allowed to asctnd. In a descending sequence, in the minor
mode, a minoi chord on the dominant (V - instead ofV +) is often
employed in order to avoid the augmented second.

50. In addition to the rules for writing melodic progressions
which have already been given (§ 40), the following injunctions
and exceptions refer to conlinuous progressions.

(i) After the skip of a diminished interval the melody
should return at once to a note within that interval, as at a and
<', and not as at b and d.

_i") ^ _(»)_ (<>)_ (d)

(») Two skips in the same direction forming the interval of
a seventh, as at e and f, should be avoided j these skips, however,
are tolerable in rising to and from the tonic, as at g.
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(*)

(3) Two skips forming an oriave are nood if one is a (jerfert

fourth and the other a perfect fifth, as at h and /, but they are
olijectionable if ant is a third and the otlier a sixth, as at » and
k. I'wo skips forming an interval greater than an octave are
forbidden,

<*'_.„« t'» 0) I*)

(4) The ski|) of a sixth, though it should generally be
avoided, Is good when introduced as at /, and possible as at m

;

in each case it should lie noticed that the skip is upwards. This
ikip is good only after I and V.

(s) The skip of an augmented second is least objectionable
when it occurs in a short scale passage, and in an inner "art, a*
at n and o.

'
' I I I

r

<sl- -*- I
I \ A .s-

(6) The skip of an augmented fourth, as has already been
seen, is permissible in sequence'; only.

51. Continuous harmonic progressions are written in accord-
ance with the root progressions as given in § 39 ; it is, however,
necessary to arrange the chords so that they form a correct

musical sentence.
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The following table shows at a glance the best progression!
from ea^h chord; II and III, not being concords in the minor
mode are placed in brackets; these triads, together with L in
both modes, should he employed only when they can be correctly
resolved (« 49); in the early exercises it would be well to avoid
their use altogether. This table should be read upwards.

L may proceed to I

VI • •'
(II)

I

Roots rising a third, through rarely good in effect, may be
employed occasionally; they are generally most effective after a
chord on an accented beat. The progression V to IV is also
possible, provided L is not placed in the treble. The progression
V to II, although it is given in' the above table, seldom has a good
effect. The repetition of a chord is good if the chord is first

heard on a strong beat, and possible, though rarely effective, after
a chord on a weak beat.

Si. The normal form of the musical sentence may be repre-
sented thus :

—

Fo«E PHKASg. AFTKK raHASE.

2 I i
I

t
' I

I I I I 1 1 I < I J I I

I I t I

The above is called a blank rhythm. The notes bracketed
indicate the position of the cadences ; the first is usually an im-
perfect cadence, the second is necessarily a perfect cadence.
The above blank rhythm may be clothed with harmony by writ-

ing, in the first place, a bass (a) in accordance with the above
table, and in the second place, by adding (to this bass) the upper
parts {b) in accordance with the rules given in the preceding
chapter.
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VI1+ IV u-

-[ J—

vi-~Tv"

I VI- rv V
The first cadence in the above passage, which may be

termed a melodic sentence, has been purposely chosen because

it is frequently employed in the major mode ; in the minor mode,

II is a diminished triad, for which reason this cadence was not

included in the examples given in § 47. In the following example

the passage is converted into a complete musical sentence.

(»)

r- ^Ipl^a

'-^--r-^^^iS-ffitiilE
53. The simplest form of the musical sentence in actual use

is the short, but at the same time, complete composition known

as the Anglican chanti The construction of this chant is

shown in the following blank rhythm.

The notes in the above rhythm which are marked with an

asterisk indicate what are called the notes or chords of recitation
;

in chanting, these chords have no definite time value, but they

are always represented by whole notes. The second chord of

recitation, it may be said, should in no case be a repetition of

the first.

The first cadence in an Anglican chant is left entirely to

the taste of the composer, but the second cadence must be

perfect, either authentic or plagaL
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The following are illustrative examples of this form of com-
position, No. I in C m.i'y>r. No. a in C minor. At a, roots

rising a third after a chord upon an accented beat are employed;
the cadence at 6, is a form of the imperfect cadence (see ji. § 47)

;

for the Second chord of recitation, e, the somewhat rarely

employed HI - is introduced ; at J, the subdominant cadence it

employed (seey, § 47) ; roots rismg a sixth are exemplified at e;

the disjunct movement in the tieble in similar motion with the
bass at this point, is good, since the upper part moves to the
/AirJ of the root.

(«)J (*) {")

I- V I IV
mwrnM^m^i

I VI IV V I

The Anglican chant is an example of an irregular musical
sentence, the first section being a contracted phrase. The
double bar in the middle of the chant in no way affects the
harmonic progression at this point ; it simply divides the chant
into two parts, just as the verses of a Psalm are divided into two
parts by a colon, the double bar corresponding with the colon.

The brevity of this little composition led to the invention of the
douile chant, which is exactly twice the length of the single

chant, and contains, therefore, four cadences.
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54. Since there are but six common chords in the major

key, and only four in the minor (see § 33), in order to obtain

variety of effects in the matter of harmonic progressions, and to

avoid the fault known as monotonous tonality, it is necessary to

modulate, that is to say, to pass into a new key.

Every key is closely related to certain other keys, called

attendant keys ; these are, the relative of the given key, the

dominant and its relative, and the subdominant and its relative.

The attendant keys of C major and A minor will be seen

from the following table :

—

Subdotn'nant. Tonic. Dominant.

F major. C major G major.

D minor. A minor. E minor.

It may also be said that the signature of an attendant key

never contains more than one sharp or flat, more or less, than

the given key.

The attendant keys may easily be remembered from the

following passages, in which the half-notes represent the tonics

of the given keys, while the quarter-notes represent the tonics of

the attendant keys.

G Miijor. A Minor.^^•—^
55, A modulation to an attendant key may be effected by

employing a chord that is common ,0 :he two keys; this chord,

called the ambiguous chord, being introduced as belonging to

the first key, and quitted as belonging to the second; after

which a perfect cadence is necessary to establish definitely the

new key. This method of proceeding to a new key is termed

gradual modulation. In the following example, modulation!

are made to all the attendant keys of C major :

—
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Gm«. Emt.
-I

Ami.

~f^W-f i^i.-*-g.t

^.^.^J...«U.^ .:*L*

I

*

-t-ipi-T!

-!__L

^^i:Jf_*f:H^irH£f^-Et£EiEE^
* Ambigfuous choras.

In major keys the first modulation is generally to the
dominant, and in minor keys to the relative major. The new
tonic chord almost invariably appears upon an accented beat.

56. A modulation may be effected unexpectedly, the domi-
nant chord of the new key being introduced without any
ambieuous chord; in this case it is generally best to let the roots
move a third, as at a, while the chromatic movement, which is an
important feature in this style of modulation, must be confined
to one part only. This method is termed sudden or abrupt
modulation.

I I
I

r^
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The chromatic movement in the above example, it will be
seen, is in the alto. When this movement is not confined to

one part, as in the following example at fi, the fault known as

False relation arises, the E Bjt in :he treble of the second

chord being in false relation with the E natural in the alto of the

first chord. To avoid the false relation this progression should

be written as at e or d.

(»)
<c)

((«

r
__J- J _ _ J J. _ J J_
—T -c—p—n -f—c—r—f—--C—t—

u

Furthermore, the- bad effect of the false relation is often

present even though an intervening chord, as at e, is introduced.

When, however, a composition in the minor mode concludes

with the Tierce de Picardie (§ 47), no bad effect arises from the

false relation, whether the cadence is perfect, as at /, or plagal,

as at g.

(/)

.__^._J:„_J_J J
-a.

j—"r-
In the first of the above examples, at a, there is no bad

effect from the false relation between the F in the bass of the

»' cond chord and the F sharp in the alto of the third ; the chro-

matic movement could not occur in two parts simultaneously, as

it would give rise to consecutive octaves.

False relation, it may here be said, doe? not invariably produce a
bad effect ; it in occasionally to be found in the works of the older
masters, and is of common occurrence in modern compositions ; at the
same time the student, especially in his early exercises, should avoid it

altogether.
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57. Compositions in the minor mode, even thos« of the
simplest character (.xcept perhaps the Anglican chant), almost
invariahly contain a modulation, usually to the key of the rela-

tive major. The reason for the frequent change of tonality in

this case is due to the paucity of the harmonic progressions in
the minor mode, it being impussible to obtain much variety in

effect from the use of only four common chords.

Furthermore, and chiefly in order to avoid the melodic
movement of an augmented second, certain additional chords
arc occasionally employed in the minor mode; these chords are
formed by the use of +VI (the major submediant) and VII (the
subtonic) instead of -VI and L; and since one of these notes
is found in every triad in the key except that on the tonic, ther*
are consequently six of these additional triads. At A the triads

derived from the harmonic form of the minor scale are shown
(see also § 33) ; at B the triads derived from the mthdic form
of the minor scale are shown.

A.

sf-§-r

Vt VI +

(")

Lo

<'J)

III X IV-

B.
(hyj^) (d) (e) (f) ,„,

II- III+ IV+ V- +VI0 VII +
The tonic triad, a, is always employed in the minor form,

except alone when it occurs at the close of a composition as the
Tierce de Picardie. The additional triads are regarded as
'*orroa<«i/' chords; the triads at 3 and <^ being borrowed from
the tonic major key; those at e, e andg, from the relative major;
the rarely employed diminished triad at/, from the dominant of
the relative major. Th- triads, III+, V- and VII+ are more
frequently employed than the others ; they usually occur in
descending passages, and especially in falling sequences, as
exemplified at A auu $'.
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J 1-,
(h)

1—

r

J:
(^^^^11

.i
It:

-t
:^-

I- VI + VII + V-

-4— -I-

VI + IV- v +

;iii@
(i)

^^^
-i

P^
:2: J.

:t -^EEEE
I- V- VI + III+ IV- I-

1V+ and +VIo are rarely employed in their root position,

the latter being a diminished triad and the former almost

invariably giving rise to a feeling of dubious tonality. II - is a

valuable chord when the leading-note is approached from the

major submediant, as in the treble at /, and in the tenor at i.

(J) ir*; , I

"i-rr-

The best progressions both to and from the additional triads

may be gathered from the table in § 5 1, each triad being con-

sidered as temporarily belonging to the key from which it is

regarded as being borrowed.

The student is strongly advised to exercise tlie greatest care in

the employment of these triads; he should thoroughly master the pro-
gressions to and from the principal triads of the (harmonic) mmor
mode, and should employ the add'tional triads only when their presence
can unquestionably l>e justified.
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58. To harmonize a given melody, after having determined

the chords to which' each note belongs (sec I 38', it is necessary

to decide upon tlie eadtnces ; these should be harmonized first,

and then the other chords should be added in accordance with

the table in I 51. The following simple theme—the treble part

of an Anglican chant—has been chosen to exemplify the plan of

procedure which the student should adopt in his first attempts

at harmonizing melodies.

('«)*
—a— i —ig- fe«^i

In the following example, melodic symbols are placed above

the treble, and the chords suggested by each note are indicated

by harmonic symbols placed below, while the roots of these

chords are represented in the bass by the small black notes.

I L VI y (b)y IV ni ii ii i

* - ^ —

;

k U

1+

VI-

V+ IV+
III- n-

in-
1+

v+
lU-
1+

IV

+

II-

~a—ic

III-

1+ 11-

VI- V+ V H 1+

w ^^^s E Hi
The first cadence may be plag'l as at c, or it may be imper-

fect as at d, or as at e. Instead of employing the cadence at e,

however, a modulation to the key of the dominant would be far

more efiective, as shown at /. The second cadence must

be perfect, and the low treble note will necessitate and, there-

fore, justify a correspondingly low tenor note.

(<)
.

(d) (e) (f)

-^ i^^m^
r-^=^-=^
J.
=r-S=
% -•6—

:£
-s=m
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chant.

The following example! are varied harmr niiationi of thii

1
,

' ' r I

:f?: :»: .J. ^ ^ i I j i

1 lU IV I I IV I V V

T I
I

I

_j_.

mMmmMsimB^m^i
III IV m IV I II V

z~^—mmmmmM
I I

I C-S—TD—

C4. G+ C+ I IC +
I

G+ C +
V V II n VI n V i

The harmonic progressions in the above chants should be

carefully examined ; but the only chord to which particular atten.

tion must be directed, is the mediant, as employed in the fore

phrase in both the chants A and B. This chord as here intro-

duced is effective, notwithstanding thit it occurs upon an

accented beat ; this is due to the conjunct movement in the

treSle, together with the contrary motion between the extreme

parts.
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When the student has worked the exercises at the end of the
present chapter, he should compose several Anglican chants in
various major and minor keys, making them as melodious and as
interestmg as possible. A little practice will enable him to master
this simple form of composition, knd at the same time he will be-
come perfectly familiar with the best harmonic progressions ; he
will also learn how few good progressions there really are in con-
nection with the common chord ; whi.e in due course he will natur-
ally crave for other chords, for, music consisting of the common
chord constantly employed in root iwsition only, possesses a
character of what may be termed 'stilted severity.'

SUMMARY.

I 47. Cadences.

Regular ( '''''*''^].'' ^"^<"S on I. Authentic and Plagal.

148.

149-

«So

I 51

I5»-

§53-

§54.

Us-

important being the

The dominant

Imperfect, ending on V.
Irregular, all others, the most

Deceptive. '

Sequences.

Melodic and harmonic i real and tonal,
sequence.

The dissonant triads.

B X resolves by iscending, 60 by descending.

Melodic progris.-ions (continuous).
Various injunction.s and exceptions.

Harmonic progressions (continuous).
The table should be committed to memory.

The Normal sentence.

Eight measures in length, divided into two phrases, each
of which concludes with- a cadence.

•—>••

The An!;1ican chant.

An irregular sentence ; the simplest form of composition.
The Attrndant keys.

IV and V, and the relatives of I, IV and V.
Modulation—gradual.

The ambiguous chord.
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S 56- Modulation—sudden.

«., T?"^™™"'''""''-
F«'« relation to be .void«l.

9 57- The additional triads of the minor mode

"""ilecrd"' '"'^" '*'"*f '" ""'' ••» •UK-icntc..

S S8' The harmonization of a melody.
First determine the cadence., then cboo« the best harmonic prugressions.

^^ ""'^

EXERCISES.

I.

Add alto and tenor parts to the following :_

invar:"ab^„t'"e^h'""
""*' "" '"'"^^ -"cises.^.he „udent should

he wilt nL"^, k'
"""" ''^""~' ""''^ '''^•'" •>»«»-"<"«= by »o doinghe w,ll not only the more readily recognise the various chord, as Thef

prcgress.ons, and this will be nvaluable to him h«.i. :„ 1.

melodies and in composing simple musicaUntence^" '«'™™«""«
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t vi

ig-h-|

—

a/-\

ft
' i
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Add treble, alto and tenor parti to the following basses;-

9.

la

11.

^^-i
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la

G 126

U

^^t^^^ES^i^m^^mi
u.

^m^iife^^gjjiiiSEii

IS.

16.

5 «3 3
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17- ^f»nle the following cadences :—

0'

(->)

J. J
I I

1 8. Write the following cakences :—

i^^i/
/

{") Per ect (Authentic) in C sharp minor.
(i) Imperfect in A flat.

(e) Imperfect (Mixed) in E.

(-/) Plagal, with Tierce de Picardie, in F minor.
(e) Deceptive in E flat major and in F sharp minor.

UnJu ^,'i!'^''n°".
'°"'"' *'=1"«''«'. e"h three measures in

length, on the following models.

r
s—®—

4-

(<•)

fi

J_2 =<-2-»
jB- S- e>

I I I

J I
•
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mw rr
-i ^- 4 -^

In no case should the model b; repeated at an interval

greater than a third.

^A ao. Continue the following real (dominant) sequence, pass-

(^^ng through all the major Iceys, and concluding wlm a chord of C.

-3g3!^
I

1

iJil^l^iSl

II.

Harmonize the following melodies :—

.
i

28.
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24.

25.

Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, intro-

ducing cadences at the bracketed notes.

|I«,_|J_J|_^..||_^_|J_J_|.J_J.|_«

2J 'j |.JJ.| J_J.|_^_|.JJ_| J_J.| J_J.| ,_||

29. Compose a musical sentence in the key of G. Write

the bass first.

30. Write a short passage in the key of D minor.

When, as above, the exercises are divided into two groups,

those in Group 1 1 may, if preferred, be omitted when the chapter

is first studied, and may be worked later on when the chapter

is being reviewed.



CHAPTER Vn.

THE CHORD OF THI SIXTH.

59. When the third or fifth of a triad (or common chord)

instead of the root is plactd in the baf s, the chord is said to be

inverted; with the third in the bass, it is said to be in its first

inversion, and with the fifth in the bass, in its second Inversion.

In root position the common chord (a) has a consonant

and complete effect; in its first inversion (*) the effect is conso-

nant, but incomplete ; in its second inversion, however, (c) the

effect is dissonant, this being due to the interval of the fourth

which loses its consonant character (as explained in § 19) when

it occurs between the bass and any upper part.

(<i) (l>) (O

In order to distinguish between the root position and

the inversions of the chord, figures representing the intervab

between the bass and the upper notes are placed immediately

belcw (or sometimes above) the bass part; hence the expression

Figured-bass, from which arose the term Thorough-bass, the

name by which harmony was formerly known.

The first inversion is figured 3, which, however, is usually

contracted to 6, the 3 being understood ; the second inversion

is figured \. The root of a chord of the sixth, as the first

inversion is generally called, is a third below the bass-note; the

ruot of a six-four chord is a fifth below the bass.

Inverted chords may be named either from the hass-note or

from the root ; for example thi chord at * may be regarded as a

sixth on the mediant, or as the first inversion of the tonic chord

;

likewise the chord at c may be regarded as a six-four on the

dominant, or as the second inversion o( the tonic chord.
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The symbols for inverted chords are formed by placing a

mall Arabic figure, indicating the inversions, immediately after

the Roman numeral employed for the root. Thus, the symbol

for the chord at i, above, is I', and for that at c, I* ; or, ii it Is

desirable to represent the (major) character of these chords, the

symbols would be I + ' and I + * respectively. I -
' and I

-
' are

the symbols for the inversions of a tonic minor chord. The
symbol for the first inversion of the diminished triad on the lead-

ing-note is Lo', but this may be contracted to I.', as the triad on

L is always diminished. The o, however, must not be omitted

from the !>yinbol IIo', employed for the first inversion of the

diminished triad on the supertonic of the minor mode.

60. In the first inversion of the common chord the bass-

'lote, as u rule, should not be doublid, especially if the root is

either I, JV or V. It is generally best to double the note employed

for the treble.

I' may be harmonized in any of the following ways :

—

Of the above chords, though the position is good in each,

yet the positions at a and e are to be preferred ; the position of a

chord of the sixth, however, depends entirely upon the context,

that is to say, the preceding and succeeding chords.

Chords of the sixth, except when the bass-note is doubled

(as explained in the following paragraph) are not considered as

being definitely in either close or open position, as in the case of

the common chord ; their position is regarded as being am-

biguous, and as such it frequently happens that a chord of the

sixth intervsncs between two common chords, one of which is in

close, while the other is in open position.
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6 1. The bass note of a chord of the sixth may be doubled

(a) in L' generally ; (*) in II' frequently ; (.) when preceded by

the same chord in root position; (d) in L', II', IV> and VI',

when two or more chords move conjunctly ; (e) when the doubled

note is approached by conjunct movement and contrary motion

;

(/) when the chord is preceded or followed by a triad on the

same bass-note; and (g) occasionally, for some particular reason,

such as the avoidance of a bad harmonic progression.

(a) (») ('i— .

-eiSJpeflliifi^l
±..^.

6

Ad) W)

6 5
4 3

W)

6 6
4

^imMnmrnw^

666«6fl 6 6

(/•)

6 6 6 6

(/)

I
I

5 T'^o 6 6 6 6 6
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The bau-note should rarely, if ever, be doubled when the

third of the chord (i.e. the fifth of the root) is in the treble;

and it should never be doubled if the bass is accidentally

chantted.

The doubled bass-note in all the above cases should, as a

rule, be approached conjunctly, and if in the treble, it should be

approached by contrary motion also, otherwise objectionable

hidden octaves may arise.

6t. The best treble-note in a chord of the sixth, as a

general rule, is the sixth (i\v: root), this being especially the case

in IP, IIP and VP ; in P, IV and V, the third is also good

in the treble; while, in L', either rhe octave, sixth or third may

be placed in the treble. These rules hold good for both the

major and the minor keys.

When two or more chords of the sixth occur in succession,

the bass moving conjunctly, it is generally best to place the sixth

in the treble and the third in the alto for each chord, and to let

the tenor double the treble and bass-notes alternately, doubling

the bass in L', IP, IV>, and VI> (S 6i, d). If desirable, how-

ever, the third may be placed in the tenor for each chord instead

of in the alto ; but the third should not be placed above the sixth

in such a progression, unless one of the chords is L', as at c, § 63.

63. The diminished triad on L of the major key, as was

seen in §51, is rarely employed except in sequences ; its first

inversion, however, is an important chord ; it generally occurs

on an unaccented beat, and being a discord it must be resolved.

It has two natural resolutions, namely (i) to I or I' (but never

to P )when the sixth (L) must not be doubled, and (2) to III,

when the sixth may be doubled. See also § 90, page 150.

In the minor mode, L' resolves on I - and I - ' only.

The dissonant note in the first inversion of a diminished

triad, whether as L' in the major mode, or as L' or IIo' in the

minor, is the third of the chord ; and this note may, if necessary,
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be doubltd, notwithstanding that ii is a general rule in harmony

that a dissonant note should not be doubled. When the third

in these choids is doubled, one third should rise and the other

fall, each moving one degree only, as a rule, as at a and b. The

progression at (, where one third moves disjunctljr to the tonic,

is however, not forbidden. In this progression, (, will be seen

the one exception to the rule mentioned in \ 62.

<*) (0

6 8 6 6

The consecutive fifths ati(*), between the alto and lenor, do

not produce a bad efTect, the fifth above L being diminished.

64. The best progressions from commo" chords in root

position to chords ol the sixth occur when the bass falls a second

or third ; the bass rising a second or fourth, falling a fourth or

filth, and rising a sixth from I and V, are also all good The

bast rising a third or falling a sixth results in harmonic repetiiion,

this effect is good, as has already been stated, when the first

chord occurs on an accented beat. It is rarely well to let the

bass rise a fifth, otherwise it may be said that, practically speak-

ing all progressions from common chords to chords of the sixth

are' possible, for, even those which are not good when both chords

are in root position, become acceptable when the second chord

is taken in its first inversion.

The best progressions from chords of the sixth to common

chords in root position, occur when the bass rises a second, that

is to say. when the roots rise a perfect fourth ;
the bass rising a

third or fourth, or falling a fifth after I' and IV>, and falling a

second after L' and IV', are also all good. The bass fallmg a

third or rising a sixth results in harmonic repetition. In no case
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•hou'd the bass fall a fourth or rise a fifth ; falling • sixth, after
I' and IV, is |>ossible but rarely good.

One chord of the sixth may be freely followed by another
chord of the sixth if the bass moves a second. Disjunct move-
ment between two chords of the sixth is generally not very good

;

it is best when the bass falls a third; the bass falling a fourth
and rising a fourth, or falling a fifth, after 1> a id IV, are also
jiossible. It is rarely, if ever, good to let the bass rise a third or
fifth, or move by any interval other than ihose already men-
tioneo

; and, furthermore, in the case of disjunct movement the
second chord should almost invariably fall upon an unaccented
beat.

A commo-" chord may be freely followed by a chord of the
sixth on the same bass-note, and a chord o' the sixth by a com
mon chord on the same bass-note ; the figuring for such progres-
jsions is S a and 6 5 respectively, and it is generally best in each
case to double the bass, and to let th- moving notes appear in

the treble. When a common chord is preceded oi followed by
a chord of the sixth on the note below, it is often conducive to a
good melody to place the Mini of the common chord and the
rm>/ of the chord of the sixth in the treble, the note tommon to

t! c two chords being retained in an inner part, generally the
tenoi.

65. When a chord of the sixth is followed by a common
chord, care must be taken to avoid objectionable hidden con-
secutive fifths and octaves between the fx/reme parts. Unless
the roots of the two chords are a perfect fourth ol fifth apart, and
unless the treble move one degree only, hidden consecutives al-

most invariably produce a bad tfieet.

The progression at n, in the following example, is good , hut

that at i is very bad ; the hidden fifth e, and the hidden octaves

at d, are disallowed ; at e the progression is bad, for L' should

not resolve on IV («ee f 63) ; the effect at / is good, the root be-

ing the same for both chords.
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,(*) 1
(<) w,.a)

,

(*) 1
(-) W (') Jf)

6 6 6 6 8 6

Hidden octaves are not altogether objectionable when the

second chord occurs on an umucenttdhtAt; thus, the progression

at^, which is not good, is tolerated when it occurs as at A.

6 6

66. The chord of the sixth lends mucA variity to oadenoes

occurring in the course of a composition ; it is frequently em-

ployed as the first chord, and sometimes as the second chord of

a ckdence, in order to avoid the more conclusive effect which

the chord possesses when in root position.

In sequences also, and especially in the dominant sequence,

the chord of the sixth plays a most important part.

-.4. AA .;, J J J J
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The chord oftha lixth mav well be termed the 'font aiinimm ' of
Harmony. A thorouifh knowledge of thia chord and of its treatment
Sinerallv 's of the utmost importance to the student, for, not only are
e chords which have so far benn considered, the only chords employed

in strict counterpoint, but they may also be said to form the basis of all
composition. As the present work is a treatise on harmony - not on
counterpoint—the harmoniiation of melodies will be considered in the
following chapter in conjunction with ihe chord iif the sL-four, in the
first place, because ii \i advisable for thi- student to obtain a K''neral
knowlcJf(e of each of ihe inversions separately, and in Ihe second place,
because the conformation of a great number of melodies is of such a
character that they cannot be satisfactorily harmonized without the use
of the six-four chord.

SU.VIMARY.

§ 59. The inversions of the common chortj.

The effect of each inversion. Figures and symbols.

§ 60. The chord of the sixth.

The bass-note, as a rule, should not be doubled.

§ 61. On doubling the bass-note.

In L> generally, IP frequently, IVi and VP occasionally.

§ 6a. The best treble-note.

6 or 3 in primary triads, 6 only in seconda-y, and 8, 6 or 3
in Li.

S 63. The first inversion of the diminished triad on L.
Two resolutions (a) Li to I or P in both modes, and (b)

L^ to III in the major mode only.

% 64. The best progressions tc and from chords oftlio sixth.

These progressions play a most important part in musical
compositions i they should, as lar as possible, be com-
mitted to memory.

§ 65. Hidden consecutive fifths and octaves.

They are generally bad in effect, unless the roots move a
perfect fourth or fifth, and the treble moves one degree.

% 66. Cadences and sequences.

The inverted cadence and the dominant sequence are of
freomnt occurrence. Triads and their first inversion:.,
*e only chords allowed in strict counterpoint, consti-
tute the basis of all musical composition.
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The foUowing Ubl« may aHitt th* Mudrat to renwinber tha Im*
traUcrfiote, and, according to lh« underlining, wban to doub.* tha baM
in a chord of tlie sixtli.

• or 3 6 only

I< II>

Oonly

IIP

8 or 3

IVi

• or 3

V>

6 only (, 6 or I

VI' L>

EXERCISES.

I. Name the rooti of the following chordi, and iit each

caie state whether the chord ii major or minor.

(•>) (*) (<•) ('') (') <') <!»)

fefl^H^^
6 6 >« ?« S«

a. Write the first inveraion of the tonic chord in the keys of

A, E flat, F sharp minor and C minor; and the first inversion

of the dominant chord in the key* of E, A flat, C sharp minor

and F minor.

3. Complete the foUowinR passages by inserting the chords

indicated by the lymboli at the (vacant) beats marked a, b, t, d.

I (a) !(*) |(')

IV» V> 1'

(d)

'mj^m^.i
u»

4. To each of the following chords add a preceding common

chord, with roots falling a fifth, and a succeeding common chord

with roots rismg a fourth.

p^—p

—

H

i^a
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Add alto and tenor part* to the following :

—

6.

6 ^
e I 6 6

ii-e:

-_—I-

«8 6 e SB

_J_J__^

\^m—^1
»*-E_*;

6 6 J .

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following :

—

Km^miiB^muMj.
6 6 6 6 6
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i€ill^^1!lI0^PIl!rJil
6 6

^E^M^^^^^MIf
6 6 6 6 6

s-i:«:

6

--S=::i-

6 6 6
r:

6 6 6 6 6 6

10.

^
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

11.

'IiW?l^M zs>-

isi^i^iiiii^l^l

W^^^

IS,

6 6- - 6 J 6 »

8 "88" '*^~
6 6
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13. Write the descending scales of A major and A minor
(melodic form) in the bass, and harmonize them, employing a
chord o( the sixth for each decree except I.

• 4- Write, in the key . : f, the exrdse of which the
following is the symbolic anal sis

2
2

I
I J-

V I 1V> lU'
I I> L' I IV' V

-J_J_|_J_J_|.J_|
U' I' IP V I

15. Write (a) in the keys of D major and G minor, the per-
fect and the imperfect cadences, employing a chord of the sixth
followed by a common chord ; and (/') in the keys of B fiat major
and B minor, the same cadences, employing a common chord fol-
lowed by a chord of the sixth.

16. Write a short sequence in the key of O, r mployin;; r. m-
mon chords and chords of the sixth alternately.

Exerci^L-s oil iiic liainioniz.Uion ot untiffured basses and melodies
will lie found III Group II of the exercises at the end of the followini;
chapter, wlien both inversions of the common chord may be einploved
Adoilional exercises on cliords of the sixth, if desired, ina\' be i bt.ilned
by re-writing the basses, \'os. 7 to 10, at the end of Chaper VI and
changing the chords, where practicable, from root position to' first
inversion

\ in no case should the root of a chord be changed. The
melodies also. No, 21 to 2«, may now be harmonized, emploiing
occasional chords of the sixth. Furthermore, the student wou d do'well
to compose several chants (single and doublel, hymn-tunes isuch a.
No. 12, page 9S), and other mu>ical sentences ; with steady lira, tice
he will obtain a command of these concords, which will not or.ly be
invaluable to him in the study of counterpoint, but will also coiistitutB
the foundation of his musical compositions jjenerally.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE CHORD OF THE SIX-FOUK.

67 The second inversion of the common chord, commonly

called the chord of the six-four, being, as has already been stated

(§ 59) a discordj requires particular treatment.

In counterpoint, which was the basis on which music was composed

prior to the establishment of the laws of harmony, this chord, on account

of its dissonant character, is Hrictly forbidden. It is indeed more than

probable that harmony arose as a separate science from co'-nterpomt

partly on account of the use of this chord, and partly aUo on account ol

the free treatment of the dominant seventh, a chord which will l>e

explained in the following chapter.

The second inversion is always figured % hence the name;

and its root is a fifth below the bass-note. The note to which

especial attention must be directed is the fourth, the inverted

root.

The second inversion of the commoB chord of C may be

harmonized in any of the following ways.

*
.

i^l=l^-:I^J^^

The symbol for each of the above chords is I», or if

necessary, 1 + *.
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68. The most popular use of the chord of the six-four is on
the dominant, preceding a common chord on the same bass-note

or its octave, when it is called a cadential six-four; in this

case, the bass-note should almost invariably be doubled; the

fourth, as a rule, should be approached conjunctly; while the

sixth should fall to the fifth, and the fourth to the third, in their

respective parts.

(*) (••)

i—4,

69. In addition to the cadential six-four there are also, the

passing six-four, ((7) which usually occurs on II (V»); the pedal
six-four, (i) which usually occurs on either I or V; and the

arpeggio six-four, (c) which usually occurs on V.

W (0)

^?mmi
The passing and arpeggio six-fours may occur also upon

any other degree of the scale, except alone IV; for the second
bversion of a diminished triad is a forbidden chord.
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In the following example, at d, a cadential six-four occurs

on I, preceded by a passing six-four on II ; care must be taken

in such progressions to avoid consecutive fourths between the

bass and any of the upper parts. This chord (rf) is sometimes

called the appoggiatura six-four.

|i=iJ^'i^fe

It is generally best to double the bass-note in all forms of the

six-four; the root, however, may occasionally be doubled,

especially in the arpeggio six-four; it is rarely advisable to

double the sixth. In duple iime, the cadential six-four should

appear always on an accented beat; in triple time, it is best also

on an accented beat, but it may fall on the second, though

never on the third beat of the bar. The other forms of the

six-four almost invariably occur on unaccented beats, especially

the pissing six-four. Hidden consecutive octaves letvireen the

extreme parts are not objectionable in approaching a cadential

six-four when the octave of the bass appears in the treble.

70. The best treble-note in the cadential six-four is the

fourth, if this note is not heard in the preceding chord ; the sixth,

however, is possible in the treble in this case, but the octave of

t'.ie bass is generally bad in the treble. When the fourth is

heard in the preceding chord it should be retained in the same

part, and any note of the chord is then good in the treble.

In the other forms of the six-four, any note of the chord,

speaking generally, is good in the treble ; the fourth, however,

if approached disjunctly, should as a rule be placed in the treble;

and, if, so approached, it should be from btlow, and from the

nearest possible note.
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71. The cadential six-four on V may be approached from
any common chord in root position which dots not conlain the

kadtng-nott ; also from the first inversion of any such chord
provided the bass does not move more than a third. No definite

rules can be laid down for approaching other forms of the six-

four, suffice it to say that the upper parts should, as a rule, move
as smoothly as possible to these chords; the fourth, especially,

being approached conjunctly, when possible.

The cadential six-four naturally proceeds to a five-three on
the same bass-note or its octave ; the pedal six-four also usually

proceeds to a triad on the same bass-note ; the bass of a pas.sing

six-four should be quitted (as well as approached) conjunctly

;

and, in the arpeggio six-four, the bass naturally proceeds to

another note of the same chord. These progressions are

illustrated in the above examples, § i 68 and 69.

7 J. Much use is made of the second inversion of the tonic

chord (I-) in connection with both the perfect and the imperfect

cadences, hence the name, cadential six-four. An example of

its employment in each of these cadences will be seen in the
illustrative passage on page 123 ; at measure four, it occurs in the
imperfect cadence, and at measure seven, in the perfect cadence.

The following passage exemplifies the use of the cadential

six-four in sequences.

H'^htEit-^:l==t:r=lr a-3:t:::
p^-f_Ei^^=^- t-g-«-«"»=-S

I

IM

'-m^mm^^mm^i
6 6

4 3
6 6
4 S
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73. When a common chord is immediately succeeded by

one or both 01 itt inversions, instead of the latter being figured,

a lin: called the line of continuation, may be employed ; this

line is placed under the note or notes which suaetd the chord,

the harmony of which is to be continued.

ri^^g i
Eir ^1^1

m^^f^^^^i
By some modem authorities this line is placed under the bass-note

of the chord the harmony o' which is to be retained, as well as under

the succeeding bass-notes ; conrdsion, however, is liable to arise when

this chord (the first chord) is figured ; ftirthermore, the older plan avoids

the necessity of adding a mark, of any kind whatever, to the bass-note

of a common choid. No purpose is served by a change from which

no advantage accrues.

The figure i under a bass-note implies that all the upper

parts are to be in unison. The figure o, or the expression tasto

solo (one key alone) implies that the upper parts are to rest, or,

in other words, that the bass is not to be harmonized.

74. In harmonizmg unfigured basses, the common chord

and its inversions should be employed in accordance with the

remarks in the following table. The common chord is here

represented by the figure 5, in order to distinguish it from the

chords of the sixth and six-four. This table holds good for

both major and minor keys, if in the minor key the triad on II

(being diminished), and that on III (being augmented), are

avoided. IIo' (see § 63) may, of course, be employed; but

III xi also should be avoided; while both IIo' and III x' are

absolutely forbidden chords.
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DEOREBS
OF THE
SCALE.

II

III

IV

VI

FIOURRS.

8
4

5

6

6
4

/ 5

6

6
4

a

6

6
4

/ s

6

6
4

S

6

6
4

REMARKS.

Generally the best chord.

Rarely ^^ood, except in a sequence of sixths.

Goci as pedal
possible.

^n>«KK<° Bid cadential also

Good, if bass moves disjunctly.

Good, if bass moves conjunctly.

Good as passing ; arpeggio also possible.

Rarely good, except in a sequence.

Generally the best chord.

Very rarely good; passing and arpeggio
possible.

Generally the best chord.

Good, when the bass moves conjunctly,
especially before a cadential six-tour.

Never good.

Generally the best chord.

Rarely good, except in a sequence of sixths.

Good in all forms, cadential especially.

Good ; often the best chord.

Generally good.

Very rarely good j arpeggio possible.

Good only in sequence (the diminished triad).

Almost invariably the only good chord.

Very rarely good; passing and arpeggi*
possible.
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I

If in a minor key, the major submediant occurs in the bass,

it should bu figured 6 ; and if the subtonic occurs it also should

be figured 6, when moving conjunctly ; when moving disjunctly,

it suggests a modulation to the relative major key, and should

therefore be treated as the dominant in that key.

75. In harmonizing melodieSi it is necessary to consider

the chord which is naturally suggested by each note as it occurs;

lire root position or inversion of the chord being chosen in

accordance with the harmonic progressions, as given in I I 38,

64 and 7 1 ; while the table in i 74 may also be found useful in

this connection.

While it IS scarcely possible to formulate any very definite

rules for the harmonization of melodies, ytt it may be said that it

is generally advisable, in the first place, to decide upon and to

work the cadencts, together with the pre-cadential chords ; after

this, a plan of the harmonic pVogressions should be arranged for

the other notes of the melody ; and finally, the bass having been

figured, the middle parts should of course be added.

The following table will be found valuable as a basis upon

which simple melodies in general may be harmonized, when the

common chord and its inversions alone are employed ; it hoi Is

good for both the major and the minor mode, with such excep-

tions for the minor mode as have already been mentioned. The

first column under harmonic suggestions comprises the chords

which should, as a rule, be employed ; the second column com-

prises chords which are equally good, and which may be regarded

a* alternative chords ; the third column comprises chords which

may occasionally be employed, but which, speaking generally, are

the least effective.

The table should be read as follows :

—

The tonic in the melody, naturally suggests the tonic chord and its

first inversion, and its second inversion when the melody suggests a

cadential six-four ; also the submediant chord, and possbly the sub-

domiuHnt chord and its first inversion, and its second inversion as a
pedal lix-four. Etc.
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1

THE
DKGREES

HARMONIC SUGGESTIONS.

TliF. SCALE. PRINC.PAL. ALTERNATIVE. POIiSIBLE.

I. 1 and I>, VI. IV and IV,
IV» (*).

II. V and V (<•), 11 (0. IP (/). L>.

III. I, I» {a). VI. Ill and III'

IV. IV and IV',

IV. {t).

II ('). L'.

V. I and I' {/,),

I' (.).

V and V (J),V (d).

111(^.4

VI. IV, IV» (i). VI and VIi. II (g, e).

L. V, V (flT). Li. "1(^,4

(a) When the melody suggests a cadential six-four.

{i) As a pedal six-four. .

(c) When the melody moves conjunctly, except before a
cadential six-four.

{d) As a passing six-four.

{e) Not available in the minor mode.

(/) Before a cadential six-four.

{g) Very rarely.

(//) When the melody moves conjunctly.

(«) As a passing or pedal, and possibly as a cadential

six-four.

(/) Before I, especially when it occurs upon an accented
beat.
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,6 In harmoniiing melodies, it is not sufficient to find a

suitable chord for each note, nor is it sufficient to avoid consecu-

tive fifths and octaves, and the other faults which have been

enumerated from time to time; all of ".is may be accomplished

and yet the result may be lacking in artistic effect.

The following simple melody, for example,

if harmonized as below

'
6 6 6 'i «

4

is far from satisfactory ; at the same time, each chord is correct

in itself, the harmonic progressions are correct, and the part-

writing throughout is correct The passage, however, is not a

correct musical sentence; it is lacking in rhythm, and might

wvU be termed ' harmonic meandering'; in other words, there

it no middle cadence. Furthermore, the tonic chord is em-

ployed too frequently in root pos tion, and, as the pre-cadential

chord, it destroys to a certain extent the effect of the perfect

cadence at the end.

Before commencing to harmonize a melody, it is advisable

to mark the phrases, to insert the melodic symbols, and to

decide upon the cadences. The above melody thus treated

would appear as follows.

'UI IV III II "Yn rn 1 1 V VI I lu II n

:SfeSi^
-.rcidr-g^
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It may be taken as a general rule that the cadential six-

four should be employed in connection with the perfect and
the imperfect cadences, whi never the melody is of such a

character that it may be corre:tly iiitroduced. Although three

notes of the melody have been included in each of the

cadences, yet there are but two chords in effect in each case,

for the
J
and ^ upon the same bass-note are regarded as one

chord divided into two parts. In the following harmonization

of the above melody, a pedal six-four ia introduced in the Arst

measure, a passing six-four in the second, and a cadential six-

four in the fourth and seventh measures.

I IV

»

I \'
: V II' ; V V VI II

— 6
4

IV IV' I»

The above passage should be transcribed into the key of

C minor, in which key it would be just as effective as in the key
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I

of C major. It would be neeewa-y to employ the correct key

signature (three flat*), and to place a natural before the note B,

each time it occurs, otherwise tlie pahS <ge would remain as it

stands.

The sludent i« advix-d to compare the chord* employed In this

pMMge with the harmonic suKirrsticma a* Kive" " "<' 'able in | 7S.

He would aim do well to commit the passafce to memory, to transpow

it into other major keyi, and to transcribe it into various minor keya.

Melodies in the minor mode which contain either the

major subraediant ( + VI) or the subtonic (VII) of the scale

necessitate the use of the additional triads (see f 57 ,
or, in

certain cases, a modulation to the relative major key.

The following sxaraples illustrate the treatment of the sub-

tonic in a descending passage. At a, 1 11+ is employed; at i,

III+ with the parts moving sequentiall J ; atr, I II + , modulating

to the key of E flat; at rf, V-, with the parts again moving

sequentially; at / and/, VII + >, treated in two different ways.

» («) I
(») J (")

111+

i(d)

ni+ UI +

/J.J.I I

:f:.<5i..J.

^-
:^4M.

'^^^^'He^Ej
vn+>

6 6 6
vn+'
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The following example* illustrate the treatment of the
major submediant in an ascrnding passage. At/, II - ii em-
ployed; at h and », +VIo' is treated in two different ways; at

/, IV+ it employed, but, as has already been said, the use of
this chord in root position is not to be recommended; the
examples at i and / are included as illuKtrations of progressions
which should be avoided.

(9)

yK- — fig . t- -&•—

8 to flB « to C8 6
+VIo> +VIo'n-

(i)

! I

It 9 98
IV +

3 S
IV +

B5 a
II-

SUMMARV.

S 67. The chord of the six-four.

The second inversion, unlike the first, is a discord.

S 68. The cadeniial six-four.

The bass-note should be doubled, and the fourth, as a rule,
approached conjunctly,

S 69, Other forms of the six-four.

The passing, pedal, arpeg^gio and appoggiatura.
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the same part. .

4 „ The best progressions to a cadential s.x-four.

greater than a third.

and with descending sequences.

( 7^. The line of continuation. „ ,„ be

--Strone°;rr«:[t'h^^^^^^^^^^^^

; 74. Unfigured basses.

Table of chord characteristics.

tie On harmonizing' melodies.

harmonic suggestions as given in the table.

476 The harmonization of melodies exemplified.

* '
The student would do well to commit the example, to

memory.

EXERCISES.

I.

,. Name the roots of the following chords, and in each

MM tute whether the chord is major or minor.

(a) (ft)

^k
6 6 SB

(/) (»)

—r-^ps--

t?4 S*
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». Write the second inversion of the tonic chord in the

keys of A, E flat, F sharp minor, and C minor ; and the second
inversion of the dominant chord in the keys of E, A flat, C sharp
minor and F minor.

3. The chords marked a, b. (, d and «, in the following pass-

age, are all second inversions ; state the character of each whether
cadential, passing or pedal, etc.

('I) f*) (r) Wl (<•)

IV» v» iv» I'

Add parts for alto and tenor to the following :

—

4.

6 6
4 3

-f^^^^f^-
6 6

4
6
4 3

^kM^=^m
^^^m^mw:^^^

6 6 6
4 3

6 6
4 3
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i

6 6 6
3 4

6 6
4 8

6 6
4

6 6 6 6
4 3

1

i*r3-r=:
iiz^EE2s^£3^3#^^i^

6 6 6 5

« «

6 6 5
3 4 3

Add parts for treble, alto, and tenor to the following :—

5 6 5
3 4 3

6 5
43

6 6 6
43

^ ^ 6665 6 666 5
43

6 6
4 3

6 6 6 6
4o

6 6 6 6
43

6 6
4

n;^m^
6 6 5

4 8
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r»rc^33r.i:r5=—r—f^w^^m}m]^[![m\

smmmi^^^'^^m
6 6
4 3

10.

i?y^H^^iliill.^E^jfig
6 S
4 3

tfi 6 6 6 -°—""^-e 6-'^\

6 6 6
43

6 6
i 9

II.

^^^lilSl^^M^^
6 6 6

6 a « A R A «^

—

K-'^- -K ?*6 6 6 6 6 6
4 4 3

66
34

3-48
6 6 6
34

6 6 6
4
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12.

6656 6-5 £5656 6-6
343 4-i 343 4-3

« 6 6 6 8
4

6 5

1&

—* "^
6 6"" 6

"6" * 6 6 « -^ «

4 3 4 3

6 6 « 5 6

6«6 6 5

4 it

"^

i 6 6 «6 5

55 ~ -

l^Hamii
6 6
4 3

6 5

^*
6~e 6 6 6 6 66 6

'^^i^mm
6 6 6 6 6 6
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i6. Give examples of the cadential, the passing, the pedal
and the arpeggio six-four chords, (i) in the key of E flat, and
(i) in the key of F sharp minor.

17- Write, in the key of G, the exercise of which the
following is the symbolic analysis.

1 V I V VI IX' P V I' V I IV I» VI
II.

Figure, and harmonize, the following basses
18.

i».

ao.

—•—'—»d-

21.

22.
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2S.

Harmonize the following melodie*.

2t.

25,

^#.gM^JMi^^s^
2».

i3Mys^f^^3S^gO
^--^-^-F=3=1^5^E-3=I

EEeEE!£ E^^St -str-
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Clothe the following blank rhythms with hannony: each
rhythm may be worked in both major and minor keys.

SO.

3j.^.ij-j-|_;-^-|_j.|_j_j.|..j.j |_j.j_^j_,

SI.

J-J-J |.J-4J_J_J |-J-..|.J_^J_J M_j_J.| J_j

Harmonize the following basses and melodies, introducing
the additional triads of the minor mode.

33. Chant.

m^^mM^sm
34.

86.

86

liiaHilpplB
37. Compose a double Anglican chant in the key of B.

38. Write a short passage in the key of G minor, intro-
ducing each form of the six-four



CHAPTER IX.

TH« DOMINANT SEVENTH.

77. To the triad on any degree of the scale, a seventh may

be added; the chord then becomes a discord, and is called a

chord of the seventh.

A chord of the seventh is named after the root of the triad

on which it is constructed ; thus, a chord of the seventh on the

tonic is called a tonic seventh; on the supertonic, a supertomc

seventh, and so on.

Chords of the seventh (and, as will be seen later, chords of

the ninth) are termed fundamental discords, to distinguish

them from certain other classes of discords.

The most important chord of thu seventh is that formed on

the dominant, the dominant seventh (see a and *); the other

chords of the seventh are called secondary sevenths.

7

78. Chords of the seventh are figured 5; this, however u

usually contracted to \ or 7, according to the context.

The symbol for a chord of the seventh is formed by
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•dding the figure 7 to the .ymbol representing the rtoi of tht
chord; thu», the symbol for the dominant seventh is V7.

V7, though theoretically a primary seventh, is always called
a dominant seventh. The intervals of this chord, reckoning
from the dominant, are

7-

5

3 +
V

and since none of the secondary sevenths contain these same
intervals, and morecver since IV and L, the distinctive notes of
the scale, form part of the chord, it follows that the tonic
of the key may always be readily determined, but the tonic only
and not the mode, for V7 is exactly the same in both the major
key and its tonic minor.

79- All discards require resolution. Resolution refers to
the sutcteding chord, the function of which is to satisfy tht ear
after the preceding element of dissonance. As a general rule
this resolution is effected by the part which takes the seventh
descending one degree in the following chord. This is termed
the natural resolution of the seventh, and it occurs (a) in the
>»Tw,>,/ resolution, V7 to I (the perfect cadence), and (*) in the
leceptwe resolution, V; to VI (the deceptive cadence).

(") iU)

-J
^ 1_

In the principal resolution (with L in the treble) one of the
chords must be ineamplete, the fifth being omitted; it is indeed
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often adviiable to omit the fifth in V7 whec this chord occur*

in the course of an exercise or a compoution. When the fifth in

V7 is omitted, the fM>/ should be doubled ; for the seventh, being

a note with a fixed progression, like L, must never be doubled.

In the deceptive resolution, on account of L proceeding in

similar motion with the bass, it is necessary to double the third

m VI ; compare also § 47, /

go Any note of the chord may be placed in the treb'.e,

but, as a rule, and espicially in the perfect cadence, the tAirJ

of the chord (L) Is the best treble-note.

When the seventh is in the treble, in the principal resolu-

tion, it is especially advisable to omit the fifth in V7, in order tu

secure a good position for the succeeding chord.

When L is in the treble, it should invariaily rise to I ; when

in an inner part, L, in the principal resolution, may descend to

V, if it is desirable for I to be complete; in the deceptive

resolution, L may descend one degree in the major key, but in

the minor, this progression would result in the skip of an

augmented second.

As a general rule, however, L, in whatever part it may

occur, should rise to I.

81. V7 may also proceed to I*, as a pedal six four, in which

case it is again generally best to omit the fifth and double the

root of the chord, as at a.

The progression V7 to 1' (see *), is not allowed, for,

in the first place, the note of resolution should rarely be

doubled, and in the second place, 'f approached by similar

motion, it must never be doubled. K J an inviolable rule that

the octave (or unison) between any two parts, must not be

approached by similar motion, one part moving a second and the

other a third. This progression, V7' to I', has been employed

as at e, where the seventh rises one degree, but this exceptional

resolution of the seventh is only permitted when the iass

proceeds to the note upon which the seventh naturally retolve*.
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i J J J J

The treatment of V7. • at c, in the above example ii not r«com>
mended for the u«e of students.

82. In addition to the natural resolution of the seventh
there are also the stationary and the chrrmatlo resolutions.

In the former, the part taking the seventh retains the same note
in the succeeding chord, as at a, and frequently falls one degree
naturally in one of the following chords, as at ^ ; this latter is

termed dtftrrtd resolution. In chromatic resolution, which will

be considered more fully in the next chapter, the seventh rises a
chromatic stmi-tone, as at c, the succeeding chord being
frequently another V7.

(«>
I

(») (e) J

J- J. J J. X

7 6 ^ 1 n
%

83. The seventh is said to be ornamentally resolved when
it falls to the fifth or rises to the octave before proceeding to
the note of resolution, as at a, b, c and d. Care must be taken
in such cases to avoid the consecutives shown at e. The seventh
may be introduced with ornamental effect after a common chord
on V, as at/ and g, the figuring, in this case, being 8 7. Here,
again, it is necessary to avoid the consecutives shown at h, lot
the intervening seventh does not destroy the bad effect
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J J J J J i J .1

^^^M""'
-r

i^^ll^
y 8 7 8 7 8 7

• This E is called a Passing-note, i.e., a note not belong-

ing to the chord, approached and quitted conjunctly, and

employed as an ornamentation.

Another form of ornamental resolution occurs when the

upper parts in V7 move while the bass remains stationary ; in this

case the seventh may move dis/'unclly, provided that it is resolved

satisfactorily in the end by the part in which it appears last

(') (i)

.J.

-i J A J. J- } - i

-^
84. AU progressions fo V7 from common chords in root

position or first inversion are good, except from chords which
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conuin L, and excepting also VI'; ti ie progreMioni, be it

noted, are the Hme as thone lo the cadential six-four.

The best progreuions from V7 are to I and VI ; to I' and
IV', occasionally employed; and, by chromatic resolution, to a
V7 on the perfect fourth or fifth above or below.

The cadential six-four is often followed by V7 ; in this case
the fourth should fall as usual to the third, but the sixth mav
either fall to the fifth or rise to the seventh.

85- In the perfect and deceptive cadtnces, as has already
been shown, V7 plays an important part; in the imperfect ca-
dence, however, it is rarely employed, for the second chord of a
cadence should be a concord.

In sefuetiM, V7 can rarely be introduced, except in th«
dominant sequence (roots rising a fourth or falling a fifth) when
by chromatic resolution, all the V7-s in music may be luccea^
lively introduced.

,

<•>
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Similarljr, roots rising fifths and falling fourths, as at ^ and

e, also form a sequence which passes through the cycle of keys.

It will be noticed that the treble in a proceeds chromatically

thwnwards, while in i and c it proceeds chromatically u^ardt-

(i)

^^--^
. 3:

r f

xrr:x

r etc

Or, the passage may be written thus :

—

ml
etc

86. Tn harmonizing unfigured basses and melodieSi the

the seventh may be freely added to V, when the succeedmg

chord is either I or VI ; except when V occurs as the second

chord in the imperfect cadence. If V is followed by any chord

other than I or VI, discretion must be employed, for whenever

V7 is introduced it must, without exception, be correctly resolved.

The table for unfigured basses in § 74, and that for melodies

in $ 7S, may be employed as the general basis upon which all

simple diatonic melodies may be harmonized, (an unfigured bass

being regarded as a melody for the lowest voice,) for the com-

mon chord itself is the basis of every other chord. Each new

chord as it occurs will naturally necessitate some modification

in these tables, but the general principles will remain the same

thronghout.
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The most impcrtant change necessitated by the employ-
ment of V7, has reference to IV. When this note occurs in a
melody and proceeds either directly or ornamentally to HI, in

addition to the chords given in the table in § 75, IV may be
harmonized with V7. L and II, when proceeding to I. may also
be harmonized with V7; if II rising to III is thus harmonized.
It will necessitate the doubling of the third in I, which, though
possible, is rarely advisable. V, when remaining stationary, may
occur in the principal resolution, and when rising or falling to
I, it may occur in the deceptive resolution.

SUMMARY.

S 77. Chords of the seventh generally.

Fundamental discords; primary and Kcondary leventht.

( 78. The dominant seventh.
The figrurins, the symbol, and the constituent intervals.

J 79. The two natural resolutions

The principal-V7 to I, and the deceptive—V7 to VL
i 80. The best treble-note.

This is L, and when so placed it must rise to I.

8 81. Variations of tiie resolution.

V7 to I', bad; but V7 to I>, good. The note of resolution
must not be doubled and approached by similar motion.

8 82. Other resolutions.

Stationary—V7 to IV, and chromatic—V7 to another V7.

8 83. Ornamental treatment of the seven'h.
Passing notes, and change of position in the upper parts.

8 84. The best progressions to V7.
V7 should not be preceded by any chord containing L.

8 85. Cadences and sequences.

V7 a commonly employed us the first chord in the per'ect
and deceptive cadences ; and frequently employed in
real sequences.

§86. Unfic;ured bassei and melodies
With the exception that IV mav now be tr-atcd as forminr

part of V7, the tables given in Sf 74 a.ij 75 should be
employeu as the general basis in this connection.
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EXERCISES.

I.

I. Write the principal resolutions of the following chords.

(b) (e) (d) if) (f)

—a:

(rf)

2. Write the deceptive resolutions of the above chords.

3. Write, employing V7 for the first chord, the perfect

cadence in the keys of B minor, F sharp minor, C sharp mmor,

G minor, C minor and F minor.

4. Write and resolve all Vy's which contain the note D,

placing D each time in the alto

6 7
4 3

6 7
4 3

6 6 7

4 8

^^^^^^^^mM
„,»767 87

7 1

a s
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-J J_J-p=^T^i^i^f

E^^^i
6 6 7

'ii=^ M^^^lM^^^^^i

^^^^mm^m
8 7 S7
8 - «

8£7 B7 |6 7

The figure 1 under the first bas.s.note, indicates that the voices are
to be in unison, see § 73.

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following:

7.

^M^^M
6 6 6-6 6i

4-8

;-p:zt:

~
6 6 7
34 8

iaiilE^l^sgi

fe^'^=Ee^io;T^=?^^i
6 6 87 87 6 e

4 3
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la

WiMsM^^^^^-i
?£illlllil-^^^fi3:^

7

*• :
—'—z ^ -^A^^M a a K ti

6 « 6 6
3 4 3

6 5-7
4 8-5

66-7
43 -

E>-E35?-E,-E:£^EfE-i33^,0,:t^^i$±rr=±=^\±=t=:t
6 6k7

4
6 6 7

a

12.

7 6 6 7
"""7 7

^-=
6 6 7 « - 7 JfB 7 8 -tl7

1

7 6 5 7 ^ 7 7
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13. Discover the mistakes in the following passage.

I

T Ff^pp
siii^l^i^f^i^

6 6 7

4 3
7

It

« 7
4 3

14 Exemplify the stationary resolution of the 7th employ,
ing the chord :

—

-=-r
1 5. Hesolve the above chord chromatically, in two different

ways.

16. Give two (or more) examples of the ornamental resolu-
tion of the 7th, employing the above chord.

II.

Harmonize the following unfigured basses.

17.

18.
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19.

j|lg^ZgEgipgE!Eii

70.

a.'

Hannoniie the following melodies.

S3.

-^^^m^m^^m

^imi^ii^ipisi^^
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S6

87.

^i^^i^EiliiiSSil^ij
28.

^^^snmnMi^^mm
S^'^i3=^f^"3— :1

-J-J-J-J_|_J.J.|_I_|

ao. Write a short passage in the key of G minor.
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THE iNvmsioMS or v?.

87 The chord V7 has three inversions.

(«) The first Invertlon, V7'. is figured \ (usually con-

iracted to «) ; it occur, on L, and itt root is a third below the

baas-note. .

(i) The second Inversion, V7'. is figured
J.

(usually con-

tracted to \); it occurs on Ii; and itt root is a fifth below the

bass-note.

(.) The third Inversion. V7.,is figured 4, (usually con-

tracted to J); it occurs on IV. and its root is a seventh below

the bass-note.

(«) (»> <") -„

^_„_„—«•

The general effect of the inversions is practically the same

„ when the chord is in root position. The seventh of the root,

in the natural resolutions, must fall one degree, wuh one excep-

tion alone, (see § 89) ; while the third. L. should as a rule nse

one degree to I.

88. The natural resolutions of the inversions <>« V7 »re

rfiown in the following example. At a, L bemg « the bass.
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the chord of resolution ii I; u t, the bam of the /our-thre«

falls to I ; it may, however, rise to ! (see f 89) ; at e. the seventh

of the root being in the bass, the chord of resolution is I>.

,
(a)

J J (») l_ (0
I

.1 J J J. J

Any note of these chords may be employed for the treble,

the root, perhaps, being the least interest ng treble-note. It

will be seen that the bass-notes of the inversions move con-

junctly in resolution; V7> rising one degree, V7' falling one
degree, and V7' either rising or falling one degree.

Unlike the chord in root position, the inversions should as

a rule be complete; it is possible, though rarely advisable, to

omit the* fifth of the root in the first and third inversions.

89. When the bass of a four-three rises one degree in the

chord of resolution, the third of the bass, that is to say, the

seventh of the root, may also rise one degree, in order to avoid

doubling the bass-note in I
' ; this is termed the exceptional

resolution of the seventh. In this case the third of the bass is

generally the best treble-note; if not in the treble, it should not

be a second below the (inverted) root, unless the root skips in

resolution, for the unison should not be approached by two
voices one of which moves a second while the other remains

stationary.

At a, the third of the bass descends naturally, doubling the

bass-note in the sticceeding chord ; this is not incorrect, but it is

generally mart ifeitivt to let the third rise one degree as at
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t and c. At it, the resolution in not good, th« third beingMow
the root which herr remains staiionary; with the root nkipping,

bowrver, as at e, the resolution is Rood. The consecut ve fifthi

at t do not produce a bad effect, the fifth above L bei.ig

diminished.

J J Li
'i J J i J J A
6 6

90. When the chord L' resolves on either I or !, as at a,

3 and c, it is regarded as being an Incomplete form of V7*,

and although L is the app.irent root, yet V is the real root, or

generator, of the chord ; the term generator signifying a note

from which a chord is derived, when that note is net employed

ill the chord. It is generally best to double the bass-note in the

chord L' (see also § 63), as at a and e\ the third, however,

notwithstanding its diss 'nant character, may in this parlicu ar

ease be doubled, as has already been stated in \ 63. When L>

resolves on III, as at </, L itself is regarded as being the root,

and it may therefore be doubled, for the chord does not possess

tny dominant character whatever.

('•)

i :4

iaa^i^#i-pip

liil^ljlili^dli
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9-. Initetd of immdiatt rwolntion, one invmion of the
chord m«y be followed by .nother. or by the chord in root
po«tion,in which cue the seventh may move di.junctly, «nd

Sh> Tr*"
•"'' ^-' " " • •"<> *. «• POMible; while the

doubling of L m an arpeggio, pawage, if .u.tained in one part,
ai at (, » not objectionable. The progre«.ion V7» to V7, how-
•ver, on account of the rising diiionance. (see d) is not allowed.

j._ I W W J I I

JX'-L

SS-O r-^-n-"^- „-^ -^

6

The ornamental resolutions, described in § 83. are equally
available when the chord is inverted. V7. is often intro-luced
ornamentally after V, as aj>assi„g noU in the bass, when, instead
of the usual figuring, the line of continuation may be employed
as at e, in the above example.

it wiu"of cou^'J^!'"'""""'
"">' "^ """bribed «<> th« tonic minor key

,

9»- The following example illustrates the deceptive reeolu-
tioM of the inversions of V7; but these, it may be said, are not
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in frequent nte. At «, It is b«st to dotible th« b«M-not« ia

VI >
; at ^, L deicendi ; it may, however, aicend, at at t, again

doubling the ban-note in VP ; at d, VI > it treated at a patting

tis-four, and occun, therefore, on an unaccented beat.

M
.

(!>)
,

(0), _jW
I

r

The stationary resolution of the teventh ii rarely employed
in the inversions. In the following example, where the chord ol

resolution is treated as a cadential sis-four on I, the effect is good.

^g^i

^fli

93. The chromatic resolutions of V7 and its inversions

are most important. One V7 may resolve on any other V7, pro-

vided that the roots of the two chords are men than a tent

apart. There are, therefore, seven such resolutions ; these are

illustrated in the following example. It will here be seen that

all parts move conjunctly, the notes which are common (both

actually and chromatically) to the two chords, being invariably

retained in the same parts. At a, i and e, the seventh descends
naturally ; at c and/, it ascends chromatically ; at ^, it remains

stationary, and at d, it also remains stationary by an enharmonic
change.
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(») («)

.a. 0. .o.te). A

M («) </) W

'

' .J^ J.'j. '
'

~^-
7 6

6

I

W 7 8« 7 SB
P6 4 )^

t? 8 3
The above reiolutiona necesiiarily ind

c««e. Modulation, to which reference li

Chapter VI, will be treated of more fully in

A J. 'J. JJ.

7 4 ; '•- 7 I

it

hv;l.

94 The best progressions /* the irveuiois n 'Tars
from chordi which do not contain L. The b tr ; V, ', should,
as a rule, be approached conjunctly; if L, in V7', is approached
disjunctly, it should be from above, and if IV, in V7«, is so
approached, it should be from below; for, in moving disjunctly
to a note with a fixed progression, it is generally best to proceed
to it from the <)f^si/t direction to that in which it resolves.

The best progressions /mm the inversions of V7 are the
resolutions which have been given above.

The cadential six-four is often followed by V7«; in this

progression both the sixth and fourth should descend one
degree, as in the following example.

6 4 •
4 2

95- In cadences, with the exception of the
cadence, the inversions of V7 are rarely employed.

perfect

In tb*
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perfect cadence, in the place of V7 in root position, an inversion

produces a less conclusive effect, wh ch is n^ten desirable when
the cadence is employed in the course ofgi composition.

The inversions of V7 are freqaentl< employed in real, but

never in tonal sequences; the dominant sequence, especiaify,

may be varied by the employment of the first and third inver-

sions alternately; or by the employment of the root position

and the second inversion alternately, as in the following

examples.

I
i etc.

J- J I L I

6
1^6

1*6

1^6

Further examples of sequential prorr
cbarccter, will be found in Chapter XVI 11.

resiions, of a modulating

96. In harmonizing unflgured basses, V7>, V7« and V7»,
respectively, may be employed when L, II and IV occur in the
bass, provided that the succeeding chord admits of a correct
resolution. When II is approached and quitted conjunctly,
V7«, or its incomplete form L», should invariably be employed;
and it is especially desirable to employ V7» when IV occurs in
the bass preceded by V and followed by III. In other respects,
the table, given in § 74, for harmonizing unfigured basses may be
followed.

97. In harmonizing melodies, whenever a note which
forms part of V7 occurs, either V7 or one of its inversions,

speaking generally, may be employed. An exception, however,
must be made in the case of both II and IV, when either of
these noxuprecedes a cadtntial six-four; for, as has already been
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tated
(5 7,). no chord containing L should be employed in'uch a progre.s,o„. Furthermore, i, must be remembered .h«the second chord in the Imperfect cadence should be V. orpossibly V, and not V7. or one of its inversions

'

In other respects, the table, given in § 75, for harmoniztng
melodies may be followed.

*

inverefons^'"'

{""owing example illustrates the use of V7 and its

-^^l=ld:ii-r^^^^fr^=^-=i

9 4 « . ' .7 4
2

V7 V7'

6 4

3
I' V7' V V7»

m^E^^^

6
6
V71

6 87

n» V87

The student should bear in mind that in analysing chords, L" , when
.t proceeds to either I or L. must invariably be regarded as the incom-
plete form of the second inversion of the dominant seventh, and that V
(and not L) is the real root or generator of the chord.
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SUMMARY.

I 87. The inversidhs of the dominant seventh.

V7I occurs on L, V;* on II, and V7« on IV.

i 88. Their natural resolutions.

The bass-notes move one degree only ;
V7I rises. Vji falls,

and V?"* either rises or falls.

i 89. The exceptional resolution of V;".

When the bass of V7' rises one degree the seventh of the

root may also rise one degree.

i 90. The kicpmplete form of V;'.

Li iMo regarded when it resolves upon either I or I>.

i 91. Various treatments of the inversions V7.

One inversion followed by another before resolution.

I 93. The deceptive resolution.

Sometimes, but not frequently employed! stationary resolu-

tion also of rare occurrence.

I 93. The seven Chromatic resolutions.

One V7 may proceed chromatically to any other V7, pro-

vided the roots of the two chords are more than a tone

apart.

I 94. The best progressions to the inversions.

It is rarely good to approach these chords from any chord

containing L ; in the major mode, however, V7' may
be approached from III.

i 95. Cadences and sequences.

The inversions are rarely employed in connection with

cadences, but frequently occur in real sequences,

especially when the roots of the chords move a perfect

fourth or fifth.

I 96. Uniigured basses.

The inversions may be freely employed provided that the

succeeding chord admits of correct resolution.

I 97. On harmonizing melodies.

First symbolize the melody, then determine the cadences

with their pre-cadential chords, and lastly employ the

harmonic suggestions as given in § 75, introducing V7
and its inversions' only when tliey can be correctly

resolved.

i 98. IlluFtrative example.

The student will do well to coninit this pMiage to menwrjr.
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EXERCISE*.

L

I. Write the natural resolntiotu of the following choidt,

•nd in each case figure the bass and give the roots.

(«) C») («)

r r
- -J

SII*

I

r---

,,i^ J
. .„^,

*—3"- IP" _ -H¥= -tjgiy^g-

(?)

^^^-i{^

«--Ir-zBB--

(») (0 (j)

_„ J 1—nr 1—

I

i?i-lijtg:

=-^=--ii~f--o^f---\

(*)

—I- ^(0

fc«=;

E*.
J

,l^iP&--p:^ ^-«a:

^J_„_._

«lEtEi=i
a. Explain the difference between the dominant seventh on

B, and the dominant seventh in B ; and write their inversions

and resolutions.

3. Complete the following passage by inserting V7, or one
of its inversions, at the (vacant) beats marked with an asterisk.

rr if f ^ r r^ rr f
» • • • •

J I I J I I I !
I

J I
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4. Treat the note C (srcond space in the hass) as the baw-
note of four different chords of V7; figure and resolve each
chord.

Add alto and tenor parts to the following :

—

6.

J_J- -UJ-

6 4
3

6 6
6

glifzil^lsIE^lliill

^^I^e!e^e?^
«4 6 6 6 7

4 8 -

hAiSl^ul^^-^^SL-^t^E

ii^E?:^:S^!S^^i:§ME
6 6 5£B 6
3 4 3 4

3
4 -

3 -

6 6 5 6
3 4 3

6 - 6 -

4 - Jf -

J_i.J J_j_J_J_,zgr::ij^*zggf^E3i-,Eg?^?^

>;i=-j:J -^^^jr^m%
$8 6 6 6 7

* %

6 6 6-
8 4 3 -
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Add

7.

treble, alio and tenor parts to the following :

ei^ M
6 4 6 4
S 8 3

7

6 4 6 6 6 7"

6 6$ •-

e
-j~

4 3

7 8 4 $6 : 6S6 ' 7 T
15 * 4 J 6

6 — 8 7

W.

88- 6 66 6 6
5 «3

8 7 8 - 6 8 7
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II.

^
4 ~V 6 6 6 6 4
3 3 6 4 3 2

^r?.-"-tz:^ - E -F- y *-F—p—

I

"64 S8 67
3 4 43

3

6 666 4666-5 546 B6 6
6 43 2 44-3 32

6 C £ 6 6 ar"8 6-6
2 1>4 - S

6 6 7

te^^sE^:?^^ zAjl.

6 6 7
4 8

n.

^B:i3iEr^^^i^f:^Sf^rg^^l
6jt6

4
3

6 6 7

14.

S:J:ria--rF—=:dr:F=^—3=:tF=:amiif

s^MTkmm
6 -

« -

ffiE
6 6

6

6 7

4 «
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15.

m^^^^m^^^
it 6
4
S

««4 656
4 2 4

3

6 6 6
4 t 6

m^mm^m^^mi
a 7

9
«B7 6 7

M.

6 6 }4 6 6 5
4 2 4 a

86 6
4

tW 7 7
4116 tl

^^^^^^i-i^^M'^^M
6 7 6 6 7

6 8

17. Explain the treatment of the supertonic sixth (L'), in

:he following progressions.

==t=l

(«)

ill
(ft)

r -$-

(")

r r

:#: imt:

1 8. Write a real sequence passing throogfa all the major keys,
mploying V;' and its natural resolution.
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19. ReioWe thi$ chord three timV; (i) with

the Mventh falling naturalljr ; (») with the seventh

remaining stationary; and (3) with the seventh

rising chromatically.

lA Continue the following ptss .pm sequentially for three

more measures in each case.

(«»)

-UJ-
<»)

^ r I I etc.

fefi-ifif^j
6 4 6 4 126

a 8

21. Resolve this chord chromatically in

seven different ways.

7—^_.

s«. Write, in the key of G, the exercise of which the

following is the symbolic analysis.

^-J
I

^ J-[-J-J-J-|-J-J-J-| -*_J-)

I P V7« I' V I IV' V7' I I"^ I

_J_J_J_|_J_J_.J-j-J_*_|_*-|

lyi i» IV II V7a I W I»~V7 I
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II.

Harmonize the following unfigured hatsei.

24.

i?igiliiSiliiliiligIg:i

26.

&iii=§^?imi

'^-^"^y^^^^rrP
27.

^^

Eii^^HiLgi^liili^ii

?li^

iiSmllliSilltesSiei

—l-^-^tiCi^ti'-tL-*-:*
.:3-»ii#z:i:t:2-:lt^a E-3^d-z3d:E=srr
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Harmonixe the following melodies.

».

s^^ii

32

^n^^Pi^f^^
83.
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Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, each in
both a major and a minor key.

38.

j-j-|_J_j_|_j_j_| .UJ-\-J
J I J J J

I

_J_J_l_J_J_J_(_J_j

37. Compote a double chant in the key of E ilat, employ-
ing a deceptive cadence for the first phrase, an imperfect

cadence for the second, a plagal cadence for the third, and a
perfect cadence for the last

Add a figured bast and two upper parts to the following

given inner parts ; write in open score.

40. Write a short passage in the key of F sharp minor,

introducing the invertiont of V7, and some of the additional

triads.
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CHAPTER XI.

KATURAL MODULATIOM.

99- Modulation may be defined as the art of passing from
one key into another.

A brief reference to this subject has already been made in Chapter
VI. § S 54, S3 and 56, when the common chord in root position alone
was employed ; with the addition of the inversions of the triad, together
with V7 and ite inversions, a change of key may be effected in a more
artistic manner.

When the new key is one of the attendant keys (see § 54),
the modulition is said to be niltural

i
when otherwise it is said

to be extraneous. Both natural and extraneous tnodulation
may be effected either gradually or suddenly, and in certain

cases (to be considered in a later chapter) by the enharmonic
change of one or more notes in a chord, which is termed en-
harmonic modulation.

Modulation is generally effected by introducing V7 of the
new key, which, resolving on the new tonic, definitely establishet

this key.

Transition, a term sometimes employed instead of modulation, and
sometimes signifying a modulation to an extraneous key, will here be
employed only when a change of key is effected without the use of the
dominant chord, or of any chord derived from the dominant.

100. In gradual modulation to an attendant key, three

things are necessary, namely :

—

I. The establishment of the original key.

a. The employment of one or more ambiguous chords •

(see § 55).

3. The establishment of the attendant key.

' Sometimes termed equivocal or doubtful chord*, for the
that they do not belong definitely to either key.
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These features will be seen in the foUowiDg example, which
illustrates a modulation from the key of C to its dominant— G.

j-

-| 1
—1_

I

|5J^-C=:p t=t—

a

The

a.

i.

e.

e.

/
i-

chords in this example may be analysed thu»;—

' 1
V7' ^Establishing the key of C

[VI- in the key of C, \

j

or> !• The ambiguous
UI- in the key of G. J

I' ^

V7 V Establishing the key of G.
I J

chord.

Since the chord at e, in the above example, is the same h
that at a, it is taken for granted that the tonic chord is sufficient
to establish the original key. The cadential six-four at e is
employed in order that V7 may fall on an unaccented beat,
thus allowing the new tonic to appear on the accented beat
features which usually obtain when, as here, the modulation is
/iiial, that is to say, concludes (with a perfect cadence) in the
new key. The number of chords absolutely necess.iry for
gradual modulation may, therefore, be reduced to four; and
when the original tonic is itself an ambiguous chord, as in the
present case, the modulation may be eiJEected by even thre*
chords.
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10 1. The following example illustrates gradual modulation

from the key of C to each of its attendant keys.

To G mijor. Or thus. To F major.

III I I J 1 J

I 7 7 fr77

%

Or thuL To A minor.

zzjser^ ^1^=^^I^B

^SH ^•-_fe<*_
J i x ^

8 Vt

To E minor.

6 7

t

To D minor.

fei^ipEg^l^feplp^^i

w.
-^.J-j-

^
=:£:fe2:d-=U:^
:p:-E£E ^^^

7

1,

T
t

The following example is a double Anglican chant in the

key jf A minor, with passing modulations to and through all

of its attendant keys.
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D minor, C m^or. E minor.
1 1 I 1 r

6 US
4
3

4
2

-r-
7
«5

9

^

G major.
^

F m»jor. A minor .

I 'I

' «4 6 8 l>7 6 7
8 A 1< s

io». In sudden modulation there must be no ambiguous
chord

;
m other words, the chord which precedes the new V7

must belong to the original key only; and this progression will
therefore necessitate a chromatic change in at least one of the
parts.

The following examples illustrate sudden modulation from
the key of C to the key of G.

(«)
(4)

J J t 'i ', r I

^^^ii^^^i
7

I ^
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W

WM^H^^^^^

i*z-H^
6 7 SB

4
3

In the majority of cases the root progression to the new

V7 will be upordmun a third, as at a; a chromatic change from

a minor chord to a V7 on the same root is shown at b ; and t

exemplifies the chromatic resolution of one V7 upon another,

the roots moving a perfect fourth or fifth (§ § 83 and 93).

Modulation from a given 'major key to lis relative minor or

to the relative minor of the sub-dominant, also from a given

minor to its sub-dominant, may be effected by the use of three

chords only, viz. : the original tonic, and V7 and I - in the

attendant key. In other cases an additional chord, usually IV

or V, whichever will admit of chromatic movement in at least

one of the parts, must be introduced after the original tonic.

103. The following example illustrates sudden modulation

.

from the key of C to and through all of its attendant keys.

4
3

«4
2

6 6
6

C6
|4 l?6

8 7

The following example illustrates sudden modulation from

the key of A minor to each of its attendant keys.
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mmlM^uM^
«34

3

nmmw" -ei«-
\-rf

6 C 7
fro «

104. In harmonizing unflgured basses and melodies,
modulations to attendant keys may often be t fleeted in simple
diatonic passages ; especially when a note falls one degree from
a weak to a strong beat.

The melodic progression II to I, which naturally suggests
the perfect or the deceptive cadence, may be treated as IV
to III in the relative minor key, as at o ; III to II, which often
suggests the imperfect cadence, may be treated as II to I in
the relative minor of the subdominant, as a * ; IV to III, which
often suggests the plagal, and sometimes the authentic (perfect)
cadence, may be treated as at f ; two different treatments of V
to IV are shown at rf and ir; two different treatments of VI to
V (a progression which often suggests a plagal cadence) aie
shown at / and i ; L to VI may be treated as II to I in the
relative minor, as at A ; and I to L, which often suggests an
imperfect cadence, may be treated as IV to III in the domi-
nant, as at 1; or as VI to V in the relative minor of the dominant,
as at /.
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II r
I

iv___._j.p->

In the above example the notes of the scale are placed in

the melody in each case; they may, however, be placed in the

bass or indeed in any other part, while V7 may be employed
in any suitable inversion, as well as in the root position.

Modulations of a similar character may be effected in the
minor mode: if VII (the subtonic) is employed, it is frequently

treated as V in the relative major.

When the melody rises one degree, modu-
lations are not as readily suggested as (in the

above examples) when it /a//s one degree.

Special reference, however, should be made
to the melodic progression II to III, which
is often harmonized as at *. This particular

progression, although it may be regarded as

a modulation .0, and as an imperfect cadence in the key of the
relative minor, is sometimes employed as a cadence in the key
of the tonic ; in which case, the second chord (the symbol for

which would beIII + ) is regarded as a chromatic concord, and
the progression itself is often called the Phrygian cadence.
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103. Extnneoui modulation will be considered in detiil in
Chapter xviii. This subject, however, has already received some
attention in connection with the chromatic resolutions of V7
(Chapter x, J 95). Gradual modulation to an extraneous key may
be effected by the employment of natural modulation to one or
more intermediatt keys; modulation of this character is said to
be Compound. Compound modulation, therefore, consists of
one or more passing or transient modulations, followed by a fina]
OTptrmanint modulation to a more or less distant key.

106. A modulation from a given major key to it? tonic
minor, or from a given minor to its tonic major, may be effected
by the use of the Vy common to both keys ; such a modulation,
although strictly speaking extraneous, is frequently employed in
connection with natural modulation. The keys of C major and
E major, for example, may be connected by identically the same
chords as the keys of C major and E minor, (see §101, page 168),
with the exception that the final chord must be major, instead
of minor. Upon this principle, and by means of compound
modulation, the most distant keys may be connected by the
chords employed in natural modulation. Thus, in the following
example, a modulation is made from the key of C major to that
of F sharp major, first by proceeding to the tonic major of A
minor, and thence to the tonic major of F sharp minor.

^^^^W^B
1 J. U J

a=a-
f=F Hsz^3^m

c+ A- A+

Kb. V7 I. [jIIo>

9* P

I-» V7

Her
I

(Jt5)

F«+
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The student would do well to commit to memory the moduUtions
from the key of C to each of its attendant keys, as given in $101 ; and
to aymbolixe ihe chords, for the same symbols, as employed there, may
also be employed in modulating; from any major key lo its attendant
keys. In the above ex^imple, it will be seen that Ihe ambi((W>u9 chord
in proceedinf; from A major to F sharp minor is the same as in pro-
ceeding fr.<m C major to A minor. The cadenlial six-four, it may he
said, is employed so that the new V7 may appear on an unaccented
beat, thus allowing the perfect cadence to occur in the normal manner.

107. In connection with tliii subject of modulation, and
changing from one key to another, it may be stated, that, thterttr

cally, there is but one key, and i ne alone, in music, namely, the

key of the tonic ; it has two forms, the major mode and the

minor mode. The normal pitch of this tonic is represented by

the note C, but for practical purposes, either from an instrumental

or a vocal consideration, or for some other reason (or perhaps for

no particular reason at all), the pitch of this tonic may be repre-

sented by any other sound iri music ; but whatever note, other

than C, is taken for the tonic, the chords, the harmonic pro-

gressions and the whole paraphernalia of the key bear exactly the

same relationship to that tonic as though that tonic were C-

All other major keys, in fact, may be regarded as transpositions

from C major, and all other minor keys as transpositions from C
minor ; but it is not practicable to transpose music from a major

key into a minor key, nor vice versa, for by transposition is under-

stood the reproduction oi exactly the same effett aX,*, differrnt pitch,

and a minor chord can never possess exactly the same fleet as a

major chord. Music, in certain cases, may be transcr 'ed from

a major to a minor key, or vice versa, but this can only be effiected

when the harmonic |)rogressions are of the simplest character.

Unfortunately the term ' transposition '*
is sometimes employed in

this connection, but * transcription is undoubtedly the correct term.

108. At this stage in th study of Harmony, the student will

do well to take a glance at the past, and see what he has so far

accomplished, also to look into the future, and learn what there

is yet in store for him. Having once mastered the common
chord, the only concord in music, the remainder of his career in

I
'

I
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the realm of harmony will be devoted (o the study of discords.
Oijcords are of two kinds, essential and unessential. To the
former class belong chords of the seventh and ninth, disrords
derived from a root by sup< rimposing a series of thirds, and
commonly called Fum'umenta. discoids ; while to the latter class
belong two forms of o cords, those known as Suspensions and
those formed by the u.e of Auxiliary notes. After conquering
the diatonic concords and discords, the attention of the student
IS directed to the chromatic element in harmony, which also com-
prises both concords and discords, and with which is included
the subject of enharmonic modulation. Such, then, are the
chords which are treated of in the science of Harmony (§ 3,) •

an'' to understand them, to know how to iitroduce them, how
to resolve them, and how to employ them with good eflect', and
to be able to recognize them and to appreciate their treatment in
the works of the great classical masters, should be the constant
aim of every earnest student.

109. To obtain a knowledge of the chords employed in
Harmony, however, should not be the only object in view ; tV'
student should endeavour to make some practical use of his
theoretical acquirements, that is to say, I.e should compose
music. Even with the present limited m.-ans at his dispo-al he
has sufficient material to compose hymn-tunes, of a very high
order of merit, and the hymn-tune may well be regarded as the
acorn from which develops the mighty oak of all musical com-
position. In his early attempts the student should n.t try to be
original, he should rather try to imitate what others have done
before him

; let him imiute as a student, and originate as a com-
poser. Having mastered the hyn-.n-tune, the student probably will
crave for higher types of composition, he should then turn his
attention to the ..udy of Form In Music, and (with the assistance
of a teacher) may attempt to write a short Anthem or Part-sorg
or perhaps a March ..r Minuet. Compositions of this character
will lead him on gradually to more advanced types, such os the
Sonata and the Cantatr. ; and, finally, to the very highest types
of all, the Opera, the Oratorio and the Symphony.
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SUMMARY.

§ 99. Natural modulation.

Two kind*—cradiukl and sudden. The itudent thould read

I i 6t, U and 86, before commencing to itudy thin

chapter.

K 100. Gradual modulation.

The importance of the ambiguous chord, see also ( U.

ji 10 1. Examples of gradual modulation.

(a) From the key of C to each of its attendant keys ; (b)

from the key of A minor to and through each of Its

attendant keys.

$ 101. Sudden modulation.

No ambiguous chord 1 a chromatic change necessary.

§ 103. Examples of sudden modulation.

(a) From the key of C to and through each of its attendant

keys; (b) from (he key of A minor to each of its

attendant keys.

g 104. Unfigured basses and melodies.

The simplest diatonic passages frequently contain modu-
lating possibilities ; in other respects basses and melo-

dies may be treated as explained in the preceding

chapters.

§ 105. Compound modulation.

Passing through one or more intermediate keys.

§ 106. The tonic major and minor modes.

By their use the most distant keys may be connected on

the principles ol natural mocfulation.

§ 107. The key of the tonic.

Modulation, change of key ; transposition, change of pitch

;

transcription, change of mode.

§ 108. The chords employed in Harmony.
Concords and discords, diatonic or chromatic; essential

discords, derived from a root; uneiisential discords,

formed by the use of suspensions and auxiliary notes.

§ 109. The composition of music.

Ability to compose a hymn-tune the first step on the road

which leads to the highest types of musical composition.
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EXERCISES.

3 S
I. Complete the following p«(Mge(« in either 3 or g time,

modulating gradually in each caie to the key indicated.

(u) 0+ to E- (») F+ to A- («) A+ to D+^^gS^g^^
m^^^

{i) Ee-)- to Bi-f (t) E-f to FK-

a. Figure and harmonize the following p ( "uges, modulating

tuddenly in each case to the kejr indicated.

(a) F+to D- (h) Dt to E- (ej B5+ to F+

(d) A+ to CJf- (t) E&+ to Afe+

3. Modulate gradually, employing not more than four

chords in each case, (a) from the key of D, and (b) from the key
of G minor, to each of their attendant keys, (ten exercises).

4. Modulate suddenly, employing as few chords as possible

in each case, (a) from the key of B-flat, and (b) from the key of

B minor, to each of their attendant keys, (tea exercises).
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5. Modulate from A to C-shaip minor suddenly and return

to A gradually.

6. Modulate from C minor to A-flat gradually and return

to C minor suddenly.

7. Compose a single Anglican chant in the key of E, intro-

ducing a modulation to the dominant.

8. Clothe the following blank rhythm with harmony in the

key of F minor, introducing a modulation to the relative major.

|_J_J_| Jj l-J-J |-^J-J_|-J-J-|-J-L|-*-

The plan of chords adopted in the example in S 100 may be followed

in working this exercise.

9. Compose a double chant in the key of B ; modulate

to G sharp minor in the first phrase, to F sharp major in the

second, to E in the third, and return to B in the last

10. Write a continuous passage ot modulation commencing

in the key of D flat and passing to and through all its attendant

keys.

1 1. Modulate gradually (a) from F sharp to D flat, and (b)

from G flat to C sharp, making the enharmonic change at the

ambiguous chord.

I a. By means of the chromatic resolution of one V7 to

another (see § 93) modulate (a) from C to F, (b) G to D, (c) F

to A flat, (d) D to F sharp, (e) B flat to G, (f) A to F, and (g)

E flat to A.

II.

Harmonize the following unfigured basses, introducing

modulations as indicated.

sii?fg:^^iE^^3^g
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B7 C

179

-I r

^^^^^^M^^^^^
16 A Ft- E-

I I

16 G- El? C- P D-
rz II T_i M ur^rr

17

^EB^S^Ei!:!^^?^
-,,^1-, ,-Et

^^^^m
^^^mE^^~}
18

^HlE^rgz^E
Ag•^ 1

:^—Cz m^
C- E?

I 1 I

'^j^^^^Mim^^^i
Harmonize the following melodies, introducing judicious

modulations.

19 O

^^l^^=m^
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F
I ^1

21 B-^^mm I > I I— ' f^

*_=i—jt

^^^Ere^EiEg-

22 Air Efr F- B'r

23 , ^-,

A-



APPENDIX.

SYMBOLS.

The symbols employed in the present work by which notes

and chords are represented without the use of words, may be re-

garded as forming a system of musical stenography.*

Symbols are of two kinds, namely:

—

Melodic, representing a note, and

Harmonic, representing a chord.

Four factors are employed in the formation of these symbols,

namely, (i) certain Roman numerals, (2) the Arabic numbers,

I, 2, 3, etc., up to 9, (3) certain signs, and (4) the marks ' and j.

(i) The Roman numerals, sometimes preceded by one of the

signs (3) are employed to indicate notes, whether dia-

tonic or chromatic.

(1) The Arabic numbers are employed to represent Intervals

and, when they appear in small type (like the sign for

square and cube, etc., in mathematics) to represent the

inversions of chords.

(3) The signs, four in number are, *, -, * ando; these are

employed to indicate respectively the terms, 'major',

' minor,' ' augmented ' and ' diminished.'

(4) The mark ' is employed to represent a suspension ; thus
,

for a falling, and thus 1 for a rising suspension.

The symbols for i.>it..rvals are formed by placing the sign re.

presenting the particular name after the Arabic number repres-

enting the general name of the interval.

* The term ' symbol' which is here used, it is believed, for the fintt

time in connection with the subiect of harmony, wa.s sugg^ested by the
use of the same word in chemistry, astronomy, etc, where it is employed
(as in the present work) to indic-ite a certain significant mark —letter,
fi^re or sign— which stenographically represents the name of somt'
thing under consideration. The derivatives, tymMie (havin^^ reference
to symbols) and symbotime (to mark with symboln) are occasionally also

eoi^oyed in this work.
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Thui, for example :
-

1 + indicates a major second ;

3 _ " a minor third ;

4 X " an augmented fourth

;

JO " a diminished fifth.

The sign + indicates the term ' perfect," when it is employed

after the numbers 4, 5 and 8.

The student should call each symbol by its proper name i 'or ex-

ample, a major second should not be read as ' two plus, nor a minor

third as * three minus,' etc.

The melodic symbols for the various degrees of the major

and minor scales, the latter in its harmonic form, are shown in the

following example.

II III ;
IV

is=Ppllia^Ei^ii?il*ii
It will be seen that the same symbol is employed for the me

diant in both keys ; when it is desirable to distinguish between the

major and minor mediants, the signs + and - respectively are

placed before the symbol, thus, +III and -III. The same may

be said of the two submediants. In the melodic form of the

minor scale, the submediant in ascending is, therefore, + VI, while

in descending it is -VI. The technical name (employed in the

present work) for the seventh degree in the descending form of

the minor scale is ' subtonic
'

; the symbol employed for this note

is VII.
The symbol L is employed for the leading-note instead of VII (as

mieht have been expected) because in the first place, it is easier to write

and what is frequently an important consideration, it occupies less space

than VII ; and, in the second place, because a distinctive symbol more

readily directs the attention of the student to the characteristics of the

note (See page 14). A point of small importance but one not unworthy of

a passing notice is to be seen in the number ,50 which is the numerical

significance of the Roman numeral I., while 5o (as was shown above) is

he symbol for the inter\'al of the diminished fifth, an interval invariably

associated with the leading-note in both the major and minor modes.
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The technical name (or symbol) for each degree of the scale

should invariably be employed in preference to the alphabetical

name ; for the alphabetical name varies with each new scale but

the technical name always remains the same. Furthermore, it

may here be said, that each degree of the scale possesses a certain

individuality peculiar to itself, which may be termed its asthetic

characitr; e.g., I—Constancy, 11—Desire, III—Ease, IV—
Faith, V—Gladness, VI—Adversity and L—Brightness.

These terms, which are suggestive only of the aesthetic character

of each note, have been chosen so as to be easily remem' ered by

the student ; the initial letters, it will be seen, form the scale of C.

The following table comprises the melodic symbols for the

notes of the modern enharmonic scale of C (See page 34) ; to-

gether with the technical names employed (in the present work)

for the notes of this scale.* The alphabetical name and tonal

character of each note are also included. The table should be

read upwards.

ALPHABETICAL MELODIC TECHNICAL TONAL
NAME. SYMBOL. NAME. CHARACTER.

B. L Leading*note. Diatonic.
Bflat. VII Subtonic. Perfect chromatic.
A. + VI Major submediant. Diatonic.
Aflat. -VI Minor submediant. Imperfect chromatic.
G shaq). xV Hyper-dominant. ** »«

G. V Dominant. Diatonic.
F sharp. xIV Inter-dominaiit. Perfect chromatic.
F. IV Subdominant. Diatonic.
E. +111 Major mediant. <<

Eflat. -III Minor mediant. Imperfect chromatic. '

D sharp xll Hyper-supertonic. " **

D. + 11 Mfijor supertonic. Diatonic.
Dflat. -II Minor supertonic. Imrierfect chromatic.
C sharp. xl Hyper-tonic. 4t tf

C. I Tonic. Diatonic.

*It is with a feeling of much diffidence that certain new technical
names are here introduced, but at the same time it is under the convic-
tion that they will supply a long-felt want.



The perfect chromatics—the inter-domiwint and the »ub-

tonic—are so called because they are employed in chord construc-

tion in one form only ; the imperfect chromatics, by enharmonic

change, are employed in both forms.

The notes G flat and A sharp are ometimes employed as chro-

matic auxiliary notes, but they have, it may here t>e said, no har.

monic relationship with the key of C. For the sake of completeness,

should 't at any time t>e necessary to refer to such notes, the technical

names, Hypo^ominant (oV) and Hyper-submediant ( x VI) may be re-

spectively employed.

Equal temperament, that is to say, the division of the octave into

twelve equal semitones, is the fundamental principle of all that apper-

Uins to modem music. The above scale, it will be seen, contains two

distinct kinds of semitones—the diatonic and the chromatic—but these

must be regarded as tjeing absolutely equal in point of siie. Scientifl-

cally, the ratio of the former is as 18 ! 16, and that of the latter as

•21 : 25; in other words, theoretically D flat (for example) is of slightly

higher pitch than C sharp i in equal temperament however, these two

niHes—D flat and C shaip-are temperecl, that is to say, tuned into one

and the same note. This theory of equality can alone justify the chro-

matic progressions and the enharmonic modulations of modem com-

posers.

Harmonic symbols are formed from melodic symbols by the

addition of numbers, signs k 'd marks, according to the character

of the chord J the melodic symbol indicates the root of the

chord.

The triads as they occur in the keys of C major and minot

are shown in the following example.

C H^ior.

iill^f"l^ilij=l^
11- III- IV+ V+ VI • 1.0

i§P^il^=^^=^iil^il^^^
IIo nix IV- V+ VI+ Lo

The signs, + and -
, etc,, as a matter offact, are frequently omitted,

being understood ; the student, however, should employ them at first,

and indeed until he is perfectly familiar with the character of the various

triads. In reading the symbols, the student should be carefiil to employ

the correct teAnical term •. for exam|..e, 1+ should be read as tbe

tonic major triad (or chord),' and not as ' one plus.'



The following ommple illuttnte* tome of the chromatic triads

(in the key of C) with their lymholi.

The symbols for the first and second inversions of triads are

formed by placing the small figures i and a respectively, after the

sign indicating the character of the chord; thus, I-)-', the first

inversion of the tonic major chord, and I
-

', the second inversion

of the tonic minor chord. The following example illustrates the

first inversion of the triad of C, as it occurs in seven different

major keys.

^ I+> IV+> V+

The sign ' o,' it will be seen, is omitted after the symbol L

;

this is invariably the case when L< has a dominant character and

resolves on I or I' ; when it resolves upon III-, the sign 'o'

should be added, thus, Lo'.

The following example illustrates the symbols employed for

the chords of the seventh in most frequent use, in both C major

and C minor. The sign + is usually omitted after V, as this chord

is invariably major.

V? II7 L7-

The symbols for the inversion of chords of the dominant

seventh are formed thus V7', V7', and V7'.
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The symbols for the chords of the dominant ninth are V9+
(or simpljr V9) andVg-. L7 and L70 are treated as distinct
chords, they are not regarded as being V9+' and V^> respect-
ively; in the latter chords the dominant is always present while
in the former it is never present.

The following example illustrates the formation of symbols
in connection with suspensions.

00 (b) (0) (d) (,) (n

(a) The tonic chord with the third suspended.

(b) The dominant se-enth with the fifth suspended.

if) The tonic chord with the octave sub-suspended.
(rf) The first inversion of the tonic chord with the bass sus-

pended.

(«) The third inversion of the dominant seventh with the
third and fifth suspended.

(/) The tonic chord with a triple suspension.

When the suspension is in the bass, the mark ' is placed
before the Roman numeral.

Pedal chords and pedal passages are represented by the
Roman numeral indicating the pedal note, followed by a line of
continuation placed under, or in the case of an inverted pedal
placed over, the symbols representing the chords employed in

connection with the pedal note.
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In the CMC of ambiguoiu chords, the tecond symbol is

placed under the first.

Sufficient, it is hoped, has now been said, to explain the
theory upon which the symbols in general are constructed and
employed. The symbols for other chords, both diatonic and
chromatic, will be given as the chords severally occur in the
course of the work.

The following passage exemplifies the employment of
symbols in connection with modulation.

<«) (*) (<:) ('') (») (/) (f) (*) (<)

B--^-
e»=^z

4
IS

F+

^-9 S [

r I- ^7'
Liii-

7 8
4 3

1+

.8

7
6

Ci

v̂

6
5

C+
Il7> V7
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Th* above tymbolt should be read at foUowtt

—

(«) The dominant seventh.

(t) Tonic (major) chord.

(t) Leading seventh (or minor seventh on leadiog-noic)

•n tonic pcdaL

(</) Tonic chord with fifth and third snspended, end of

pedal.

(/) Augmented triad on tonic.

(/) Sub-dominant (major) chord.

g) First inversion of dominant seventh, in G major.

(4) Tonic (major) chord with octave suspended.

(i) Diminished seventh on leading-note, generator E

,

in A minor.

(j) Tonic (minor) chord, changing to mediant (minor)

chord, in F major.

(i) Second inversion of dominant seventh.

(/) Tonic (major) chord, with octave sub-suspended

and third suspended.

(m) First inversion of dominant chord, changing to first

inversion of tonic chord, in C major.

(m) First inversion of supertonic seventh.

(0) Dominant sixth and seventh.

(/) Tonic chord.

From the above analysis, it will be seen that both time

and space are materially saved by the employment of symbo1s>

irrespective of the convenience derived from having the name

of each chord immediately under its own bass-note. It can

with confidence be affirmed that were the advantages to be

derived from the use of symbols generally known, the system

would without doubt be generally adopted.
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